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'UK_ trustees approve increases
in· tuition, housing fees in fall
By RICHARD WII.SON

Staff Writer

·

LEXINGTON, Ky.,- The cost of attending the University of Kentucky is
going up again after action yesterday
ay UK's board of trustees.
The board ratified tuition increases
already approved by the state Council
on Higher Education for the 1996-97
schoor year, and it raised fees and
room and board rates as well.
In recent years - as the rise in
state support.has slowed- tuition increases at state universities have be-

come routine.

Jack Blanton, vice chancellor of administration for the Lexington campus, told the trustees' finance committee that the latest increases were
necessary to cover UK's 'increased
costs of supplying housing and food.
He said that no state money supports .UK's housing and dining program. He also said that only one so-

called "benchmark" school - the
University of Tennessee at Knoxville
- .. has a lower housing and dining
rate than UK. (Benchmark schools
are comparable universities in nearby
states that UK uses to make comparisons on such things as tuition and
fees.)
Several students said that they understood the need for the increases,
but that the fee hikes would pinch
their budgets.
"I ~ess the increases are necessary,' said ·Jason Dattilo, a Louisville
juruor. Even with them, he added, it's
still cheaper to live on campus than in
an off-campus apartment.
The room and board rate for students living in most UK dormitories
will go up 3.9 percent - from $3,078
this year to $3,198 beginning in the
fall. Tuition ·for undergraduate Kentucky residents on the Lexington
campus will go up $40 a semester from $1,130 to $1,170. Mandatory reg-
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istration fees were also increased.
The overall increase in tuition and
fees means that full-time undergraduates from Kentucky will pay $1,338
per semester, an increase of 3.5 percent. A $1 fee increase will support
the student health services program.
Undergraduate tuition for out-ofstate stutlents will rise from $3,390 to
$3,510 per semester.
"Obviously, as an out-of-state studen~ this (tuition . increase) hits me
harder,'' said Alison Ki!1ht, a sophomore from San FrancISco. "But I
know tuition increases are just a part
of college life."
The board also approved room and
board rates for the Lees College campus of Hazard Community College,
where the rate will be $2,900 per year
for double occupancy.
Lees, a .former private college in
Jackson that ran into financial difficulties, becomes a part of the UK
community college system July I.
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UK faculty to benefit. A boost
from retirel1lent plan for the .Bard
Students say. yes to Shakespeare
approved· by board
,.

AsSOCIATED PRESS

pressed interest in phased retirement for some time. Officials adoptTenured faculty members at the ed the plan after studying similar
University of Kentucky now can programs at universities across the
.
ease into retirement instead of giv- country, Lawson said.
In other action by the trustees
ing up teaching all at once, thanks to
:
a measure approved by the universi- yesterday:
■ The board approved increasty's board of trustees yesterday.
Under the new phased retire- es in tuition, fees and room and
ment program, tenured professors board rates for the 1996-97 school
who have worked full-time at UK year.
In-state tuition and fees for fullfor at least 15 years and are 65 or
older are eligible. They can choose. time undergraduates will be $1,338
to reduce their workload by half a semester, an increase of 3.5 perand receive half their pay for up to cent. Non-resident undergraduates
will pay $3,678 for tuition and fees.
three years.
Tuition and fees at.Lexington
Faculty members must choo_se
the option within one year of gain- Community College wili be $978 a
ing eligibility, and their requests semester, a $1 increase. At the re,
must be approved by UK President maining 13 community colleges, tuition will be raised 2 percent to $500.
Charles Wethington.
Room and board rates at the
Wethington said yesterday that
because the university no longer Lexington campus will be $3,198
has a mandatory retirement age, for two semesters, a 3.8 percent inthe program can help departments crease.
■ The trustees also authorized
plan for the loss of faculty.
"This benefits both the univer- · university officials to negotiate
sity · and faculty members," leases that would permit commercial developments at Colpstrearn
Wethington said.
Robert Lawson, assistant to the Research Campus, off Newtown
president for administrative affairs, Pike near the Interstate 64-75 inter·
said UK faculty members have ex- change.
BY BRIAN BENNETT

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

WASHINGTON - It might be the unkindest cut of
all. English majors at Georgetown University no longer
have to take courses on two of 'three literary masters Shakespeare, Chaucer and Milton. And Georgetown is
not alone.
. "The problem is national. Shakespeare and other
classics are being replaced at many colleges by courses
on sex and politics," says Jerry L. Martin, president of
the National Alumni Forum.
The group, which says it has members on more
than 200 campuses, led a "Saving Shakespeare" rally
just off the Georgetown campus yesterday.
Univei:sity officials say that Shakespeare hasn't
been reqmr_ed at Georgetown for at least 20 years but
that the un1vers1ty teaches nine Shakespeare courses a
year, m?i:e than.the average 2.6 courses offered at other
umvers1t1es of comparable size.
. Under t~~ old requirements, viewed as too· restrict1v~ and failing t? emphasize writing skills, English
maiors were required to take courses on two of three
inaior authors.
_Now they are required to take four courses from
their :hosen c~· centration: literature and literary historr, r<J .ture a, .d r erformance or writing. They also must
',il,e . wo .,. ,:r,, J _)utside their concentration and two
focusing L: ·.....1te .al before 1850.
If Shakespeare is out, what is in? Martin asks.
. Browsing college catalogs, Martin found courses
titled "Hard-Boiled Detective Fiction," "AIDS and
Representation,'' "Representing Sexualities in Words
and Image" -:- courses and topics that he says sound
more hke sociology than literature.
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And the wall

•••

Governor pledges that region will
no longer be ignored by Frankfort
What was that crashing
sound heard in Hazard Friday night? Could it have
been the crumbling of the
last vestiges of the proverbial
Winchester Wall?
Paul Patton, the first governor from eastern Kentucky
since Bert Combs, returned
to the mountains Friday to
pledge that the region no
longer will be ignored by the
cabinet secretaries and the
power brokers in Frankfort.
Speaking at the annual
East Kentucky Leadership
Conference, the governor
pledged to personally chair
the Kentucky Appalachian
Commission, a group formed
last October. Commission
members - which also will
include cabinet secretaries, a
county judge-executive,: a ·
mayor and a school superintendent - will work closely
with the Kentucky Appalachian Advisory Council,
a grassroots citizens' group.
. As part of his interest in
developing his native region,
Patton said he wants to make
a . multicounty industrial
park -,i>.Ianned for Greenup
County - a ,model for others
like it across eastern Kentucky. He· has promised the
support of the state in developing a parkway from U.S. 23
near Wurtland to I-64, to construct infrastructure needed
for a multipurpose park, and
to. develop a plan for the
park.
Such enthusiastic support
from the state's top executive
, will be a major boost for the
I proposed 2,000-acre park,
I which is being developed ·
i through the cooperative efforts of Boyd, Greenup, Lawrence, Carter and Elliott
counties. We're convinced
the park offers this region's

greatest potential for longrange ·economic development,
but mpre important, the governor apparently shares that
view.
For years, county and municipal officials from Ashland to Pineville have complained that the economic
needs of eastern • Kentucky
were ignored - that the powers-that-be in Frankfort rarely looked east of Winchester.
The Winchester Wall could
never be found on any map,
but in the minds of many. in
eastern Kentucky, it was just
as real as if it had been built
with bricks arid mortar.
. In pledging that his administration will give special attention to the mountains,
Patton also said that the region must help itself.· He's
right.
The Winchester Wall was
not built completely by those
in Frankfort; long-standing
regional problems added
bricks to it. To be able to
successfully compete for the
jobs of tomorrow, the people
of eastern Kentucky must
continue to improve their
public schools, raise the level
of education among adults,
eliminate the political fiefdoms that continue to thwart
progress in some counties,
and clean up: our hillsides
and creekbanks. Elected
county and city officials also
must exhibit more of a willingness to work together for
the common good.
For the first time in three
decades, Kentucky has a governor committed to helping.
this region. It now is up to
·tlie people of eastern Kentucky to come up with new
ideas and creative programs
to help Paul Patton fulfill his
promise.
·

•
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Proposed
medical
school
advances
BY LEE MUELLER
EASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

PIKEVILLE - Eastern Kentucky took its longest step during
the weekend on the uphill climb to
land a medical school.
After listening to a presentation
by Gov. Paul Patton in Chicago, a
10:member American Osteopathic
Association panel agreed Sunday to
give provisional accreditation to a
new osteopathic medical school at
Pikeville College, Patton spokeswoman Melissa Forsythe said yesterday.
"That recommendation now
goes to the full board," Forsythe
said.
The
school's
founder,
Paintsville lawyer Chad Perry III,
attended the hearing and praised
the governor's delivery.
Patton is smart, energetic and a
fast learner, Perry said. "If you
were teaching him in school, you'd
say, 'I got something here.' "
The association's executive director, Douglas Ward, could not be
reached, but Perry suggested final
approval was "a matter of formality."

The news touched off a wave
of enthusiasm in Pikeville, where
the for-profit proposal has drawn
broad-based support
totaling
$800,000, including $250,000 from
Pikeville Methodist Hospital and
the city of Pikeville and $200,000
each from Pike Fiscal Court and
Pikeville National Bank.
The school has received $3 million in pledges. Advocates predict
the·medical school will produce at
least 40 new jobs at an average annual salary of $67,000, including
doctors' salaries.
"It would be the greatest thing
to happen since the coal ~01!1 ~-r
the cut-through," Pikeville Mayor
Steve Combs said. "It would have
the impact of two or three small
factories here."
But in Paintsville, where Perry
chipped in the first $1 million for
the project in September 1994, there
was both disappointment and lingering reservations.
The college was to have been
built in Paintsville as an independent institution. But the school's executive committee voted last year to
affiliate with Pikeville College,
which has the administrators and
facilities in place.
Perry and his executive committee were unable to attract adequate
investment from local governments
and the medical community.
Paintsville Mayor Robin Cooper
said he was disappointed that
Paintsville and Johnson County
. "weren't able to be the home of the
osteopathic college" but expects all
of Eastern Kentucky to benefit
from it.

But the bottom line, Cooper
said, "was that it's a for-profit-type
of investment, and it's ve11: hard
for a lot of people to embrace that."
Dr. Charles Hardin, the chief of
staff at Paul B. Hall Regional Medical Center in Paintsville, conceded
he had declined to use his close ties
to former Gov. Brereton Jones to
obtain a half-million dollar grant
for the project.
As a politician, Hardin - who
also is judge-executive of Magoffin
County - said he only had a limited number of favors to ask of Jones.
His first obligation is to his constituents, he said.
As a physician, Hardin expressed reservations abouf osteopathic medical schools.
The state's only medical schools
now are run by the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville.
Osteopathy is literally the medicine of bones. Osteopaths undergo
, the same four-year medical training
as physicians and share the same
i residency requirements.
Perry came up with the college
idea to fill the gap in primary care
I in Eastern Kentucky. He said osteopaths tend to stay in underserved areas in larger numbers and
often stay in family practice.
. LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON,

But Hardin expressed concerns.
"To the best of my understanding of medical institutions and
schools,
(osteopathic
medical
s~~oo!~) are _a money-losing prop□.sit1on, Hardm said.
Before he would commit money
to such a project, Hardin said, "]
would have to see the type of faculty, the curriculum, the applicants
how it's going to be run - all thos~
things.
"If you're to train people to be
professionals, particularly in health
care, you need to make sure they're
trained to the utmost degree because our people deserve the same
· ~igh-quality care as people receive
m other places."
But state Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, who described
hi~self as a c~eerleader for Perry's
proJect, has said he thinks the proposed osteopathic school could be
an answer to the failure of UK and
U of L medical schools to place doctors in the mountains.
"I think it's really the only way
you're going to fill the need up
here," he said.
Much work - and much fund
raising - remain before a Pikeville
College medical school accepts its
first class, Perry said yesterday.
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An-ox-is gored
''

TV station shows little respect for differing opinion

''Don't

~hoot the me~en,
ger'' 1s an old saymg
:
with a liter&¥ history.
In the Greek drama Antigone, one
6f Sophocles' players observes: "Nooody likes the man who brings bad
news." In Shakespeare's Antony
(Jnd Qeopatra, a character says:
~Though it be honest, it is never
good to bring bad news."
; Now Kentucky's roundball draina has produced a variation on this
old theme: A messenger who shoots
another messenger.
: We're speaking of WKYT-TV,_
which is taking pot shots at a Umversity of Kentucky journalism
teacher who criticized the gush-otama that often passed for local TV
news the week leading up to the
OK men's national basketball championship.
: Associate professor Cindy Hosbein-Tang's commentary was published April 5 in the opinion section
0£ the Herald-Leader. Hosbein-Tang
~aid local TV news departments got
so wrapped up in Big Blue mania
that they lost journalistic perspective. She said viewers were bombarded with "fluff stories" about
&ow to hail a cab in Manhattan and
dress a hot dog in Central Park,
while real news back home got
short shrift.
: The Herald-Leader's Final Four
coverage also came in for criti_ci_sm.
She wondered whether any CT1s1s
l:ould have elbowed its way
·
fh:ou!!h ti_.tC b::t·,kf!h;11i r.n("y;;:;J ~,~~M

tions onto the newspaper's front.
She challenged local media to reflect on their role, which she said is
"to break important stories."
Apparently stinging, WKYT is
getting back at Hosbein-Tang. Because'she,is news director of UK's
public radio station, Channel 27 has
stopped sharing its newscasts with
WUKY-FM. Jim Ogle, WKYT's
news director, said his station
would reconsider its decision if Hosbein-Tang would "acknowledge her
inaccuracies."
What inaccuracies? She expressed an opinion that she was
well qualified to express. People
who watched TV and read the paper in Lexington that week know
she had reasonable grounds for her
opinion. They're free to disagree
with her opinion.
By reminding the Lexington media of their professional obligations,
Hosbein-Tang performed a public
service and one that is well within
the bo~nds of a journalism professor's pu:;view. She deserves congrc' tull!tions, not criticism. And she
certainly deserves support from UK
colleagues and administrators.
As for Ogle and others at Channel 27, they also have every right to
disagree with Hosbein-Tang'~ conclusions. But why not do so m a
commentary piece of their own?
Certainly, the public would be bet-.
t\'r served by that than by Channel
· 27's· nul1inq its feed to nub lie radio.
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About 15 Western Kentucky University students protested on campus yesterday during the WKU Board
of Regents meeting. The regents narrowly approved a $30 Increase in student fees per semester, $25 of
which will go toward the women's athletic program. Protesting students said they were given little prior
knowledge of the Increase. But university President ·Thomas Meredith said students were consulted.
The money will help establish women's soccer, softball and swim teams, giving an equal number of
men's and women's sports, as required under NCAA Title IX regulatlons for gender equity_
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Many students 'trading up' despite rising college tuition
munity colleges.
For all the talk about
. Wealthy kids are tradthe high cost of higher
ing up, too. They used
education, middle-class
to choose a mix of bigfamilies are gritting
name national institutheir teeth and shelling
tions and well-regarded
out. When shopping for
regional ones. Now
ordinary goods, they'll
they're leaving the rewalk the entire length of
gionals behind.
a mall for a dollar off.
Rich kids are clusterBut at colleges, they're
flocking to the higher- JANE BRYANT ing in two types of institutions. First are the facost schools. Instead of QUINM
mous universities: Stantrading down as tuitions
escalate, families have
COLUMNIST
ford, Duke, the Ivies and
the "public Ivies," such
been trading up.
as the University of
As Exhibit A, I give
you young freshmen from families Michigan (Ann Arbor) and Univerearnmg $30,000 to $100,000. sity of Virginia (Charlottesville).
They're attending private colleges And second are the first-rank priand universities in slightly higher vate colleges with national reputaproportions than they aid 15 years tions.
11
1t's the Mercedes. syndrome,"
ago, even though those schools
Schapiro
said. The most competicliarge considerably more than
public institutions do. (That's ac- tive kids want degrees from wellcording to an analysis of enroll- known schools with networks of
ment data by economists Morton graduates working everywhere in
Schapiro of the University of the world.
That leaves the second-rank priSouthern California and Michael
vate colleges struggling for a highMcPherson of Williams College.)
Students at public institutions er-quality student body. They're
are increasingly choosing four- targeting brainy middle-class kids
year schools over two-year com- and offering them big scholar-

ships.
Some 1,300 colleges - public institutions as well as private ones now give "merit" scholarships,
without regard for financial need,
said student-aid expert Joseph Re.
(For an excellent guide to college
aid, get his company's book "Don't
Miss Out," $9.50 from Octameron
Associates, P.O. Box 2748, Alexandria, Va. 22301.)
Schapiro estimates that, on average, it takes $10,000 a year to lure
a bright kid away from a top college to a school in the second tier.
If they don't get merit scholarships (which the top schools generally don't offer), how does the middle class pay? Chiefly with a lot of
loans.
Students can borrow up to
$2,625 from the federal government for their freshman year, and
higher amounts thereafter. If
you're classed as financially needy,
Uncle Sam pays the interest while
you're in school. Otherwise you
pay, although no repayments are
due until your studies are behind
you. Current variable interest rate
on student loans: 8.25 percent
(that's the cap; the rate can't go

higher, by law).

What makes you "needyu? You

qualify if the cost of your college
comes to more than you and your
family are expected to pay. Your
"expected contribution" derives
from a federal formula that considers such things as income, assets,
age, family size and each earner's
need for a retirement fund.
Since 1992, the formula for federal aid has excluded the value of
your home. So middle-class kids
look poorer on paper than they
really are. This typically gets them
more aid at public institutions but
not at private ones. Private colleges usually count part or all of
your home equity when awarding
their own scholarship funds.
After student loans come federally insured loans for creditworthy
parents. They can borrow up to the
college's full cost, minus other aid
received. You pay a variable interest rate, currently 8.98 percent
(capped at 9 percent). To qualify
for the maximum loan, pay off
your consumer debts, srud Jean
Eddy, a vice provost at Northeastern University in Boston. You want
to show the cleanest possible credit renort.

Colleges offer tuition discounts,
especially to students they particularly want. Applicants for early admission may get less-favorable aid
packages, because the school
knows it has you. You might do
better by applying to several
schools. Your first-choice college
might increase your tuition dis,
count, if you can show it a better
offer from a competitor.
And what has happened to lowincome students? Their grants and
loans haven't kept up with college
costs and their parents can't pick
up the slack. Since 1980, they're
the only group to have traded
down educationally, Schapiro says.
Fewer of the poor now attend
private colleges. More enter twoyear cpmmunity courses. Community colleges are excellent institutions, but four-year schools lead to
better jobs. The gap between rich
and poor starts here.
Jane Bryant Quinn's column appears Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Write her at the Washington Post
Writer's Group, 1150 15th St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20071.

" The Washinl!lon Post
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House built by Georgetown staff,
•students, faculty nearly ready
BY CHERYL POWELL
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

GEORGETOWN - When people at Georgetown College said they
wanted to build up the community,
they meant it literally.
·.
Throughout the school year, the
college's students and faculty and
staff members have joined to build
a house for Trish Cook and her two
sons through Scott County's Habitat for Humanity program.
Although a few finishing touches are still needed, the school had a
dedication ceremony yesterday afternoon so students who worked on
the house could see Cook receive a
gold key to her new home before
they begin final exams next week.
About 30 people marched - ac. companied by Georgetqwn and
campus police - a mile from the
campus to the house.
"I'd just like to say congratulations and welcome. home," said senior Charlotte Stickle, 2L as she
handed the oversized key to Cook
and hugged her.
.
The project was organized by
the college's Team Building Task
force, which was formed two years
ago by college President William H.
Crouch as a way to bring faculty
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and staff members together.
But the task force's chairman,
Peter LaRue, who has volunteered
with the local Habitat for Humanity
chapter, thought building a home
for a needy family would be a good
way to bring the entire school community together.
"It has been one of the most inspirational things I've been involved with," LaRue said. "To see
so many people come together for.
a common good, it's been just

amazing."
Construction kicked off Labor
Day weekend with a "Bµilding
Blitz" during which almost 300 people from the school helped complete .
the foundation and frame of the
house.
"Of all the things I've been involved in, this is the thing that in
10 or 20 years I'll think the most
about," Stickle said.
Work continued on the house
for several weeks - until the project ran out of money, said Edward
Welch, building director for the
Scott County affiliate of Habitat for
Humanity.
It got back on track abont a
month ago when the college agreed
to give the organization an $8,0b0
interest-free loan in addition to its
previous $5,000 donation, Welch
said.
"The partjcipation from the
school has been great," he said .
"They have a lot of ownership in
this house."
The home, in the center of
Georgetown, is the seventh built
on Habitat Street, named for the
local Habitat for Humanity, a nonprofit Christian housing ministry
that sells homes to needy families
at cost with no-interest mortgages.
The average cost of a habitat
house is $30,000, Scott County
Habitat President Ed Boden said.
Families are selected by a
committee based on their level of
need, willingness to join in the pro-

Patricia Cook looked out of
her new house. She will live
there with her two sons.
gram and ability to repay the Joan.
For many people like Cook,
Habitat for Humanity offers one of
their only opportunities to own a
house.
Cook, 34, a single mother of
boys ages 9 and 12, works two jobs
to support her family. She now
rents'a two-bedroom apartment in
downtown Georgetown.
Within a month, her family will
be moving into their new one-story,
three-bedroom home. The boys are
so excited that they have already
select;ed their rooms, she said.
Mom's pretty excited, too.
"I didn't think I ever would own
a home," she said. "It just blew my
mind, totally."
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~ollege graduations b
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A complete list of
upcoming college
:graduation cer&1 monies in our cir•culation area will
,apfJar in Saturdff editions.

~ STAFF REPORT

Several colleges and community colleg
will begin the graduation season with cere
monies tonight and Saturday.
Graduation will be held tonight at W
ington, Elizabethtown, MaysviJle and So
set community colleges.
·

'

U.S. District Judge Jennifer Cofbnan

speak at LCC's graduation, which will Ii •

held at 6:30 p.m. at the University of Kef
tucky's Memorial Coliseum.
Thursday, May 2, 1996
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PIKSVILLE (AP) - A nationaf uaoctation bas
pnmatonal accreditation,fd'an
osteopathic medical scbool for

men

Eastern Kentucky.
A 10-member panel of the
American Osteopathic Association in Chicago gave the
initial approval to the proposed schoot on Sunday. Gov.
Paul Patton traveled to Chicago and gave a presentation
to the panel in support of the
school, which would be affiliated with Pikeville College.
"That recommendation now
goes to the full board," said
Patton's spokeswoman, Melissa Forsythe.
Paintsville attorney Chad
Perry m, who came up with
the idea, said Patton's involvement played a big role in the
a pproval. Perry said- ftMI approval was now a "matter of
formality."
The prospect of a medical
school has sparked great enthusiasm in Pikeville and Pike
County. It has received $3 million in pledges, including $1
million put up by Perry.
Pikeville Methodist. Hospital
has pledged $800,000 over the
next four years, and the city of
Pikeville and the Pike County
Fiscal Court have promised
$250,000 each. Pikeville National Bank has also pledged
$200,000, and Patton is working
with the Appalachian Regional
Commission . on a '600,000
grant.

upporters predict the
project will produce at least 40
ne,v jobs a an average salary
of W,;000.
"It would be the greatest
'tbing to happen since the coal
boom or the (Pikeville mountain) cut-through," Pikeville
Mayor Steve Combs said.
" It would have the impact of
two or three small factories
here."
Osteopathy is literally the·
medicine of bones. Osteopaths
take a more holistic approach
to treatment than MDs, but
they go.through the same fouryear course of medical training and residency.
Perry said he chose to support an osteopaths' school because DOs, as they are called,
tend to stay in rural areas and
in family practice.
State Sen. Benny Ray Bailey,
D-Hindman, said this might be
the answer to a lack of placements in the mountains by the
medical schools at the University of Louisville and University of Kentucky.
" I think it's really the only
way you're going to fill the
need up here," he said.
Paintsville officials were disappointed that th e school
didn't locate there.
But financial support did not

materiuize, and Pikeville College bad the administrative
and support staff already in
place.
'
Paintsville Mayor Robin
Cooper said the bottom line
was that "it's a for-profit-type
of investment, and it's very
hard for a lot of people to embrace that."
One person who didn't embrace the project was Magoffin
County Judge-Executive
Charles "Doc" Hardin, who is
chief of staff at, Paul B. Hall
Medical Center in Paintsville.
Hardin told the Lexington
Herald-Leader that he declined
to use his close ties with
former Gov. Brereton J ones to
6btain an ARC grant for the
project.
He said he was loathe to use
up his political favors on
something that had no direct
impact on his constituents.
And Hardin, an MD, said he
has some rese_rvations about
osteopathic schools.
"To the best of my underst anding of medical institutions and schools, (osteopathic
schools) are a money-losing
proposition," he said.
" If you're going to train people to be professionals, particularly in health care, you need
to make sure they're trained to
the utmost degree because our
people deserve the same highquality care as people receive
in other places."
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OK 1.ee hike
BOWLING GREEN Western Kentucky
University regents
narrowly approved a $25
increase in student fees
Wednesday to help

Thursday, May 2 , 1996

bolste~ the women's
athletic program.
About 15 students
protested, saying they
were given little prior
knowledge about the fee
increase.
Pres,ident Thomas
Meredith said students
were consulted.
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'A steel magnolia' at Morehead
·Mothe_r of five graduates with honors
BY SCOTT LEARN
NORTHEASTERN KENTl.lCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - Like many an
undergraduate, Geraldine Peters
Carter has spent four years wearing sweats to class, studying into
the wee hours and gulping Top Ramen noodles.
The difference: At 53, Carter is
also a mother of five, a grandmother of seven, a poet, a Bluegrass
gospel singer and, with her husband, Ernest, a Morgan County
farmer.
Carter was the featured speaker ·
yesterday at Morehead State University's academic awards convocation. The soft-spoken senior graduates Saturday with a degree in English - and enough honors to make
her resume an absorbing read.
Jacquelyn Harbor Scott, Morehead State's coordinator for nontraditional students, said Carter's
journey is an inspiration to the
school's older students, now onethird of the student body.
. She.describes Carter, who was
born in Berea, aJ "a steel magnolia"

.

"She has a strong determmation but she has a gentleness that
is aiways there,'' Scott said. "If she
ever gave up on anything it would
be because there was no other way,
or no human being could find it."
Carter likes to say that she enrolled after discovering that her
youngest boys, Dustin and Ethan,
"had become smarter than me." .
She had spent two decades on
the family's 450-acre farm in Blaze,
raising her children, caring for her
mother and helping Ernest build a
carefully detailed log house and
tend cattle.
She baled hay. She dug ditches
and laid a hardwood floor. She had
a milk cow and chickens.
At one point, Carter said last
week, all the food on her table was
what she made, except for the flour.

'I needed to know'
Learning all about farm life felt
good and right. So did spendi1:g
more time with her youngest children.
But the girl who read "mostly
TV Guide and magazines" had
grown into a woman who wanted
more.
"There was a feeling like I
needed to know: a hunger," she
said. "It was just so hard for me to
pick classes, because I wanted to
take it all."
College was tough at first.
Spanish and math were daunting.
There was lost sleep, scant parking
on campus, the feeling of not knowing anyone.

And there were the problems
common to many older students:
worries about neglecting her children, about missed housework and
chores, about fitting into a young
person's world.
Her faith and her family helped
her make the adjustment, Carter
said.
Ernest 63, a lanky man with a
firm hand~hake and a playful wink,
built a feed barn that saved money
and ·let Carter spend less time
stacking hay.
Dustin, 17, and Ethan, 16, made
dinners, vacuumed and offered encouraging words.
"The kids have been my support," Carter said. "They keep
checking my homework and my
grades."
.
The family's music was a welcome respite, too.
Carter travels the Bluegrass
gospel circuit with Ernest, Dustin
and Ethan as "Ernest Carter & the
Bluegrass Hymn Trio." Geraldine
Carter plays guitar and sings alto
and lead.
"The music sort of takes me
away," she said. "It gives_ me a different atmosphere. It's ltke·therapy."
On the advice of a professor,
Carter decided to dive into college
life; as she puts it, "I became a student."
A time of discovery
She published poems and short
stories, gave honors presentations
at national conventions in Pittsburgh and South Carolina, learned
to paint.
In her front parlor is an oil
painting of the night in 1988 when
the family's barn burned down,
taking $2 000 worth of hay with it.
It's modeied after Edvard Munch's
"The &ream."
Painting, Carter said, was
something she never knew she
could do.
She filmed a video of Morgan
County writer and artist Helen
Price Stacy, with the family's music
in the background.
She discovered poet and mother
Anne Bradstreet. She read Chaucer
and Shakespeare for the first time.
She sat at the kitchen table and
read A Midsummer Night's Dream
with her boys.
"I hadn't read those before. I
am so sorry to say," Carter said
with a shake of her head. "I had
never read Shakespeare. It just
thrilled me that someone had such
gcmus.

Carter took 16 hours of courses
this semester, including British literature, advanced poetry writjng,
modern American novelists, an independent study course on watercolor painting - and a dance and
rhythm class, where she taught the
hokey-pokey.
She also works 20 hours a week
tutoring older students.
Carter's professors said they
admire her intellectual curiosity,
her talent for juggling family and
school, and her ability to connect
with younger students.
"When she's working with the
other students in class there seems.
to be no age gap at all," English
professor Glenn Rogers said.
"When you mix (older and·
younger) students, sometimes
· there's a reluctance from one side
or another to engage, but that just.
isn't the case with her."
Carter said she has made many·
lifetime friends, young and old, in
school.. A few of the students on:
her honors trips called her "mom,".
she said.
·
That was fine. They invited her·
shopping, too.
.
"Most of the time I went except•
when I felt they needed their time,"
she said. "I guess that's the mother
instinct."
What next?
Carter isn't sure what she'll do .
after she graduates. She might pursue a master's degree. She'd love to
get a Ph.D, but worries about fi.
nances. She'd like to teach at a
community college, or teach older
students like herself.
"I would dearly love to just·
paint and write," she said. "But this
is a dream."

Carter hopes to make an honors
presentation, with fellow Morgan
County student Gina Henry, at a
national honors convention in San·
Francisco this fall.
The subject: a skit on the merits:
of the wife of Bath, a character
from Chaucer's The Canterbury.
Tales.
Carter plays the wife of Bath,
whom she describes as "a medieval
feminist." She dons red stockings
and a tall hat for the role.
She's hoping the San Francisco
.trip comes through. College, Carter
found, is tough to let go.
"This semester I think I started
going through withdrawals." she
said. "But you can't stay there forever. You've got to make room for
someone else, l suppose.''
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College speakers' messages vary
BY STEPHEN TRIMBLE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Ladies and gentlemen, distinguished guests, students. families
~nd friend~. welcome to this guide
tor upcommg coJlege commencement ceremonies throughout the
state.
(Short pause for effect.}
These occasions (gesture to
audience} always
remind me of a
story I heard
years ago ... (joke
ends a few minutes later,. pause
for the crowd to
chuckle.}
Moving along, let me introduce
a few people representing a diverse
field of commencement speakers.
Ceremonies such as graduation
nearly always involve a dignitary
who speaks. Some mean to inform,
some come to entertain. There's one
this year who will inspire.
Her name is Shanna Tarvin, the
commencement speaker at St.
Catharine College. At 19 years old
she's the youngest speaker by far. ·
But Shanna Tarvin shouldn't be
alive.
And since she is, she certainly
shouldn't be capable of walking to
the podium or helping her mother,
Patty, tell her story in front of a
crowded auditorium. You see
Tarvin was in a serious car wreck ~
year-and-a-half ago. that damaged
her brain and sent her into a coma.
For unknown reasons, on Oct.
29, 1994, Tarvin's car skidded off
the road in front of her alma mater
Jessamine County High School and
bashed into a plank fence. Sh; was
driving to a friend's wedding. A
splinter from the fence she struck
pierced her left ear and shattered
the language center in her brain.
Doctors at the University of
Kentucky Hospital told her parents,
Patty and Robert Tarvin, that their
daughter would die.
In faith, they turned to friends
and fellow church members at
Southland Christian Church to
pray. In three days, Patty Tarvin
s~id, 2,000 people came to the hospital to pray for their daughter.
A week later, doctors said
Tarvin might survive. But they
warned her parents she would be a
different person. She wouldn't be
able to walk, and certainly not to
speak.
Now, 18 months later, Tarvin
has baffled doctors and therapists
She walks without braces, aided bi
a cane she balances with her left
hand.
And she talks.
:·1 saw Jesus," Tarvin says, recallmg what her family describes as
a near-death experience. Her senten~s still are broken bits of informauon. Her tongue takes time to
form the words. She needed a moment to add where she saw Jesus:
"Operating room."

Tarvin has more than a voice
now. She has a message, too. "Have
patience; a lot of patience. Work
hard." she said she'll tell the crowd
at St. Catharine's.
"It's such an inspiring story.''
said former Gov. Martha Lavne
Collins, president of St. Catharine.
who invited Tarvin. "It'll touch
everyone who is there."
Collins met Tarvin in March.
The two were posing together at
Tarvin's house off Harrodsburg
Road for a poster promoting Mav
as Better Hearing and Speech
Month.
"TC? see her as a young, vibrant,
attractive woman who has fought
all odds," said Collins, "I think she
has a message for my students."
Her story is full of hope. One
that reminds nurses at UK hospital,
Patty Tarvin said, to "remember
Shanna Tarvin" when they see another patient they think has no
hope.
"This is more than just words,"
Collins said. "This is proof."
Athletically speaking, Centre puts focus on integrity
Our next speaker is Creed
Black. A former publisher of the
Lexington Herald-Leader and current president of the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation, Black
will speak at Centre College June 2.
Centre usually looks for informative speakers that fit into a general theme, said Michael Adams,
Centre's president. This year's
theme at commencement is integrity and athletics.
In January, the NCAA adopted
recommendations
by Black's
Knight Foundation to strengthen
academic requirements for athletes,
and improve the integrity of athletics departments.
Honorary degree recipients who
fit into Centre's theme include
Homer Rice, a former Centre football player and current athletics director at Georgia Institute of Technology; and C.M. Newton, UK's athletics director and former coach of
Centre's classic basketball rival.
Transylvania University.
Does Newton's honor offend
any Centre boosters?
Perhaps, but "we're not afraid
to honor anybody who's in the
right," Adams said.
Centre's -spokeswoman Patsi
Trollinger, wasn't so bold. After all,
she said, boosters are soothed that
Newton is a former Transy basketball dean.
Said Trollinger, jokingly; "I
don't think we'd give one to a current Transy coach."
Believe it or not: A gradation
speech In 25 words or less
Our third and final speaker
won't take long to introduce: Kentucky author John Egerton.
That's almost as short as the
speech he plans for Berea College's
commencement Mav 26
The title for his sp~ech; "What
you can do with your college degree in 25 words or less," said
Karen Lynn. Berea spokeswoman.

"He said the title was longer
than the speech." Lynn said.
At least that won't give him
room to regret his words later, like
t~e 1992 commencement speaker at
Lmdsey Wilson College, former
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
Duane Bonifer, Lindsey Wilson
spokesman, said Hubbard made an
in:ipressive
impersonation
of
Richard Nixon's line, "I'm not a
crook."
But Hubbard. who represented
the 1st District for 18 years, was
sentenced
to
prison in November 1994 on corruption charges.
Hubbard pleaded ini=m:11
guilty of a conspiracy to defraud the U.S.
government by
lying to the Fed- UL~:!::;~
era!
Election
.
Comm iss ion President
theft and conver'. Thomas
sion of govern- Meredith will
ment property, shake the
and obstruction hands of all
of justice.
1,179 WKU
Of
course, grads.
that's better than
no speech at all.
_Exc~pt at Western Kentucky
Umvers1ty, which doesn't have
commencement speakers.
Commencement: It's the
dlploma, stupid
Thai leads us t? the very reason behmd graduation ceremonies.
'.fhe p~ose certainly isn't watch•
mg wmdy or witty speakers· it's
the_ de&ree, signified by a dipl~ma,
:Vhtch !~ rewarded by a handshake
m Bowlmg Green.
. ~ President Thomas Meredith ms1sts on shaking the hand of
e:'ery gr;iduate as they receiv.e their
diploma, said spokesman Bob Skipper. That means Meredith might
have to r~ttle the arms of up to
1,179 candidates for graduation at
WKU this year.
The program is designed to
honor the students, Skipper said.

Last commencement for a
college currently known as
Lees
Lees College in Jackson graduates 101 students this year. That's
up steeply from its average recently, which hovered around 70.
Call it a going-away present.
. After 114 years of independence
Eastern Kentucky, Lees College
will ~ecome part of the UK's comm~mty college system on July L Jt
':111 be a. branch campus of Hazard
Commumry C,l)llege.
Since th is is the last vear to
e~rn an authentic Lees ·college
diploma. dozens of seniors have

m

taken exrra classes - some up to
21_ hours -. so they can graduate
this spring, said Judy PenningtonPnce. Lees· registrar.
·'It means a lot to them to get a
degree at Lees College," she said.
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COMMENCEMENT SCHEDULES
Today
Campbellsville University:
lO a.m., Powell Athletic Center: 170
graduates; Speaker: William W.
Marshall, executive-secretarv:treasurer of the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
Union College: 10 a.m.. Robsion Arena: 328 graduates: Speaker:
William Chace, president of Emory
University; Honorary degrees:
Chace: the Rev. K. Richard Holladay, a Louisville minister: and
Corella Bonner, founder of the
Corella and Bertram Bonner Foundation and a native of Southeastern
Kentucky.

Sunday, May 5
Asbury College:

3 p.m.,
Hughes Auditorium; 154 graduates;
Speaker: Dr. Tony Campolo.
University of Kentucky:
noon, Memorial Coliseum: 5,241
graduates: Speaker: John R. Hall,
chainnan of the board and chief executive officer of Ashland Inc.; Honorary degrees: Hall; John Henry, a
sculptor and Lexington native: and
Jean Weiss Calvert, former chair of
advisory board at Maysville Community College.
Western Kentucky University: 2 p.m., E. A. Diddle Arena;
1,179 graduates; No speaker.

Monday, May 6
Jefferson Com1,11unity College: 6:30 p.m., Louisville Gardens;
395 graduates; Speakers: UK President Charles T. Wethington Jr. and
Community College System Chancellor Ben Carr.

Friday, May 10
Kentucky Christian College: 10 a.m., Lusby Center auditorium; 86 graduates;
Speaker: Emily Timchenko,
president of the Crimean-American
College, Simferopol, Ukraine: Honorary degrees: Timchenko: the Rev.
Wayne B. Smith, Lusby Award, former senior paster at Southland
Christian Church.
Southeast Community College: 6 p.m., courtyard of Southeast; 296 graduates: Speaker: Marco
M. Rajkovich, a UK graduate in law
and engineering and native of
Lynch.

Saturday, May 11
Alice Lloyd College: I p.m.,
Campbell Arts Center; 56 graduates: Speaker: Denver Klaassen.
Ashland Community College: 9:30 a.m., Paramount Arts
Center; 167 graduates; Speakers:
Honor students and alumni.
Eastern Kentucky University: 1:30 p.m., Roy Kidd Stadium
(weather permitting): 2.100 graduates: Speaker: C. \"ernon Cooper. retired businessman from Hazard:
Honorary degree: Cooper.
Georgetown College: 10 a.m.,
Gidding~ L:1'.
2G8 g:2du:1tes:
Speaker: Nikky Finney, University
of Kentucky assistant professor of
creative \\Titing: Honorary degrees:
Wayne Johnson. professor of music
for 39 years: and Terry Otten, a
1959 Georgetown College alumnus
and English professor at Wittenberg University.
1
.•:::

Hazard Community College:
7 p.m .. Memorial Gym: 162 graduates: Speaker: Elisabeth Zinser.
chancellor of the University of Kentucky's Lexington campus.
Kentucky State University:
9 a.m .. Farnham Dudgeon Civic
Center: 246 graduates: Speaker: U.S.
Rep. Eleanor Holmes Norton, D-District of Columbia:
Honorary degrees: Juanita K.
Burks, Louisville businesswoman:
and Gertrude Ridgel, retired educator at KSU.
Lees College: 1:30 p.m., Van
Meter Gymnasium; 101 graduates:
Speaker: Gov. Paul Patton.
Lindsey Wilson College: 10
a.m., Biggers Sports Cent~r: 170
graduates; Speaker: astronaut Story
Musgrave: Honorary degrees: Musgrave: Robert Holloway, Board of
Trustees member; Asa Shelton, former dean of faculty; and the Rev.
Rachel James, pastor of Columbia
United Methodist Church and district superintendent of United
Methodist Church.
. Midway College: 11:30 a.m.,
Fannie H. Graves Amphitheater:
179 graduates; Speaker: Karen
Bearden, president of The Bearden
Group and member of the Midway
College Board of Trustees.
Morehead State University:
10:30 a.m., Academic-Athletic Center; 800 graduates; Speaker:
Stephanie Dye, student: Honorary
degree: former Gov. Brereton C.
Jones.
Murray State University: 9
a.m., Quadrangle; 1,200 graduates;
Speaker: Tricia Richardson, outstanding senior woman; and Mark
Walker, outstanding ~enior man;
Ho~orary degrees: Harry L. Crisp II,
chairman and chief executive officer of Marion (Ill.) Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.; H. Glenn Doran, chief executive officer of People's Bank of
Murray: Arnold Frazier Guess, retired deputy superintendent of administration for Kentucky Department of Education: and Jae Wook
Park, president of Kyungbuk
Women's Foreign Language College
in South Korea.
Northern Kentucky University: All ceremonies in Regents
Hall. College of Professional Studies
I, 9 a.m., 407 graduates; College of
Professional Studies II, 11 a.m., 397
graduates; College of Business, 2
p.m., 301 graduates;. College of Arts
and Sciences, 4 p.m., 527 graduates; Chase College of Law, 6 p.m.,
121 graduates.
Pikeville College: 2 p.m., college gymnasium: 160 graduates;
Speaker: Dr. James W. Holsinger Jr..
chancellor of University of Kenmcky Chandler Medical Center:
Honorary degrees: Holsinger: and
John "Jack" B. DuPuy Jr., Board of
Trustees member.
St. Catharine College: 10:30
a.m., St. Catharine Hall: 110 graduates: Speakers: Patty and Shanna
Tarvin.

Thomas More College: l:30
p.m .. Connor Convocation Center:
240 graduates: Speaker: The Rev.
Germaine Marc'hadour. of Angers.
France. a scholar of Thomas ~fore.

But, officials say, the college is
more proud that Gov. Paul Patton
will give the commencement speech
than it is nostalgic about Lees' last
year as an independent institution.
Rather, Lees officials hope to
celebrate that this is the second
consecutive year 40 nursing students graduate, a big step for the
Appalachian college. In addition.
enrollment has inched higher each
of the last three years. showing
signs of progress.
"This is not going -to be. ·Jet's
pull out our crying towels and
everybody wail time,' " said Robert
Lowdermilk, a spokesman for Lees.
"We'll acknowledge (Lees· last commencement) but that will not be the
focus of the graduation.''

Sunday, May 12
University of Louisville:
1:15 p.m., Freedom Hall Coliseum;
2,000 graduates; Speaker: Elaine
Chao, president and chief executive
officer of United Way America:
Honorary degrees: Chao:
Bernard Dahlem, shopping center
developer; Sharon Porter Robinson,
assistant secretary of U.S. Department of Education; and Frank Walbank, a retired Liverpool University
professor and expert on ancient history and classical archaeology.

Thursday, May 16
Prestonsburg Community
College: 7 p.m.. Jenny Wiley State
Park Amphitheater; 111 graduates;
Speaker: Barbara E. Williams, graduating student.

Friday, May 17
Lexington Theological Seminary: 10 a.m., University of Kentucky's Memorial Hall; 38 graduates; Speaker: the Rev. Cynthia K.
Stratton, pastor of Bon Air Christian Church in Richmond, Va

Saturday, May 18
Cumberland College: 10 a.m.,

0. Wayne Rollings Center: 206
graduates: No speaker: Honorary
degrees: James T. Cook, Joan Cook,
and Harry G. English, an attorney
in New York City.

Saturday, May 25
Transylvania University:
10:30 a.m .. McAlister Auditorium:
200 graduates: Speaker: William T.
Buice JII, trustee of the Steele-Reese
Foundation; Honorary degrees:
Buice and Norwood "Buddy"
Cowgill Jr., founder and CEO of Studio Plus Hotels and Board of
Trustees member.

Sunday, May 26
Berea College: 2 to 4 p.m ..
new Seabury Center: 220 graduates:
Speaker: John Egerton, a Kentucky
native and award-winning author:
Honorary .degrees: Egerton and Brian Lamb. television executive and
founder of C-SPAN.

Sunday, June 2
Centre College: 3 p.m., Newlin Hall in the Norton Center for the
.-\.rts: 223 graduates: Speaker: Creed
C. Black, president of the John S.
and James L. Knight Foundation
and former chairman and publisher
of the Herald-Leader:
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Union College names
Ohio administrator t
replace retiring leadJr
I
BY BRIAN BENNETT
HER<Lo-LEAo,R

s,." WRITER

As Union College seniors go
through commencement exercises
today, the school is prepared to
commence a new era of its own.
Union officials yesterday named
David C. Joyce president of the Barbourville school, effective Aug. 1.
Joyce will succeed Jack Phillips,
who's retiring in June after 14-years
as president.
"It's time to
look at the future
of Union College,"
said Joyce, 42,
vice president for
institutional advancement at Otterbein College in
westerville, Ohio.
L.......::ll._~ "What is Union's
competitive adPhillips
vantage going to
be in the market
of higher education? We need to

find out where we belong and how
we can provide a quality product
for students."
Joyce said one of his main priorities is technology. He said he
wants Union students to be able to
plug into the world around them.
"We can make Union unique in
that we can be in Barbourville in a

1

:a}~~~F~~~:r\~ /~:~hl.ess to
Joyce was one of five finalists
for the job and the unanimous
choice of students, faculty and administrators, said Randy Stivers,
chairman of the board of trustees.
"He just understands what a
college should be, how it should
run," Stivers said.
Union, a liberal arts college affiliated with the United Methodist
Church. has an enrollment of about
l.100 undergraduate and graduate
students: Under Phillips, the college's endowment has grown from
$2.5 million in 1982 to close to $13
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million and has seen record enrollment for eight straight years.
Phillips said Joyce's main challenge
":ill be to continue that growth. ·
Phillips will officially step down
June 1 and take a six-month sabbatical. He said he and his wife plan to
"pick daisies" around their South
Carolina retirement home. Phillips
said he also will help Union parttime with fund raising and other activities and serve as a consultant to
a campus food-service business.

_Indiana
colleges
• •
ra1s1ng
tuition
Associated Press
Indiana college students will pay
more for education next school year,
with most state universities raising tuition by 4.5 percent to 5.6 percent.
The Indiana University trustees voted unanimously Friday to raise tuition
on the main campus in Bloomington
by about 5 r,ercent for the 1996-97
school schoo , Tuition also will go up
at IU's regional campuses, including
Indiana University Southeast.in New
Albany.
, The University of Southern Indiana
m Evansville also raised its tuition
Friday, by 5.6 percent. ·
lU President Myles Brand said
higher tuition was needed because of
inflation, overhead and maintenance,
lower state funding, regulatory costs,
unfunded government mandates, and
improvements in quality,
"Quality improvement requires in•
vestment, 11 Brand said. 11 1would hop~
.,,_,,,-i--'.',,,_..._.,_.......,,,....~ ... that
no
one

r-Jv-,_. ;:}; :; :;u:ge ;,a,::~ ~~
..

the institution go

~;,

down."

:··

Tuition
at
Bloomington for
INDIANA
in-state
under.
graduates will increase. $158 to $3,320 a year. Out-of•
state tuition for undergraduates will
incr'ease $259 to $5,434 a year.
T[US!ee President John Walda said
W's- tuition stacks up favorably
against comparable universities. IU's
tuiti<Jll is fifth highest among Big Ten
schools, with Penn State University
the highest at $5,188 a year for-in•
state-undergraduates.
Students at IU's regional campuses
will notice increases of $112 to $132 a
year; At Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis, tuition will
go up $132, to $3,064.
Tuition in Bloomington could go up
further next month when trustees
consider a I ·percent increase that
would be dedicated to hiring additional faculty,
Robert Moats, president of the IU
Student Association, said it will again
recommend the additional tuition in
order to lower the student-faculty ratio. ·Despite such increases the last
two. years, the ratio at IU remains the
hi~est of the Big Ten universities, he
said.

In Evansville, full-time University
of Southern Indiana students will pay
S127.50 more in tuition for the 199697 academic year after action by
trustees Friday.
The trustees voted to raise tuition
by $4.25 per credit hour to $80. The
cost· for the year is calculated on a
typical full-time student load of 30
hours per year, which will cost $2,400
next year.
President H. Ray Hoops said USl's
fees remain among the lowest in Indiana, and he pledged that the university will keep education affordable.
The tuition increases and total tuition at other Indiana universities for
in-state undergraduates are: Ball
State, 4.6 percent, $3,188; Purdue
University, 5 percent, $3,208; and In•
Iliana State University, 4.9 percent,
$3,072.
At the University of Notre Dame
which is private, tuition will go up 5.5
percent to $23,570.
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IVISU Students plead
innocent
to
drug
ntailing
I

By MADELYNN COUIIRON

OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

· MOREHEAD - Two Morehead State University seniors
entered innocent pleas Friday
to charges they were ·involved
in mailing marijuana to a
campus post office box.
Corey C. Curry, 22, and
Lance J. Black, 21, were indicted by a Rowan County
grand jury April 17 on charges
of cons12iracy to traffic in a
controlled substance, a felony
which carries a penalty of five
to 10 years' imprisonment.

I

"I simply don't see why they
were indicted," their attorney,
Sterling Neal of Louisville said ,
in a brief interview. "This was
a big mistake that's burdening
two nice young men."
Neal, who practices law with
his brother, state Sen. Gerald
Neal, told Rowan Circuit
Judge William Mains he would
be filing a series of motions in
his clients' behalf in the next
few weeks. He said he will I
seek suppression of evidence
and outright dismissal of the ·
charges.
Neal did not go- into detail,
but said the motions will be

based on "the sufficiency cir
the indictments."

A third sealed indictment on
the same charge was handed
up by the grand jury, but that
person has not been a~
prehended. Authorities believe
he has left the state. That
could cause problems for the
prosecution if the suspect has
not been found before the Oct.
21 trial date Mains has set.
The arrests stem from ·a sixto eight-month investigation
by the U.S. postal inspection
service and Kentucky State Police. They were assisted by
university and Morehead police.
·

The indictment focuses on
an express mail package, apparently sent from .California,
that allegedly was picked up at
the campus post office by
Black on March 29. The package, containing 10 pounds of
high-grade marijuana, was
flagged by postal inspectors in
Lexington and opened on a
search warrant after they had
begun tracking similar suspicious packages to MSU addresses.
State police detective David
Mirus said the March 29 package was addressed to Omega
Psi Phi, a traditional bla_ck fraternity to which both suspects

belong. Mirus is with KSP's
drug enforcement/special investigat_ions eastern unit.
The. defendants, neatly
dressed In shirts and ties, declined comment Friday at
Neal's instruction. Both men
live in Cartmell Hall, but
Black hails from Greenup and
Curry's home is in Tampa,
Fla.
Friends and Black's family
accompanied them to court
Friday. Black read a Bible
while waiting for his -case to
be called. Both have been active in student organizations
at MSU, with Curry serving

last year as president of the
Black Student Coalition.
Curry will graduate May 11
while Black is scheduled t~
graduate in December. They
are free after having posted a
partially secured bond of 20
percent or $10.000 shortly after
their arrest.
Mains allowed the bond to
stand Friday. He instructed
Curry, who will attend summer school at MSU and then
move back to Florida. to check
in weekly witH the pretrial
services office
er he leaves
the state.
Michael Mincey, the university's vice pn,side t for student life, could not iscuss the
cases because of p ivacy restrictions. But he sa d in general, the universit allows
court proceedings to· be completed before taking ai action
when a student is
arged
with any type of crime.
There is an exception o that
if the university must ta e immediate action to protec people or property, he sai,l.
When dismissal is arranted, the case is brought before the Student Disciplinary
Board. That step is taken even
if a student is convicted of a
crime "to close out the case "
Mincey explalnf'd.
'
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2 students honored for
helping others
BY BRENDA RIOS
H ERALD~EADER STAFF W RITER

About 900 UniversitY of Kentucky graduates were
told yesterday to learn the joy that comes from helpmg
others.
"Take time to serve your
community and your fellow
man," said John R Hall, chief
executive officer of Ashland
Inc., to the Class of 1996.
But that was a lesson that
Roger Brown and Damonica
Huff had learned long ago.
UK honored Brown and
Huff with the Sullivan Medal•
lion during yesterday's com•
mencement at Memorial Coli·
seum for their commitment to
helping others.
Brown had to prolong his
English degree by a year because he spent summers
working at a camp for chi!•
dren with emotional problems
resulting from physical or sexual abuse.
The summer work paid only $1,000 for the two
months, prohibiting Brown fro!I' earning more to save
for tuition. The senior from Irvine also spent weekends

during the school year working
with the camp children.
Huff, who is from Hyden. used
her spring breaks to repair homes
for older residents of Southeastern
Kentucky.
She organized the annual home
repair project while a member of
the Alpha Phi Omega service fraternizy.
Brown and Huff are among the
5,241 UK students to receive degrees this year.
Hall, soon to retire from Ashland Inc. after 39 years with the
company, had more advice for yesterday's graduates.
He warned them to be ready for
the changes that loom as the United States moves from the Industrial
Age to the Information Age.
"We do not yet know all the
changes that are in store, but we
know they will be dramatic," he
said. "All we can do is be ready to
adapt."
Hall, who was awarded an. honorary doctorate from UK president
Charles Wethington, also ad vised
graduates to stick to their core values and to continue to learn every day of their lives.
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Ashland chairman
exhorts UK grads
to ·seek to serve·
Associated Press
F'md a place of service in the world,
Ashland Inc. Chairman John R. Hall
told University of Kentucky graduates
during commencement yesterday in
Lexington.
UK graduated 5,241 students, and
2.022 others received degrees at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green.
Hall told the graduates to remem•
ber four pieces of advice: Expect the
unexpected; respect others and what
you can do for each other; learn all
your life; and find joy through service.
"I urge you to combine work and
service by doing something that you
enjoy," he said. "Statistics show that
people who invest their lives in things
they love to do tend to do them well
and to achieve success."

Hall received an honoracy doctor of
science degree. Other recipients of

honoracy degrees were sculptor John
Henry, a doctor of arts, and Jean
Weis Calvert, a Kentucky hil?her-education advocate, a doctor of humanities.
Western President Thomas C. Meredith underwent emergency .surgery
Friday for a detached retina and was
unable to attend ·the Bowling Green
ceremony. The surgery was successful and Meredith was recovering at
home, university spokesman Bob
Skipper said.
Robert V. Haynes, vice president
for academic affairs, told the gradu•
ates they were finally reaching a point
where they could learn.
"You are only now beginning your
intellectual maturity," he said. "What
we have tried to do at Western Kentucky University is to prepare you for
life, not to prepare you for a job
alone, not to prepare you for a career.
but to prepare you for life."

NkCreary Counzy sculptor John
Henry and Maysville Community
College founder Jean Weiss Calvert
were also awarded honorary doctorates for their contributions to
Kentucky.
"When I graduated in 1937, I
had· no idea I'd be getting this."
Calvert said after the ceremon\'.
"It's been a long time since I had ·a
cap and gown."
About 5,500 family members
and friends of the graduates attended yesterday's commencement.
which lasted about l¼ hours.
The ceremony was full of the
traditional mortarboard throwing,
picture taking, searching the audience for loved ones and shouts of
cheer.
Some students even tossed a
beach ball over the sea of mortarboards, some of which were decorated with thank yous for parents
or balloons.
But Laurie Warnecke. a graduating history major who spoke on
behalf of the graduating class, said
the ceremony was not just a run-of,
the-mill event.
"While there may be by~
standers who view this as just an-.
other commencement ceremony,"
Warnecke said, "we can say it is
exceptional because it concerns
those of us who are today young
and tomorrow experienced.
"We still emanate the energy of
the individual," she said.
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Governor prods UK, Murray State
Urges
.
. rapid
.
eng1neer1ng
.agreement
:Associated Press
.

PADUCAH, Ky. - Gov. Paul Patton
and the state Council on Higher Education are prodding two universities
to reach a quick agreement so construction of an engineering-education
building can begin by mid-June.
Before construction can start, the
University of KentuckY and Murray
State University must reach agreement on the first of several issues regarding an engineering program in
Paducah.
Under terms of a bill approved by
the General Assembly, construction is
tied to the schools' agreeing on Murray State's long-term use of UK's
Crisp Education Center in Paducah.
Murray Slate wants a permanent
home where it can expand degree

programs already offered in Paducah.
Murray would begin using all or part
of the building after the $8 million engineering building is completed on
the Paducah Community College
campus.
The Crisp building, donated to UK
several years ago by Marion, Ill., busi·nessman Hany Cnsp, is used by the
community college for extended campus programs and courses offered
from other campuses through interactive television.
·
The legislature set a Sept. I deadline for reaching terms on the Crisp
building, but Patton and Gaiy Cox,
executive director of the Council on
Higher Education, say events should
be moving .forward.
"I see no reason to wait," Patton
said in a letter to Jim Miller, chairman of the higher education council.
"The sooner the parties are able to
show the results of a positive cooperative working relationship, the better
off the citizens of Western KentuckY
will be."
Cox agreed. "I see no reason an
agreement . . . cannoi be reached in

approximately six weeks," he said. sions immediately between UK Presi"Assuming the maximum cooperation dent Charles Wethington and Murray
by all parties, construction of the State President Kem Alexander.
Paducah facility can begin by June Wethington and Alexander were not
15."
available for comment.
Cox said if agreement isn't reached
A three-year debate between
before the council's May 20 meeting, PCC/UK and Murray over regional enthe council "will take appropriate ac- gineetjng education led to fegislative
lion to assure the completion of the authorization for UK to offer degrees
project as quickly as possible."
in Paducah and allow faculty from
Miller said if there is evidence the Murray State to teach at least half the
two schools have not undertaken courses required for the four-year degood-faith negotiations, the ·council gree.
could dictate a resolution of that and
Murray State and UK have until
other issues.
.
Nov. I to reach terms on course distriCox said his staff will start discus- . -~"li~11 among the faculties.
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The missing core

T

HE LARGESS from the
Lucille
P. . Markey
Charitable Trust continues to bolster the
University of Kentucky's programs, with a new $2 million
gift to the Markey Cancer Center and Gluck Equine Center.
This will produce an endowed

chair in oncology research, in
which an internationally recognized scientist will sit. And it
will fund graduate students,
post-doctoral fellows, research
specialists and junior faculty at
the Gluck Center. It will enrich
the existinf$ Wright-Markey
chair that 1s held by Prof.
Charles lssel.
(At this point in the editorial
we reach toward the save-get
key on our computer terminal
and produce the same argument
we have offered many times before. Here goes.)
These are wonderful gifts.
They will make a difference.
They will, in these areas, help
establish UK as a magnet for
scholars and students of the
highest caliber.
When is somebody going to

do that for the core disciplines
in the College of Arts and Sciences?
Are we so bereft of benefactors with a vision for the fundamental mission of this university
that we cannot hope for similar
uplift there?
.Mafbe Paul Patton wi.ll focus
on this challenge, as he tries to
decide what being the "higher
education governor" ought to
include.
One of his predecessors (the
name is better avoided in polite
discourse) loved to demean the
pointy-headed professors who fill
up the illy-bitty academic journals with. (m his view) self-indulgent claptrap. An equally consequential source, Fats Domino,
said the same thing in different
words: "A lot of fellows nowadays have a B. A, M. A, or Ph. D.
Unfortunately, they don't have a
J. 0. B." Ain't that a shame.
Isn't it a shame that our
state's flagship university can't
find many benefactors who are
able to rise ab~ve the insights of
Fats and (name deleted to avoid
giving offense)?
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'1 00 secretive
NKU regents must be much more
open in selecting next president
Members of the Northern
Kentucky University Board
of Regents have received
some well deserved angry letters and phone calls concerning the process by which the
board selected an interim
president.
The process that led to the
selection
. of Jack Moreland
superintendent of Dayton
schools, was far too secretive.
The board didn't involve
faculty or the public in
choosing an interim president to replace Leon Boothe
who will retire June 30'.
Then, after making their decision, the board waited two
~eeks before making it public.
The board on April 18
V?ted 9-1 for Moreland, but it
did not make its selection
public until Moreland had
signed the contract.
Alice Sparks, chairman of
the NKU board, said she approached Moreland about
serving as interim president,
and after he said he would
she contacted the other re'.
gents by phone. Such secre-

.

Once the search

committee sifts through
the applications and
arrives at a list of finalists
the process of selecting th~
next president of Northern
Kentucky University
should be completely open
to the public.
tive actions in selecting the
person who will head the
university -- even for a
~hort while - have no place
m a taxpayer-supported institution.
Sparks promised the selection process for president
wi~ be different. She will appomt a search committee of
facult~ and staff, students,
alumm and a representative
from the community.
Once the search committee
sifts through the applications
~nd arrives at a list of finalists, the process of selecting
the next president should be
completely open to the public.
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.~~. construction gels, ~i't~ff;pf1i~Will
-

.

.

•

Assoc1ATED PRESS

FRANKFORT.,-- Although the coming siate b1,1dget contains relatively few construction, items, new projects once again took priority over ina.intaining the
buildings the state already owns.
· .. .
·
Maintenance money was chopped from the recommendations made by Gov. Paul Patton, and many
agencies were told to come up with their own money
for repairs instead of direct use of tax dollars.
..
For example, the initial budget recommend:ition
from Patton asked for $12 million for a deferred '.maintenance pool for use by most executive branch agencies. The General Assembly earmarked $3.5'million.
Maintenance pools for various agencies were to get
$38 million in Patton's original budget. The legislature
cut.that to $29 million.
But the budget will add as much as $103 million to
the current $3.4 billion value of state buildings. ·
The Capital Planning Advisory Board; which was
created in 1990 to provide a neutral overview of the
state's capital needs, had recommended more emphasis

'
.
., '.L.i-,-,... . !-.-·. -~· .. ..,; - • •'"·-·•·'- -·-·- ..• ~\'on maintenance. But liKe many of its recommendations
for the coming t996-98. budget, the-·priorities_ viere
changed one~ legislators got a hold:of them:The board
met yesterday to review the session ,and .what hap,
pen¢ to its ideas. __.;· · · .,,-;; ;,, .. c; • ,
· Abiilit-three'fotirths-oftne'board's 971 specific rec' .
oniniendations for construction,.,renovations or mainte- '
nance were. app~oved,iir some fonifby theJegjslature,
Some of the more noteworthy exclusions were planning
for a new state office building in Frankfort, a vocational school at Danville .and.a new Kentucky State Police
post at La Grange.,.
On the other hand, there are several'construction
items in the budget that the board did not recommend.
Those include a classroom building at Prestonsburg
Community College and a classroom building at Eastem Kentucky University. Prestonsburg is the home of
House Majority Flood.eader Greg Stumbo. Richmond
is the home and EKU the employer of House Appropriations and Revenue Committee . Chairman Harry
.Moberly.

>'. -~ ~. ._;.
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Preacher treated.
far worse than
rowdy UK fans

LEXIN~TON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON

KY. ■ TuESDAY,

MAY 7, i996

: UK Education College·reaccredlted:·TheUni-

. I recently read in the• Kentucky Kernel
and Lexington Herald-Leader that a local
pastor was arrested on the University of
Kentucky campus while he was preaching
at the Student Center's Free Speech Area.
As a UK alumni and a UK employee, I
must say I was outraged at and ashamed
of the actions of the UK Police.
·
If you will remember a few weelj:s ago,
thousands of UK students took to the
streets of Lexingtorr when UK won the national championship. Many of these students were drunk, nude, loud and disorderly, yet only a few were arrested. However,
•; one lone man- in the Free Speech 'Area is
arrested because he is preaching the
Gospel of Jesus Christ too loudly:··
·•
.
I don't know why this shocks me so
· much though, because it seems like Chrisare not allowed to voi~e their,opin°
10ns anymore. But hopefully as long as ·
there are preachers like David McCracken, .
_-: the Gospel of Jesus Christ will be '.
· :· ,
· .. preached, and for your sake, (or should I-,· :,:
say your soul's) you better be listening. · -·'.'.

?aTIS

DAWN.-MALLORY; ·"·
LfXINGTON° ·-.;1

.·

. :versity of Kentucky College of Education has been
reaccredited for the next four years by the National
. Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education the
. university announced yesterday. The accreditation
t ~ repo~e_d that UK's education college merited special recogmt10n for faculty diversity.
-

COMPILED FROM STAFF, WIRE REPORTS.
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· .
_
_
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~~MAY?, 1996
1

~!1:rsing program
1s~accelerated .
::)ellarmine · College has an-

nouhced an accelerated program
that will enable students to earn a
~ach~lor of science in nursing degree m.12 months. The program is
aesigned for students who already
bola3'! undergraduate degree .
For information, call (502) 4528155.

606-783-2030

Mo/:>
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Consultants
called in for
dispute at
Prestonsburg
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPOm:

Three consultants will visit Pre~tonsburg Community College next
week to try to settle a dispute between the faculty and the college's
president, Deborah Floyd.
The fact-finding team will consist of: R. Claire Guthrie, a consultant from Richmond, Va.; B. Diane
Davis, chairwoman of the behavioral and social studies division and
professor of psychology at Oakton
Community. College, [n- Des. Plaines,
Ill.; and Nicholas Trott Long, a
Rhode Island lawyer and part-time
counsel to the state's commissioner
of higher education.
The team will talk with faculty,
staff, students and administrators,
as well as members of the college's
advisory and foundation boards.
-"Their mission is to bring peo- ,
ple together," said Bernie Vonderheide, a spokesman for th~.!Jn!versity of Kentucky, which runs the
community colleges.
:•
Vonderheide said
team doeR
not have a deadline for ·submitting
its report
Each of the three consultants
will be paid a maximum of $5,000,
Vonderheide said, depending on
how long they stay in Prestonsburg. They also will receive travel
expenses.
The Prestonsburg faC\!!ty in
March issued a no-confidence vote
in Floyd, who has been at the college for five years. UK and the college's local advisory board, though,
have defended her leadership.
Floyd, who asked UK to hire
consultants to try to mediate· the
disagreement, said she welcomes
the process,
"I actually consider dialogue
healthyt she said. "I encourage dia-

the:

logue."
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Mefilcal experiment
Osteopath school would help region, raises concerns

I

f luring doctors to rural areas
which will be affiliated with
were easy, we probably wouldn't Pikeville College, are not without
have had the long-runriing', TV
concerns. And the school certainly
show "Northern Exposure."
shouldn't be looked atas the magic
In reality, a host of experiments pill that will suddenly persuade an
have been tried with limited success adequate number of doctors to hang
over the. years to entice doctors to
out shingles in Owsley and Magofpractice in underserved areas.
fin counties. . ·
.
. Among them is the National'Health
One concern is the size of the
, Service Corps, the type of program
class, Some health educators ques, that forced the fictional Dr. Fleisch- tion the school's ability to find ademan from New York to-do a tour of qtiate clinical training for 60 studuty in remote-Alaska·.
· dents a year after their first two ·
. The National Health Service.
years of classwork. Before. the
, Corps underwrites the medical edµ- . school opens its doors. to its first
· cation of students who promise to"·· -class, we hope it has firm commitwork for two years in underserved
ments for clinical training positions
areas. States like Kentucky have ·: . within the state - and that they
, benefited from such health profes, ··.'don't jeopardi~e the training of the
, sionals for years, although few restate's other medical students at the
: main much beyond their obligaUniversity of Kentucky and the
tions. And 49 Kentucky counties - · University of Louisville. ·· ,· '
: most in Eastern Kentucky -. are
· A second worry is whether the
: still classified a:s medically·urider- ·. school will have any assurance that
· served.
· '
: ·. · . ' · ·-,\its students will remain in East.em
· Which brings us to the latest
Kentucky to practice. Contractual
. proposal to boost the number of
agreements are not unheard of in
:family practice doctors in rural
higher education, especially if a stuKentucky: opening a private osteo- dent receives stipends or other
pathic medicine school in Pikeville. types of financial aid. We hope the
The proposal passed its first
college founders will explore what
hurdle last week with provisional
has worked elsewhere - including
accreditation from the American
private scholarships linked to rural
Osteopathic Association. The full
practice commitments.
board will consid~r the request next
Finally, we are concerned that
month.
what starts as a private school will
The school, spearheaded by
gradually seek state subsidy, as
Paintsville lawyer Chad Perry III;
happened in West Virginia. For a ·
hopes to admit 60 students a year.
state that already has two stateOsteopaths receive training similar supported medical schools, admitto medical doctors but are considting 219 students a year, this would
ered more likely to remain family
be a poor use of scarce higher edupractitioners.
cation resources. If any of the
Is this a good idea? On balance, school's backers have eventual state
we think it is. It is a private solusupport in mind, we hope they will
tion that springs from Eastern Ken- show their cards before they protucky, rather than a public solution ceed further.
imposed from outside the region.
Osteopathic doctors are legitiAnd it represents a multimillionmate medical professionals who can
dollar private investment in educahelp bridge the gap that has pertion in Eastern Kentucky, the value sisted in rural Kentucky for generaof which should not be underestitions. They alone will probably not
mated.
solve the problem, but they will
But plans for the Southern
probably do no harm. And they just
School of Osteopathic Medicine,
might help.
·

•
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UK students.
combat racism
----

Duo learned skills at Anytown
BY LEON STAFFORD
HERALD-lEADER STAFF WRITER

•

ude McPherson wanted nothing more than to leave Kentucky when he · graduate_d
from high school in 1993. His
dream was. to escape the pain he
thought his blackness had brought
him in Woodford County.
·
-His grades, however, ~ade.it
impossible for him to get-mto one
of the black colleges he wanted to
attend. He enrolled at the University of Kentucky.
-. · :
Kelly Meget had few con~s
about race when she was growmg
up. Of the 10,444 peop\e in Independence, her hometown, 116 are
minorities, according to· the 1990
U.S. Census Bureau count When
Meget who is white, enrolled at
UK i~ 1992, she did not think
about the different races that ·
would be at the school. She W/IS
focused on getting an education. · .
N"either Meget, 22; nor McPherson, 21, ilnagined that _in 1996_!!!_1:y_ •
would. be at' the forefront in'·the
fight against racism at UK. Neither did they imagine they would
be doing it as a team. .. · : _- _.. _The common thread· in_ their
lives is Anytowil, Ken~cky, a_
weeklong leadership camp for
high school students sponsored by
the National Conference. Meget.
has been a counselor, and McP,herson has been a counselor and delegate, which is what the- ieen-age.
participants are called.
..
· Anytown has done a great
deal for both in helping to develop
the skills to fight racism.
"I am not the same person I
was when I first· went to Any.
town," said Meget, who has been a
counselor the last three years, "My
first time there, I think I went
through the process with the delegates because I was learning to do
my job."
Delegates -address prejudice,.
learn to interact with people who
are different, discuss personaC
strengths and weaknesses, and are
trained to lead.
"In a nutshell, it's fun to see the
growth that the kids go through
during that week," McPherson said.
"The students understand the area
that they have to work on to better
themselves."
____ _
Meget and McPherson also
have grown because of the experience. They head the Alliance
Working to Achieve Racial Equality, known as AWARE, a student
group addressing racism at UK.
The organization has put on 22
programs_ sirice fall, including
Tunnel of Oppression, a demon-

J

stration of how ?ate works
through skits and a video.
The group has a core membership of eight people. but ~as seen
turnout at its meetmgs Jump (0
more than 100 in recent months m
response to what are believed to
be racially motivated attacks on
students at UK.
AwARE's meetings are frank,
Meget said. Ta/king .abo~t race
means challenging peoples p_erceptions about one another, which
can be uncomfortable. But Meget,
whci will graduate thi~ sprin~ with
a bachelor's degree m soc10logy
and plans to · attend · grad~iat_e
school at the University of Michigan, said the discussion is needed.
"Racism is a very ugly problem with a very checkered history•
It won't be solved by just hold~g
hands and dialogue," Mege~_sai~;.
"It's going to g~t ~gly_ sometunes.
Racism is mstitutional and ~
much a· part ofthe American ~bric
that it'is hard to address without
teariµg everything · we hold dear
apart, Meget and McPherson agreed.
"We've stayed away from the
'we are good, you are bad' ta~c,"
said McPherscn, a junior in En~lis~
. who will transfer to Eastern Michigan University this fall. "W~ don't
point fingers at peopl1;, We porn~ fin.
gers at the structures m ~ty.
The reaction to therr ~~rk
with AwARE isn't all positive.
they have been called bleedingI heart liberals and accused of fostering division among students.
Mildred Bailey, director of the
minority college awarenes~ p~ogram in the UK Office of Mmonty ·
Affairs, said Meget and McPherson are very committed.
"Even when nobody was at an
issue meeting, they were there,"
-Bailey said. "We will suffer a set:, back when they leave, but I hope
it's not a devastating one. I want to
be positive and think that people
will not let this die because they are
i•:gone."

It also helps that the Anytown delegates are talren out of their natur- - - - - - al environments
and spend the
Sign up
week at Rough
The National
River
Lake in
Conference's
Grayson County.
Anytown, KenThere they feel
tucky program
free to let go of
will be June 9prejudice
15. To sign up, the
call the National that might be a
Conference,
part of home and
277-4434.
community.
Meget and
McPherson are examples of what .
can happen when people change
environments.
"When I first came here, I
think I did retreat," Meget said. •[
was the typical white student.
This (racism) doesn't concern me.
This is not my problem."
McPherson's choice · was to
pretend racism didn't exist or to
be angry, He decided to do neither.
Instead, he became involved in
changing attitudes.
"I wonder if going to a black
college would have limited my
contact' with a diverse community," McPherson said. "Here I've
learned the skills to interact."

.

'" The beauty of Anytown is that
delegates are young enough to
, have open minds, Meget and
;,McPherson said. ·
,u "The kids seem mo~e open to
, talking about these thmgs than
the college students," Meget said.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON,
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■ CAMPBELLSVILLE
University establishes nature preserve:
Campbellsville University announced.yesterday it has
established a 135-acre nature preserve and management woodland 7 miles northeast of Campbellsville.
The Clay Hill Memorial Forest "will be used for multiple purposes including preservation of a core forest,
establishment of demonstration forests ... environmental education on all levels, public outreach and ..
research,• said Gordon K. Weddle, professor of biology
at the school. Plans call for a visitors center, hiking
trails and an astronomi~l observatory.
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One last chance
It is up to UK and Murray to reach
agreement on engineering school
A long-standing dispute between the University of Kentucky and Murray State University over the establishment of an engineering program in Paducah may be
nearing a conclusion. All
that is required is for the
two schools to exhibit a level
of cooperation that they have
not shown in the past.
The importance of what
happens on this issue in the
coming weeks extends far beyond the Paducah area. UK
and Murray have the opportunity to exhibit a level of
cooperation that has been all
too rare in higher education
in Kentucky. However, if
they fail to reach an agreement, it will be yet another
dismal example of two state
universities allowing petty
jealousies and turf battles to
hurt themselves and the people they are supposed to
serve.
In an effort to solve the
battle over the engineering
school, the 1996 General Assembly approved a bill aimed
at appeasing both UK and
Murray State. UK can construct an $8 million building
to offer a four-year engineering degree program on the
Paducah Community College
if the two schools agreed or{
allowing Murray State longterm use of UK's Crisp Education Center .in Paducah. In
addition, Murray State faculty would teach some of the
courses in the UK engineering program
That's a reasonable com-

promise that gives both universities something they
want. UK would get its engineering program, and Murray would get the space to
offer more four-year degree
programs in Paducah. More
important, Paducah residents would get an engineering program and increased
opportunities to earn fouryear degrees without leaving
the city.
The legislature set a Sept.
1 deadline for UK and Murray to reach agreement on
the Crisp building, but Gov.
Paul Patton and the Kentucky Council on Higher Education are pushing for a
much earlier agreement.
"The sooner the parties
are able to show the results
of a positive cooperative
working relationship, the
better off the citizens of western Kentucky will be," the
governor wrote in a letter to
Jim Miller, chairman of the
Council on Higher Education.
Council Executive Director
Gary Cox said if agreement
isn't reached before the
Council on Higher Education's May 20 meeting, the
council "will take appropriate action to assure the completion of the project as
quickly as possible."
The battle between state
institutions of higher learning over the engineering
school has been long, bitter
and embarrassing. UK and
Murray officials have one
last chance to bring it to an
end. Do it.
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Ground broken for Midway library
MIDWAY. Ky. - A ground-breaking ceremony for a new librarv
met a Sl.5 million
,una-ra1smg cnallenge trom Lucille Caudill Little.
. The S2.5 million Little Memorial Library, named in the honor of
Little and her late husband, W. Paul Little. is expected to_be completea m 1997.
Midway College President Rohen Botkin said, "Our academic community is indeed grateful to hundreds of people, all of whom gave

was. held_ vest_erdav at _Midway College, which

gener?usly. and some even sacrificially."
Lucille Little challenged the college in 1993 to raise the additional
:unds .~eeded for the library by the end of 1995 to go with her$! mil110n gut.
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~ MIDWAY
College breaks ground for library: :.lidway C:ui-

:,.,ue broke ground \'esrerday Tor irs new 52.;) million
Li7tle Memorial Librarv. The college raisod $1.5 million
l1 ineet a 1993 challenge from one of its trustees.
Lucille Caudill Little. who donated Sl million. The
1;brary, is expected to be comoleted in·l997.
>
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S·tatic revenue~----jeopardizes
some projects
: PROJECTS IN PERIL?
List shows construction projects,·
adopted by the General Assembly,
and their priority. The projects are to
be paid for with surplus funds. The
number of projects completed
depends on the size
of the surplus.

:;#{-!

i{\~~2~:J~-

By TOM LOITUS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Hilda Snider
of Spencer County is awaiting the
moment when state government
closes the books on its General Fund
at the end of the fiscal year.
Snider has no particular fascination
with the mundane details of the state
budget. But the amount of surplus
state money on hand after June 30
will determine whether the state can
build a project Snider cares a lot
about - a campground at Taylorsville
Lake.
"This lake has been impounded for

14 or 15 years. and it hasn't helped
our local economy because people
mostly come in. use the lake and go,"
Snider said. "If we get the campground, people would stay in the
county, create activity and lead to
more development of the lake."
Snider is not alone. Advocates for a
dozen state park projects must wait
until June 30 to learn whether their
local priorities will be funded.
The reason is the unusual way Gov.
Paul Patton proposed funding state
construction projects in his first year
in office.
.
Patton proposed using anticipated
surplus funds to build as many as 25
projects - most ail of them longplanned construction that was slashed
in a budget-cutting spree late in the
1994 legislative session.
He ranked the projects from first to
25th and suggested starting at the top
and working down as far as available
cash would allow. The entire list
would cost $100.4 million.
Lawmakers approved the governor's proposal and added two more
projects to the bottom of the list.
bringing the cost of funding them all
to $103.4 million.
Patton made no absolute promises
in Januarv. other than to note that
surplus cash would almost certainly
fund the very top priorities on the list.
including a $14 million University of
Louisville medical science research

building, ranked fifth. (The $2.1 million Taylorsville Lake project is
ranked 18th.)
But the governor expressed optimism that all the projects could be
funded. particularly in light of the
strong revenue growth the state General Fund was producing at the time.
The administration's position remains the same.
"We're still hopeful that we'll be
able to fullv fund these projects."
state budget -director Jim Ramsey said
this week. "But we can't say for sure
for a few more weeks."
Rep. Harry Moberly Jr.. the Richmond Democrat who chairs the
~-iouse budget committ~e. said._ ''!

think some members (Ot the legtslaturei have assumed if the project was
anvwhere on the list it would be done.
St.it that's not a cenainty as you go
down the list. I still think there's more
than a decent chance to do most ot
them. but the outlook is a little less
positive than it was back in January.''
Moberly and his Senate counterpart, Mike Moloney of Lexington, noted that strong growth in state revenue which lasted for about .a year.
stopped in the third quarter of this fiscal year (January through March).
But Moloney said unofficial repons

""-ft'f''.
--~-·,}1.<v,h(/qt

!i~~j:~i~~;
1. Northern Kentucky juvenile•detention center ... ·. . .· . .. . . $4,300,000
;J;•.wes,terr•Keii,itic.!iY.iuv.enil~~fltigJi~_ri!fil'0:'.£Z]'.22t?;l:;' $4;300,000:.
3. Hopkinsville Technical Training Center
$11,445,000
,i•P~~1anctQqm111.\ldi!Y,\:o.11~iw,ijJas~rciit!iJ@lla1iiiilii';rit'El\;1.~''.$S\5oo;ooo·
5. University of Louisville medical-research building
$14,000,000
6. University of Kentucky Pin Oak Farm animal-science
$12,480,000
research center
;::t:r,estims6ur11.conimiiiriifcii1lege'liuiiifiiiQ'z'i'.'Y;t;:;;,03:1r/:,$5;soo;ooo
.. 8. Kentucky Tech technology center.in Pike County . ... .. .. . .. .. $8,244,000
\;<9S:Nortlwrn Kenlucky,Conve~fioi(l::enierefiliahcertl@fu)\f;}ili'\'!!~;OOO;OOO:
10. Western Kentucky University renovation of economic
$4,000,000
development institute
"11; Easiein~entucky,IJnive{sl~iiS§f/foijibufiillitggtcc,ili'.lt:wi:i!f.$:4;ooo;oou:·
12. Madisonville CommunityG0Ue9e student/audito.rium parking... $800,000
•· 1a:•Hazard:c&riuniii\iivco1lefie:iiuilii1ndw.£tY:1;~l\ili;£21't,g~fi'x>F$5~oo.ooo .
14. Yatesville Lake marina
$1,173,000
. , . ' . ' --,,,·-•:5m•e=••V>fy~-~- ·
,-,·15~-M
. "' 'I Old "~entuck\isHome,v1s1tors.:;,cenwrti:··•;::t;'.6:::di:,1,%\V/$1;3DO;OOOY:

from the Patton administration indicate that revenue rebounded in April,
and if that is true. surplus funds may
well be enough to pay for all of the
projects.
Ramsey declined to say what the
April figures will show. They are to be
released later this week.
Under the contingency-funding
plan approved by the legislature. the
surplus funds will be split equally between the construction projects and
Patton's EMPOWER Kentucky program. which is aimed at making government more efficient through the
use of modern technology.
The first source of funding is already secured: $37.5 million each for
the projects and EMPOWER Kentucky. That money is part of a surplus
in hand at the beginning of the current fiscal year.
The second source of revenue will
be money appropriated to state ageni::-ies this year but not spent. That
money will go back into the Genera!
Fund on June 30.
Patton estimated in Januarv that
the amount would be S98 million. so
the projects and EMPOWER Ken•
tucky would get $49 million each.
Thal would provide $86.5 million
for the projects. The rest of the money would have to come from any additional money that laoses to the General Fund and anv · revenue surplus
available at the en·d of the fiscai year.

Chances seemed good in January
that the other sources would produce
enough surplus to pay for ail of the
projects. But then state revenue
dipped, and the General Assembly
spent a small part of the money Patton anticipated would lapse on June
30 in the 1996-98 budget.
Moberly noted, though, that Patton
has a strong motivation to find th_e
money for as many proJects as possible. "Not only does he want the projects, but remember that half of the
surplus money goes to_ EMPOWER
Kentucky - which IS a big pnonty for
him."
Moberly added, "! think that if revenues don't produce as_ ~uch _surpl1:1s
as is needed. the admtrustrat1on wtll
squeeze agencies - as they have in
the past - to lapse as much money as
possible by June 30."
Moberly said that any projects that
don't get funded could be reconsid·
ered as soon as next January, wnen
Patton has said he will call a special
session to revisit the budget.
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Consu~tants in PGC fight
plan
campus
visit next week
.
-~-~
.

..
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By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT .

PRESTONSBURG - Three
higher education consultants
chosen to moderate differences between the faculty
and Prestonsburg Community College President Deborah Floyd will visit the
campus next week.
Dr. Ben W. Carr Jr., chancellor of the University of
Kentucky Community College system, named the panel
at Floyd's request after a
week of open conflict with
faculty members in March
ended with a 47-27 noconfidence vote. .
Floyd, president at PCC
since 1991, has been under
fire for months by teachers
who claim she is autocratic
and denies academic -freedoms.
The faculty assembly
asked for a 10-member task
force to mediate the dispute,
but PCC's Advisory Board
rejected that and supported
Carr's proposal for consultants.
The three consultants,
each of whom will be paid up
to $5,000 plus travel expenses, are:
► R. Claire Guthrie of
Richmond, Va., that state's
first female chief deputy attorney general. She has 20
years experience in advising
and managing non-profit institutions, including colleges.
►B. Diane Davis, chairwoman of the behavioral and
social studies division · and
professor of psychology at
Oakton Community College

..

in Des Plaines;"· Ill. She
chairs the faculty senate at
her school.
►Nicholas Trott Long, Little Compton,- R.I., a lawyer
and part-time counsel to that
state's's commissioner of
higher education." His law
practice focuses on administrative, employment
and education law.
Carr said the three would
talk with staff, faculty, students and administrators as
well as Advisory Board and
Foundation Board members.
"They will use this input
to identify and describe the
primary issues ·and afterwards provide analysis apd
advice," he said.
/
He
said
three
objecti:ves
----- - . . . --· _ _ _ L. have been outlined for the
team:
►To insure preservation of a
campus climate that will focus
on teaching and learning.
►To win consensus on matters between the faculty, staff
and administration.
►To begin the process of en. hancing the reputation of PCC
with its key constituencies, off
and on campus.
UK spokesman Bernie
Vonderheide said the trio has
no deadline for making its report.
Meanwhile, a leader in the
drive to remove Floyd says it's
appalling that .Carr knew she
had problems at her former job
in Texas and didn't warn the
faculty at PCC at the time she
was hired.

John D. Sammons, wb,ci led a
March ouster vote against
Floyd, mailed copies of 1991
stories from the Dallas Morning News to farmer Gov. Edward Breathitt, who heads the
UK Board of Trustees.
Those stories said that Carr
was aware Floyd was on administrative leave from Collin
County Community College in
McKinney, Texas, at the :time
she was hired.
Floyd was under investiga- •
tion for allegations of personal
use of college resources. After
she was hired at PCC, she sued
the school in federal court,
charging administrators con-:
spired to oust her.
Her case was dismissed by
district court and ·that judgment was upheld on appeal to·
circuit court.
·
Sammons said he has been
sending materials related to·.
the Floyd-faculty conflict to
Breathitt for the past three.·
years, based on his belief that
Carr has not taken faculty·
complaints seriously.
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Just a forn1ality
Osteopathic school should. help meet
need for doctors in rural counties
The proposed osteopathic
medical school at Pikeville
College should help meet the
need for more medic~ professionals in rural eastern
Kentucky.
The school took a giant
step toward becoming a reality when it recently received
provisional accreditation
from a 10-member panel of
the American Osteopathic
Association in Chicago. Final
approval is now just a "matter of formality," said Paintsville attorney Chad Perry III,
who has been the driving
force behind the school. .
A number of individuals
and institutions have worked
together to make a ·medical
school in a small eastern
Kentucky town a reality:
►Perry first came up with
the idea for the medical
school and donated $1 million to it.
►Pikeville College agreed
to help establish the medical
school after initial efforts to
establish it in Paintsville
failed to bear fruit. The college already has the buildings and some · of the academic programs and instructors needed for the medical
school. In addition, having
the medical school tied to an
existing college with a reputation for high academic
standards gives it a degree of
credibility and prestige it
could not have by remaining
independent.

Pikeville osteopathic
medical school is .an
excellent example of the
leaders of eastern
Kentucky working
together to solve a
problem.
► Pikeville Methodist Hospital has pledged $800,000 to
the school over the next four
years, and it will provide a
training ground for the medical students.
►The city of Pikeville and
Pike County have backed the
school by each pledging

$250,000.

Pike County business community has rallied
behind the medical school,
led by Pikeville National
Bank. which has pledged
►The

$200,000.

Paul Patton, a
former Pike County judgeexecutive, traveled to Chicago to speak in support of
the school before the 10member accreditation panel,
and he is working on securing a $500,000 Appalachian
Regional Commission grant
for the school.
► Gov.

When the attorney first
pledged to donate the $1 million, there were many who
thought Perry 's vision for
an eastern Kentucky school
to train doctors was nothing
more than a pipe dream.
Thus, the school never received the support it ·needed
in Paintsville.
But the political, business,
medical and education leaders of Pike County share
Perry's vision and, through
their combined efforts, their
dream is on the brink of becoming reality.
Osteopathy is literally the
medicine of bones. Perry
said he chose to support an
osteopaths' school because
DOs, as they are called, tend
to stay in rural areas and in
family practice. Well-trained
osteopaths can provide quality primary care, and most
will quickly refer to other
doctors patients with medical problems beyond their
areas of expertise.
The Pikeville school is
being established in the belief that doctors who are
trained in the mountains are
more likely to practice in the
mountains. The Pikeville osteopathic medical school is
an excellent example of the
leaders of eastern Kentucky
working together to solve a
problem.

,
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MSU tuition, housing rates,
fees will increase this fall
Regents OK $66.89 million budget
--.-....
.

"":""

- - - - - -- - - By MADELYNN COLDIRON ..
OF THE D AILY

INDEPENDENT

M9REHEAD - .Students
will pay more to attend Morehead State University this fall.
MSU's Board of Regents on
Friday ratified a $30 per semester tuition increase already approved by the Council
on Higher Education, bringing
the cost of tuition •to....$855 per
semester for undergraduate
resident students~
~=~..-;;.
- -· :~-- -~,~ .
• .f0'
The board also - ,t,.
· ..
housing rates and fees;' tfI4dlJtg another $15 to the current $175
student ~cti~ty .f~~:!¥,t~xtra
amount 15 bemg earmarked to
pay for a new 100-statiori computer laboratory "ilr.:'tlie~·camden-Carroll Library,·m6fe' staff
for- existing computer ·tabs and
for several n~w multi-media
·~
lab~. ·.~-~ ~:
-"" ~ : ---~ ,~-·
· Donmtory ra
, :·g~ up
$37 }>er'~·ster.
witlf the new rangi" E,!sliared
rooms to be $'709
depending on
~it ce Jja11. .
_._The charges
5s°parf
01:the 1996-97 b~c,get~~l.foved
Friday b~ the
President Ronald 'Eaglin ·said
he was happy with t4e_budget,
although there wasri't'·enough
money to do all-h~g ~i~
"We had to ~ :·cht>lces "
he said.
·. •~-.r:~ · '
The $66.89 million annual
budget follows Eaglfu's· priorities, with $1.6 million irl ·salary
increases for faculty, and staff
topping the list. The increases
include a 2 percent across the
board increase for. everyone
meeting the university's minimum standards and . another 2
percent for merit raises. Extra
money also is available for
promotions and equity acijustments.
..s·- ••. c.t ·•
Selected raises also"
included for campus police officers and custodians.
·
Bruce Mattingly, faculty representative on the board, said
the panel's fiscal committee
stands behind the salary increases.
" I think the university is
people," he said. "I think people want to provide for their
families, they want to send
their kids to college and ·they
want to provide for their retirement."
·
Besides the pay increases,
another $1.6 million is included in the new budget for

anaverageo(

ilie

te
•. ,

were.:~

:E;~t!.1~~\

are

~

~

other administration initiatives, including the new computer laboratory, microcomputer upgrades and increased
funding for distance learning
- teaching using television
and computer technology.
Capital appropriations in the
new balance sheet include replacing the roofs at Nunn Hall
and the president's universityowned residence, and $305,000
toward a new Folk Art Center.
However, many of the capital
projects will be put on hold
until university officials have
a handle on fall enrollment.
The revenue for the pay
raises. equipment and other
initiatives will come from a
combination of reserve money,
an increase in funding from
the state and some internal
budget juggling. The new budget incorporates $2.6 million of
reserve money into operating
expenses and capital projects.
In addition, MSU's operating
appropriation from the state is
increasing by $1.42 million in
the 1996-97 school year.

-The tuition increase, which
will generate $435,000, is basically a wash in revenue terms.
It will offset enrollment losses
and the university's tuition
subsidy program for academically-talented, out-of-state students.
• 1".r
The additional funding does
not mean the budget is free of
belt-tightening measures, however. Several types of academic staff reductions will
amount to a loss of the equivalent of five full-time faculty positions. Only two actual teaching positions will be lost, one
in business and the other in
industrial education, said
Jolin Philley, executive vice
president for academic affairs.
Eaglin believes the onlY.:_permanent solution ·toMSU's budget crunch is to get enrollment
back up to at least 8,700. The
1996-97 budget is based on a
head count of 8,300 students.
Eaglin told regents Friday
that the enrollment picture is
looking brighter. Applications
for the 1996-97 school year in-.
creased by 12 percent, he said:
That means the university
may not have to close on~ of
its dorms as expected. ....-~ 1·
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Put the brakes on tuition

T

uition is going up again this
graduates who simply are delayed
fall for those who attend the
in pursuing their higher education
state's community colleges,
or who otherwise want to improve
reaching the $500 plateau at Hoptheir job skills.
kinsville and 12 of the other 13 inThe 1996 General Assembly fi.
stitutions in the University of Ken- nally acknowledged the critical role
tucky system.
of community colleges after years
That's still a bargain by today's of treating the system like a finanever-rising higher education stancial stepchild in Kentucky's higher
dards, but we hope this latest ineducation family.
crease in a continuing spiral in reThe UK junior colleges are recent years represents the high-waceiving the lion's share of increased
ter mark.
funding for the state's public instiWith the nation's college costs
tutions of higher learning. At least
skyrocketing by three or four times a portion of that long-overdue
the rate of inflation over the past
bonus and, hopefully, others to
decade, the community college opcome should be used to keep tuition
tion has become increasingly imrates within reason.
portant for citizens in this low-inAffordable tuition will ensure
come state.
that when Hopkinsville Community
The hvo-year associate's deCollege and her sister schools congrees offered by community colduct their graduation -ceremonies,
leges may be the only advanced
there will be a large new freshmen
diplomas many Kentuckians have
class waiting in the wings.
an opportunity to receive. Money
- Kentucky New Era
saved by attending a community
(Hopkinsville)
college also is critical to many students seeking co transfer to fourThese excerpted editon·ats from
year institutions. And community
other Kentucky newspapers do not
colleges are becoming increasingly
necessarily reflect the viewpoint of
important to older high school
. the Herald-Leader.
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Morehead student
is university's first
certified nanny
Bv RICHARD WILSON

siaff Writer

MOREHEAD. Ky. - The first time
Anthony Scott Kuzak ever heard of a
male nanny was when he saw one on
a 1V talk show several years ago.
"Back then the idea (of being one)
never popped into my head. I didn't
even know the difference between being a nanny and being a baby sitter,"
Kuzak said.
But he does now. Today Kuzak will
become the first student to graduate
from Morehead State University with
a professional !'anny certificate. He
said he made this unconventional academic choice partly because he wanted "to break tradition. There aren't
that many men in the field, and I love
working with children."
The Sandy Hook native said he has
not yet landed the ideal, well-paying
job that would include full benefits
and extensive travel to far-off places
while caring for a wealthy employer's
children. But he is hopeful that his
academic training will lead to an interesting job in the growing child-care
field. even if he does not decide to

become a male nanny- or "manny,"
as they are sometimes called.
Other career options, he said, include teaching elementary school or
working in a day-care center.
· The Morehead State program,
which began last year, has two other
students, both women. Carolyn Taylor, an associate professor, said she
does not expect the nanny program
ever to become large, primarily because most of Morehead's students
are from Eastern KentuckY and may
not want to leave for larger cities
where nannies are more in demand.
·Kuzak, 24, said he will leave if necessary, but has put off looking for a
job until his graduation.
°Jobs for nannies, male or female,
plentiful, say people in the field.
"It's a profession tha\'s growiqg by
leaps and bounds," said Joy Slfelton,
director of community services at Delta (Mich.) Community College and
head of the American Council of Nanny Schools Inc.
Officials at Midway and Sullivan
colleges, two other Kentucky schools
that offer nanny programs, agree.
"There are so many more families
lookin(: than there are nannies. W~
just wish we had more candidates,_
said Lisa Likins, a co-founder of Sullivan's program.
Shelton said that wealthy peo_ple
are not the only ones to hire nannies,
The academic training programs began, sh~ said, ~hen w~men started
moving mto ma1or Jobs m the workplace and found traditional day care
programs unsuitable for their children.
"They were looking for oth~r options and some flex to make therr professional life schedule and their home
life blend. So a nanny was where they
could self-select a person that they
felt fit into their family," she said.
The average salary for nannies who
live with families, she said, may range
between $250 and $300 a week. Those
who are not live-in nannies make
more. Fringe benefits such. as housing, transportat10n, food, u;surance

are

and sometimes travel can give nannies a comfortable living, Shelton
added.

Eaglin's contract
extended at MSU
MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University President
Ronald Eaglin has received
a contract extension from
the MSU board of regents.
The board, following a
closed session with Eaglin,
voted unanimously Friday
to extend his four-year
contract another year, to
June 30, 2000. The panel
also agreed to give him a 5
percent pay increase,
bringing his arinual salary
to $135,790.
Eaglin began his MSU
presidency in July 1992.

She said that her council has cenified about 30 nanny programs in the
U.S. in recent years, including those
at Morehead and Sullivan.
Shelton and Sullivan's Likins said
Kuzak should have no trouble finding
a position, especially since there are

few male nannies. "I've seen male
nannies sought in situations where
you might have a single mother, or
someone widowed, and they want a
male influence on their children," Li·
kins added.
Kuzak said he has not been
"razzed" by other students who are
aware of his nanny's certificate.
"Some of them kind of raise an eyebrow and (say), 'Well, that's kind of

interesting,' 11 he said.

Kuzak earned an associate degree
in humanities at Morehead in 1992
while working part-time in the Elliott
County schools as a music and Spanish instructor. While taking a semester off in late 1993, he helped his parents explore state requirements for
setting up a child-care center.
While he had initially planned to
become a teacher, Kuzak said he became intrigued by the thought of
working full-time with children,
After· deciding against majors in
music and Spanish, he returned to
Morehead in early 1994 and began

working toward his second associate
degree, and later, his bachelor's degree in early child development.
Courses in the program, he said, include child growth and development,
child nutrition, parenting, family
trends and family economics.
Taylor said she was surprised when
Kuzak decided to seek his nanny certification. But she said if he decides to
become a professional nanny, he will
be a good one. "He's outgoing, he
loves children, he has this excellent
background in music, and from what
I've seen of his work in Head Start
(where he · completed a practicum,
much like a student teacher), children
just love him."
She said his minor in Spanish also
will be helpful. "Many parents today
like their children to be bilingual,"
she added.

WHAT IS A NANNY?
Nannies are hired to care for children. Some live with families
and may even travel with them; others may take care of the
children only at specific times, Certified professional nannies
have completed academic instruction in childhood development.
The only Kentucky schools that offer nanny programs certified •
by the American Council of Nanny Schools Inc. are Sullivan
College, which offers a nine-month program, and Morehead
State University, where the program is offered in conjunction with
a two--year associate of applied science degree in child
development.
Students learn about such areas as human growth and
development, nutrition, first aid, child care, menu planning and
home schooling.
Weekly salaries for live-in nannies average between $250 and
$350; those who don't live with a family tend to earn more, said
Joy Shelton, head of the nanny schools council.
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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MSU's 1st nanny
'just kid at heart'
By MADELYNN CoLDIRON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Say the
word "nanny" and Mary Poppins immediately comes to
mind.
Anthony Kuzak, a 25-yearold Sandy Hook -resident, is
about to shatter that image.
When Kuzak receives his diploma during graduation ceremonies at Morehead State
University on Saturday, he
will become its first certified
nanny.
Kuzak said the certification
will add to his marketability
in the job market. That's the
practical side.

The other side is his obvious
love for children. He's eager to
share the contents of his
Nanny Survival Kit, a portfolio
he had to assemble for certifications And he'll give you any
number of child-rearing tips.
Although that makes him
sound heavy on the booklearning and theory, consider
that when his 6-year-old cousin
visits. the boy makes a beeline
for Kuzak's bedroom. It's filled
with the toys he's been collecting since childhood.
During their last visit, the
two acted out the three Star
Wars movies with action figurines.

► Nanny
Cc.,, ,, Ti ~" "")
"I guess I'm just a big kid at
heart," Kuzak says. "At least, I
don't want to grow up."
"He is just great with children," said Carolyn Taylor, an
associate professor of human
sciences who supervises
MSU's nanny program. "He's
just unique."
KU:zak says he loves "the
surprises and the unexpected
delights" children supply.
"The main thing when you
work with children is that you
have to respect children," .he
said. "Respect them for who
they are· - they're people in
society just as we are."
·
Kuzak's career working with
children actually began -when
he was majoring in
at
MSU and wanted to get some
classroom teaching experience.
"Ever since I was a . small
child, I wanted to be a teacher," he said. "I played teacher."
· ··
Kuzak was hired in Augµst
1991 as a paraprofessional
music teacher at Sandye-Hook
and isonville elementary
schools. During his employ- .
ment there, he also started ..a
pilot program in SpaJiis!l for 7and 8-year·olds.
~
Kuzak began thinking about
starting a day care center in
Elliott County and came to
Taylor for advice.
:-C I .
She encouraged him to· enroll in the university's .twoyear program in early clilldhood development in ·,1994.
Later, when she soughLrecruits for the extra training· to
become a.certified-.nanny,
Kuzak came forward.
.. "'He also completed ;i,n,;qdditional semester to earn his
bachelor's degree in .interdisciplinary early child development.
:,<..
He realizes he is breaking a
gender stereotype with .the
nanny certification. The typi•
cal reaction from people, "he
says, is a cautious,· "Oh.
Okaaaay."
..
"The next question is/ ·•1s
that what you're going to
do?'," Kuzak laughs.
It may or may not be. Kuzak
has applied for a couple of positions directing child ·care
centers and plans to apply ·for
nanny jobs. He may· also get a
regular teaching certificate.
He and Taylor said his gender will not affect his job prospects because of the demand
for nannies and other child
care professionals and an increasing need for male role
models. In fact, Taylor says,
she has seen the term
"manny" used in professional
literature to describe male
nannies.
Kuzak's nanny certification
will come from the American
Council of Nanny Schools Inc.
Taylor said after Kuzak graduates from the program, it will
be eligible for certification.

miisTc
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Family values are key
to success, ex-governor
tells Morehead grads
Associated Press
Fonner Gov. Brereton Jones
stressed personal responsibility and
family values in a speech to Morehead State University graduates yesterday.
Morehead was among several Kentucky schools that held commencement yesterday.
Speaking to more than 7,000 people, Jones said that drug abuse, domestic abuse and other societal problems "won't be solved in the Statehouse, buf in your house, my house
and God's house."
Jones, who received an honorary
doctor of public service degree, said
the graduates would find ·success; if
they combined their knowledge
gained from Morehead with family
values.
Morehead President Ronald Eaglin
conferred degrees on more than 80!)
undergraduate and graduate students.
Student speaker Stephanie Dawn
Dye of Flatwoods read to· the graduates from the Dr. Seuss book "Oh, the
Places You'll Go!" which offers advice
for setting out on life's journey, filled
with ups and downs. Dye wished the
graduates the best "in life's great baf.
ancin~ act."
: ...._;....:.:..·-...... _. . .-~
Eastern Kentucky
A businessman and civic leader
told graduates at Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond that they
should;reach out. to help their communities.
·
"Many of your life's most rewarding e,q,eriences will come from your
enthusiastic service to mankind ... in
your church, civil organizations and
throujlh day-to-day contact with family, friends, neighbors and others who
need your help," C; Vernon Cooper
said.
.
·
Cooper, retired president of Peoples Bank and Trust Co. in Hazard,
said such courtesies "often are· returned to you tenfold. Don't be afraid
to get involved, to make promises or
to dream. The. real success and happiness you find will depend on how you
live - and share - your life."
·
Cooper. who received an honorary
doctor of laws degree, also told the
graduates that the measure of a person "is not the length of your legs,
but the height of your mind."
Cooper, a decorated World War II
veteran, has taken part in' mountainclimbing and dog-sledding expeditions around the world and constructed an astronomical observatory at his
mountaintop home in Hazard.
Eastern Kentucky recognized 1,267
degree candidates from this semester
and 824 December graduates during
its 89th spring commencement, which
was held in the Paul S. McBrayer Arena in Alumni Coliseum.

Murray State
At Murray State University, degrees
were awarded to 1,912 students who
completed requirements between last
August and this month.
"May you always be women and
men of initiative, commitment and integrity," said Murray State President
Kem Alexander.
"Remember always the bonds that
bind you to this university; honor its
traditions and become a living tribute
to the gifts you have received here."

Murray State's 73rd commencement held in Racer Arena.

Georgetown College
Educator and poet Nikky Finney
told Georgetown College graduates
that their diplomas were new birth
certificates.
"You have a choice for searching
your own heart for what is rildlt in
the world," she told the 210 graduates
at the school's 154th commencement
ceremony. "Words have the power to
transfonn as well as heal." ·
Finney, an assistant professor of
. creative writing at the University of
Kentucky, u~ed the graduates to take
chances, saymt! that "without risk
there is no achievement.., ·
·
Georgetown President Wtlliam
Crouch Jr. presented Robert Holder II
of Lexington with the 1996 President's
Honor Award, which is given to a senior who excels academically and demonstrates student leadership. . . ·
Holder. graduated with a -double
major. in chemistry and biology and a
4.0 grade point average and will attend medical school ih the fall.
.
Crouch also presented · iionoiary
doctor of letters degrees to -Georgetown alumnus Terry Otten, a professor of English at Wittenberg University' in Springfield, Ohio, and w. Wayne
Johnson, a retired professor of.music
at _Georgetown.
· : , . ,,.
-'
· Undsey WIison
. Lindsey Wilson College:in ·colw,;.
bia conferred 176 degrees, including
its first master's class, at its 71st annual commencement. Twenty-one ·students received master's ~ . i!'

-~

"education:··· · · · ~--··.

Astronaut Story Musgrave told the
graduates that "there's going to be incredible opportunities for you all that
you've never dreamed --you can't
possibly know wh~t they are."
:
He told them their college education would prepare them to seize
those opportunities.
"All you have· to do is have the
courage·to put your foot in the door,"
he said. ·"When the door opens, you
go in. Follow your opportunities with
a passion. You've got to have a pas-

sion."
Musgrave, who received an honorary doctor of science degree yester-

day, was payload commander on the
1993 space shuttle Endeavour mission
that serviced and repaired the Hubble
Spa.ce Telescope.
Also receiving honorary degrees
were: Robert Holloway, a Louisville
entrepreneur and · Lindsey Wilson
trustee, doctor of law; the Rev. Rachael Scott James, pastor of Columbia
United Methodist Church and the first
woman to be appointed·a·district superintendent in the United Methodist
Church in Kentucky, doctor of divinity; and Asa Shelton, a fonner dean of
the faculty at Lindsey Wilson, doctor
of humane letters.

An open letter from the directors of admissions \
at Kentucky's public universities
May 13, 1996
Dear Kentucky high school students and parents:
Students and their parents often ask us about the best way to prepare for life after high
school-for study in college or vocational school, for entry into the workforce. We evaluate
the academic records ofthousands ofcollege-bound students each year, and that gives us a
special perspective on what works well for students.
Elementary and secondary schools are expecting more from Kentucky students. And so
are we.
Look at your high school years as the beginning ofyour education. Expect to become
educated citizens who are life-long learners. Plan to keep on learning, whetheron the job, in
classes, or on your own time. Ifyou do, you' II be able to succeed today, tomorrow, and into
the 21st century.
And how do you prepare for the future?
0
Take challenging courses beyond the pre-college curriculum, especially science,
math, and foreign languages. Why not take an advanced placement or honors
course?
:
0
Don't coast in your senior year. Take strong electives that make you think
0
Learn to use your time well; develop self-discipline.
0
Participate-in school activities, organi7ations, and volunteer work. Learn to bea
goodteammember.
·
0
~ccept leadership opportunities as they arise. Leadership roles teach management
skills. .
0

Read and read some more-including books that are not class assignments.
Write, write, write. Practice the process ofwriting, revising, and rewriting to
develop this key skill.
'
In the competition for admission to colleges,just as with the competition for ggod jobs
and other desirable things in life, the successful person will be the well-educated, self-disciplined individual who has made good use ofthe opportunities available.
We encourage you to make the choices that can lead to success. Study hard. We .
wishyouweU'.'·
...
--- . . .. ·
,:•... :.
Sincerely,
0

:.,

.

•.

James L. Grigsby

Phil Bryan

Jenny S1111'.)1er

Eastern Kentucky University

Murray State University .

University of Louisville

Lyman Dale

Margaret H Winchell

Kentucky State University

Cheryl Chambless

Northern Kentucky University

Western Kentucky University

Dan Comett

Joseph Fink

Morehead State University

Fred Mullinax

University of Kentucky

Association oflndependent
Colleges and.Universities

The P~rtnership for Kentucky Sch_ool Reform

606/233-9849
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Rowan native
receives honor
MOREHEAD - Rowan
County native Chris Offutt
has been chosen as one of
the 20 best young novelists
in ·America by a national
literary magazine.
The June issue of Granta
magazine will be dedicated
to the work of Offutt and
the other winners.

Saturday, May 11, 1996

The winners were chosen
from a pool of 52 regional
winners. "Kentucky
Straight," Offutt's book of
short stories, was a winner
in the Midwest region.
Offutt has also written a
memoir, "The Same River
Twice." His first novel will
be published by Simon &
Schuster next year.
..
Offutt currently lives in
rural Iowa with his wife
and sons.
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·V1rginia Rice, 89, dies;
ex-Morehead profes~or
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT
. Scouts of America Bluegrass CounMOREHEAD - Virginia Heiz- cil.
er Rice, retired Morehead State UniOn July 9, 1995, the city of
versiry professor, died yesterday at Morehead honored her by naming
the St. Claire Medical Center in that date as Virginia Heizer Rice
Morehead. She was 89.
Day.
Mrs. Rice, of 117 West Second
Mrs. Rice received her bacheStreet, was the head teacher of edu- !or's and master's degrees in Home
cation at Morehead State from Economics from the University of
1945-1965. She also was profess(if. Kentucky.·
., .. · °'';. ·
emeritus at the school and had.bee11-. . . She was the widow- of William,
a supervising teacher of home-ec9;·, :: ~Honie" Rice arid is survived by
nomics at Morehead "High·School-7 'her two sons, William H. RiceJr•. of·
and the University of Breckinridge; ·· · Columbia, S.C., and Lucien ·H. Rice
which was at.one time aiiextensioti-: of Pfafftown, N.C. Slie also is ·surof Morehea~ State.
..·.,: .,;;-; f*:)tyjved by four granddaughters, one
.. Mrs.. Rice·was the past'secre:. grandson and one great-grandtary and president of the Moreheacif: da,ughter. · . .
..
Row!ll County United Way, '.P,~1:';, ·.,;; Services. will be 2 pm. Tuesday
president .. of · the Morehead,. ·afNorthcutt and Son Home for FuWoman's Club, past presideriti:cif,:;:·.nerals. Visitation.will be 5 p.11). tothe Kentuckx !:fo_me Ecpng#ii,g}?i\;i.Y at the funeral home._ Co'n~b?Teachers Association, past ~·-/;tjons·are suggested to the \T'rrgmta
dent of- the Kentucky· VocationaC' Rice Scholarship Furici, ·c/o MoreAssociatjon ,and. :v:as ~n.e 9~~f.;;,b!!3,CI State· UJ?iversity;_Jli~:Jloy·
founders of_!lieUruv~1ty Pf:~!1':S:,~!!ts of ~enca Bl1;1egrass_C<i~-tucky's Phi Beta ,11.1us1c ~orlltlfcil.•. m· Lexmgton;: or·£nbugl): 1s,
Chapter. She 'also rei:eived"tli:e'.:Sn;°S"Enough, P.O. Box 888; Fairfax, Va/
·
"A ' d ·rr ,.,.,.~·-·n:r.,;' .,, ..
.
... ··o:," ·.1,,
v~)~~~---~a:..-~i't~!;ey;-L;~l~. . ..~--~.;;:....-.. :. ,...l_...~~-i~.~, ..~·w
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~ollege breaks
ground for library
J\,lli)WAY-A
groundbreaking ceremony
for a new library took place
Wednesday at Midway
College, which met a $1.5
million fund-raising
challenge from Lucille
Caudill Little,
The $2,5 million Little
Memorial Library, named
in the honor of Little and
her late husband, W. Paul
Little, is expected to be
completed in 1997.
Lucille Little issued a $1
million gift in 1993,
challenging the college to
·raise the additional funds
needed for the construction
of the facility by the end of
1995, The college raised the
money and met the
deadline with the help of
more than 150 alumni,
trustees, fowulations and
corporate friends,
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Lexingtoii~Singers
savoring' loiig"
life.
·»•" .
... ·

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky

, · .. -;.,,;-_];,.,.C.1,:c,.

ost community choruses. ·. ..
have the average life· span
of houseflies. That's an·exo:
aggeration, of course - the actual
figure is five years - but the poip.t
is that in most cities, civic choirs
find it awfully hard to keep going,
But not the Lexington Singers,
Finishing its 37th season with its.
KEVIN
annual Pops Concert on Saturday at NANCE
the Opera House, the group is one of - - - - the oldest continuously operating
HE!!ALD-LEADER ·
choruses of its kind in the nation.
ARTS COLUMNIST '
How has it kept on singing when
so many others have gone to that
Great Big Concert Hall in the Sky?
The commitment and energy of
the members has had a lot to do ·
with it. So has the support of the
community, which has continued to
be substantial and gratifying,
But surely the long-term survival
of the Lexington Singers owes much
to James Ross Beane, now completing an astounding 20th season with Beane
the group,
· ·_: . · :.·, '' ·
Beane's rock-steady presence at the helm over the
last two decades has given the group a stability and
continuity without which it might have foundered
long ago. (Amazingly, Beane is only the second conductor in the organization's history; Phyllis Jenness,
now artistic director of Opera of Central Kentucky, led:
the Singers from its founding in 1959 until Beane took·
over in 1976.)
·

m~~:i~;~1i~!\~~t::nsid-

~~~eo1:s~~:~~~~d~ti~~:

from the Singers' rehearsal site.
""When they first called me
aoout the job, they asked if I
thought I could put up with the
travel," said-Beane, coordinator of
vdice and choral studies at Morehf$d State University. "I wasn't
sw:e at first,.but for the chance to
work the Verdi Requiem, which we
did that first season, I decided it
worth the drive." ·
·•under Beane's direction (and .
often under the baton of George
Zack of the Lexington Philharmonic,cwith which the Singers team up
at'least annually), the group has
ta~.llled some of the most difficult
and ambitious works of Western
miisic - works that Beane would
not have been able to perform with
his.smaller groups at Morehead.
.J:Ie is most proud of the Singers'
performances of the Verdi Requiems
in •1976 and 1989, Haydn's Creation
around 1980, Brahms' German
Requiem in 1984, and various performances of Beethoven's Missa
So/emnis, Mendelssohn's Elijah,
Mozart's Requiem and Mass in C
Minor, Vaughn Williams' Dona
Nobis Pacem and Ernest Bloch's

was

Sacred Service,

He loves working with the
Singers iri part because, unlike his
undergraduate students, they don't
disappear after four years.
"It's nice to have people who've
been with us for so many years,"
Beiine said. "In fact, I have some
former students in the Singers that
I liave known since the '60s. Those
!orig-term relationships really help
make it special."
··

.Now at 61, does Beane have
plans to retire from the Singers?
Not yet.
"! take it year by year," he said.
"! really had no idea when I started
thai I would still be making that
trip to Lexington 20 years later.
But the attraction is still there, and
as long as the group seems to like
, w!!at I'm doing, I'll stay."
.,,
, ~~ickets for the8 pm, pops concert- which will"inc!ude a Jay
Flippin-~ey of songs
about New Yerk well as a medley from The Wizard of 0z;is well
as solos by several of the group
members - are $10 and will be
available at the door.
1

as

/
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:su is saluting
ntrepreneur with
onorary doctorate
· VEDA MORGAN
alf Writer

Juanita Burks once gazed at the
leswomen at Louisville's Kaufmanmus Department Store, wishing she
uld trade in her maid's uniform for
fancy dress and high-heel shoes.
That was in 1942, when black peo' weren't considered for such sales
,sitions. That year, Burks, then 20,
't Kentucky State University to get
mied. She had her first of three
ildren in 1945 and never returned
get her degree - until today.
Burks, now 75 and the owner of
·o successful businesses in Jefferson
,unty, will receive an honorary docrate this morning when Kentucky
ate holds its 107th commencement
Frankfort.
"We think of her as a woman of
traonlinary determination and sav-

·branch manager at an area bank.
"She still mentors me," Brown
said. "She willingly shares whatever
gifts she; has. She's very knowledgeable, and savvy
well."
Burks, who once worked as a practical nurse, started the Tender Loving
Care Nurses Registry in 1974. In 1977,
she bought a stop-smoking center,
and in 1978 she purchased Watterson
Bootery. Only one venture, a liquordistributing business, has failed.
Burks said she eventually sold the
stop-smoking . center and the shoe
store at a profit.
When Burks learned <if plans for
major downtown construction projects involving federal dollars that had
to include some minority firms, she
moved into the construction business.
She started J. P. Burks Construction Inc., a glass company, in 1980
with the help of Stanley Schultze Jr.,
then vice president of an established
firm. Burks subcontracted with Stanley, llchultze & Co., which helped
train her employees.

as

Burks lives in eastern Jefferson
:County in a two-story Georgian colonial-style home. She attends Spillman
Memorial Church, where one son the
: Rev. Robert Burks, is pastor.
'
: Her son Ishmon is a retired Army
,col?nel ~nd vice president of Spalding
.Uruversity, and her daughter_ is a legislative aide for Louisville's 10th Ward
alderman, Keith Allison.
Burks was ,born and raised in Marion, Ky. Her father, Allen Farley, was
a tenant farmer; her mother Donna
was ~ cook in a private hooie.
'
Neither of Burks' parents had more
than a sixth-grade education. But her
mother made sure that Burks went to
school, even though it meant battling
th~ school boanl to ~et It to pay for a
driver to take her children 22 miles to
Dotson High School, the closest
school for 6lack students. Crittenden
High was for white students only
ftl've been denied employmeni; J
~anted to go to a white school and
couldn't, because there was no integration.
a woman of suffrage,"
Burks srud.
.. But Burks said the bani times actulilly made her strong. She credits God
for her undying determination.
ftl never let my dre310 subside." .
Even now, she's thinking about going back to college and studying public speaking and marketing. She may
even pursue
a degree in some field
that's 11 i~ demand right now."
~l'l!, soon be 80 years old," she
srud, and I have lo think of something other than dying."

rm
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During his years in Ashland,
he said, "I have had the opportunity ... to see this community college grow and pros-

ACC
bestows
honors,

per."

diplomas
Osborne, Hall
share spotlight
.
~ '.

;.'

By MAOELYNN COLDIRON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND :...:.." Bui-r-os:.
borne was born in "Ashland;
followed his journalism career· to Washington; 'New
York and, finally, Dallas.·, ..·''
John R. Hall was .born in
Dallas; reared in Knoxville,
and became part of the Ashland community .39 years
ago when he began his .tenure at Ashland Inc. u1 , : ;
They may have moved 'In
opposite directions ·geographically, b.ut ·tlieir ·
achievements mi!ted ., tlfem ·
Saturday ,.wb.en .J@y..,'w)li;li~
honored~ by'. "iUhlluitf"l)Smc··

~jfr_
C22ful!l~..i!.~~-~:.
~
uauon ceremomes. •
··.
Osborne, a student at the
former Ashland Junior College from 1955 to '57, .received the Dlsting-qished
Alumnus Award. Hall, who
will retire as chief executive
officer of Ashland Inc:. in·
October, was given the: Distinguished Service Award,' ..
Osborne, now CEO, .pqbllsher and editor of The Dallas Morning News, thanked
the college "for decidlrtg I
can come home again.~
Nancy McCleua·n;:·the
ACC . instructor· who -J~ro:
dU:ced him to the crowd" at- ·
urilay, also encouraged him
tcr·apply for·his fitst,news.Iia~r jab at.~P:Wi:tililu-:
pendent when he was a stu:·
d~~~ Jn. h~r. _E:nglish cp_i:_p.ll._Q·
s1bon class. Osborne .used
her encouragement to point
?ut_t~ graduates.how simple
md1v1dual acts can make a·
difference in the lives of
others.
·· · · · · ;,
"It was that one single individual act of .encouragement that enabled me· to
fmd a· career in.'which I
have spent ... most of my
adult life," he said. "Each of
you will have. that same· op- .
portunify, and one piece of
advice I can offer you: please
y,atch for it, take advantage of
1~ and know you can make a
difference."
.
Hall told graduates and their
families Saturday that he's
pleased to see ACC's contributions "to the economic and
cultural well-being" of;th!s
area.
0
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Both men have lengthy resumes - a recitation of their
awards, positions and activities Saturday took much longer than their speeches. Osborne spent 20 years· crisscrossing the U.S. with The Associated Press before joining
the Dallas newspaper. He has
served on the boards of a
dozen professional journalism
organizations, including a
term as president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors.
·
Hall is a member of numer- ·
ous corporate boards and also
chairs Ashland Inc.'s board of
directors. He has been a longtime advocate for higher education. ACC received planning
and volunteer help, as well as
$300,000 worth of financial support from Ashland Inc. under
his leadership.
The crop of 174 students who
received associate degrees Saturday was representative of
the evolving face of.the community college's student body.
Cheers for moms were as
mon as cheers for young
adults.
· ·· · ··, ·
The average age
iui ACC
student is 26; 44 percent of the
student body is older than 25

com-

·or

and 25 percent past 35, spokeswoman Gayle Fritz noted.
Accordingly, the two student
speakers Saturday_ were . chosen to represent traditional
and non-traditional students.
Doretha . Pridemore; a· Flatwoods resident who returned
to school after 10 years in the
workforce, tearfully thanked
her. husband and children for
their support while she studied nursing. Hers should not
be the only name on her diploma, she said.
_"It should have yours as
well - it's not my·degree it's
ours," she told them du'ring
her speech.
.· .. .. . ·
Gregory Hicks, a f994 graduate of Lawrence County High
School; stressed the·· importa1;1,ce of.higher education. He
said he. hoped the. graduation
ceremony would encourage
others attending to become involved in education. :
/
Hicks also was nained a\y'
standing male graduate of/;/
year. He is a Webville /
dent, a math tutor. and ,
er with the ACC Chori~The outstandinr .
graduate Is Cheryl · ·
of-Ashland, who•·
of Psi Beta. ;:: ,..
Both gradw
and have.
ships fo' '·
JJniversl .
Iii. ' ma th': in
s~dy
social war........ :..w.__

Speakers urge college grads
to ponder values, the future
STAFF, WIRE REPORTS
"Many ~i your lif~;s most re· Fonner Gov. Brereton Jones warding experiences will come
stressed personal responsibility and from your enthusiastic. service to
family values in a speech to More- mankind ... in your church, civil ornead State University graduates ganizations and through day-to-day
$sterday.
contact with family, friends, neigh:=: Morehead State was among sev- bors and others who need your
~I schools awarding degrees to help," said C. Vernon Cooper, re;WJd~nts in commencement cere- tir~d president of People~ Bank and
-fflOmes across Kentucky.
Trust Co. in Hazard.
=.: Speaking to more than 7,000
Eastern recognized more than
.;iople, Jones said that drug abuse, 2,000 graduate's and degree candi::mimestic abuse and other societal dates during its 89th spring com:Woblems "won't be solved in th~ mencement,. which was moved to
~tehouse, but in your house, my Paul S. McBrayer Arena because of
:jJUuse and God's house."
inclement weather.
- "We must return to old-fashAt Murray State University, de:.ened family values," Jones grees were ·awarded to 1;912 stu;id:•
.
dents. '· ·'
·
::: More than 800, undergraduate
"May you always be women
and graduate students were candi- and men of initiative, commitment
_1lates for degrees. Jones received an and integrity," said Murray State
:minorary doctorate of public service President Kem Alexander.
•"from the school.
Educator and poet Nikky
=: Meanwhile, a businessman and Finney told Georgetown College
·civic leader told Eastern Kentucky · graduates that their diplomas were
:i;J'iiiversity graduates they should new birth certificates.
.
·i'iiich out to he)11_t_!l,eir communities.
"You have a choice for search~~·
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JACKSON - Perhaps· you
really need to know about the role
Lees College has.played in-Eastern
Kentucky became clear when
Kathy Smoot asked a question of
the last graduating class yesterday.
About two-thirds of the graduates rose to their feet .when Smoot,
Lees executive
vice
p~esident
and:chief operating officer, asked
those who were
the first person in
their families to
' get a college degree to stand.
:
.
Edgar Raleigh, a 1958 graduate
who is now president of tlie alumni
association, said that is typical of
the classes that have come io Lees
since it was founded in 1883. "They
came from the surrounding counties, some after work," to have a
chance at higher education, he said.
The Lees tradition .will ·change
a little this summer when it ends
its days as a private college and becomes part of· the University of
Kentucky system as a branch campus of Hazard Community College.
"We just see it as an opportunity," said Raleigh, who lives in Jackson and served a year as dean of
students at Lees after retiring as a
school administrator. · ·· ·

are."
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Lees graduates its 'la~t
class bef9re UK merger
BY JACALYN CARFAGNO
HERAU>l.EAoER STAFF WRITER

ing your own heart for what is right
in the world," she told the 210 graduates at the school's 154th commencement ceremony.
At Midway College, the approximately 180 degrees awarded
represented the largest graduating
class in the college's 149-year history.
Keynote ·speaker· Karen Bearden, a Midway trustee and president of The Bearden Group, urged
the graduates to consider "time, order and the future." ·
"Success requires, a· healthy
spirit and soul," Bearden said.
"Take time for reflection and rejuvenation/'
Meanwhile, Lindsey Wilson College conferred 176 degrees, including its first master's ctass, at its
71st annual commencement.
Astronaut· Story Musgrave told
the graduates that "there's going to
be incredible· opportunities for you
all that you've never dreamed you can't possibly_know what .they

Robert Garbesi, chairman of the
board. of trustees, told the audience
that without the .merger the twoyear college "would not survive."
Jana -Lynn Ricker, .\he ·salutatorian of the class, said she and other
-members of the class had returned
io Lees to finish their degrees •:so
!hat we could graduate from Lees
College."
.
:::. "So that I could say 'after me,
tj\e deluge,' " Ricker laughed.
• Like many others, Ricker is the
first graduate in her family, altfiough her father attended Lees
without getting a degree. Ricker,
who lives in Booneville, maintained
her 4.0 average while working at
the United States Postal Service
and keeping up with her family.
• The valedictorian, John Lyle
Combs of Quicksand, also had a
4.0 grade average, but had taken
more classes at Lees.
One of Ricker's classmates in
the "commuter club," as they call it
was Diana Nightingale of Beattyville. As the two· posed for pictures with family members after
the graduation they laughed as
they recalled the early days of their
friendship at Lees.
"We knew each other three
months and then realized we were
kin," said Nightingale, who is Rickcr·s third cousin.

'.'!-' The deep roots iri Eastern Kentucky were evident in the words
these la'sfgraduates heard.yesterday. Charles Derrickson,· president
oi Lees, introduced the ·keynote
speaker as "the Honorable Paul E.
Patton, governor of Ke{\tucky from
!,astern Kentucky." ·. .
·'
. ; Patton himself praiseif the role
of the school. "Lees is.a.part of the
fabric- and the history of this re,i:pn,"· he said.
. :,~:.:::~·.:·:, . ·
- Patton, who spoke only about
minutes, said he would "see if
'we cari't add additional :furiding"
community colleges and tiniver.'lihies in the next state budget.
.:;: Lees, which has been affiliated
·with the.Presbyterian·Cfiimili,":""Jiacf
struggled with a deficit tliat at one
time threatened the school's academic accreditation. Its/board. of
trustees approached UK;·Iast May
about merger. UK's .board approved the deal last August.
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flood business climate
fuels· college's gains
1

KCC is currently renovating
its
oldest dormitory and reBy DONNA ENGIAND
cently
finished renovations to
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
Lusby Hall and the administraGRAYSON - Kentucky tion building.
Christian College has been a
Dundon said the 77-year-old
major partner in Grayson's ex- institution set a new record
pansion.
this year for full-time student
Record enrollments in the enrollment with more than
past five years have put the 500. That's up from around 450
school In a perpetual building five years ago.
· ·
mode.
One of the new buildings is
Presently ,under con- a 54-unit student housing
struction is a $1.7 million stu- apartment complex for nondent recreation complex. The traditional students.
McKenzie Student Life Center,
"It provides housing for our
expected to open in late fall, older or married_ students,"
will have racquetball courts, a Dundon said.
fitness center and spa, and a
The construction of' a comsnack bar and grill, said KCC munity center and the purExecutive Vice President John chase of a new administrative
Dundon.
;•-' ..,,
_ .office boosted the total number
Sunday lnd~~;ndent, Ashland, ,Kentuc~y,, May

. -n,;

0

of buildings on campus to 16.
The expansions have been
primarily paid for by contributions from individuals,
churches and foundations,
Dundon said.
He attributes the school's
growth to its unique mission
of preparing students for service in the church as well as
for a :variety of profes~ions
worldwide.
··' · • · ·
The gains have also_been f'ueled by ongoing business development in Grayson and the
cooperation of city officials.
"Our local officials are very
supportive and· open to
growth," Dundon said. "I
think that is what attracts
business to this city. Grayson
is just a good business .t.o~: . .:
:1.2, 1996

Firiµ-<!hec~g· cafu.pris proj~~

MURRAY (AP) - An engi- areas that might be part of the Co. of Brentwood, Tenn., is the
neering firm hired.by the state problem." '-·:'.':" ·,,,._, - ,., :,...
general contractor. Spokesmen
will make ·recommendations
A Nashville, Tenn., engi- for both firms referred quessoon on repairing cracks found neering firm hired by the state tions to the Finance and Adin a special events center will review architectural- ministration Cabinet.
under construction at Murray engineering plans and the acOfficials ·at Murray - State
State Univers~tY, a state of- tual construction to try _to de- also .said that questions ·could
ficlal said.. :-'·:..
termine who is responsible be answered only' by officials
It could cost $1 million or and what needs to be done to in Frankfort.
more to repair .the problem, correct the problem. McCarty
Construction began in July
The Paducah Sun reported Sat- said whoever is responsible and is scheduled to be-· comurday, citing,.sources close to will have to pay.for repairs. . _.. pleted in, the fall ·or 1997. Work
the _project.. State inspector~ · He said the Nashville firm is ... had been progressing ahead of
discovered cracks in two sec- expected to:. niake a . recom- " schedule until the crackS were
tions about three
ago.
- inendation for repairing one discovered.
John McCarty, secretary of section within the next week,' : 'Construction has» been
the state Finance and Ad- and a recommendation for the stopped in the two areas where
ministration C!!l!fi\et, ·saiint is ., otlier section is-:'.expected by ·the cracks were found. • · -·
too early to say for sure what early June.
.
· ·
McCarty said the contractor
caused the cracks •in· the Re- · Peck, Flannery, Gream, War- and architectural firm· have
gional Special Events Center. ren Inc. of.Paducah is the ar- been cooperating in the effort
He said Improper concrete re- chitect and engineer for the. to .identify. the problem and
inforcement "is one of the project. Ray Bell .Construc;qon i;ec9mmend repairs:
·

weeks
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about Texas ·1eave·· m199i
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By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT
.
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. -PRESTONSBURG - The
president of/Prestonsburg
Community College and the
man who headed the search
committee that brought her
to .the school said she told
the entire ·-Pee· faculty in
1991 that she was on administrative leave at the
time from a similar school in
- . ·-- __.,. .~.........

,:~:)"'~· .o;.: . , ..',, .... .,. ..

Texas.
.. - . .
· ' ers ·ctllllll she is autocratic
.' Dr. Deborah ··Floyd also and stifles academic freesaid a court suit she filed
dam.
..
against Collin County ·comA-deader of that group,
munity College -near Dallas math teacher John D. Samwas dismissed by a federal mans, claimed earlier this
district court only because week that University of Kenshe and the school agreed to tucky Community College
a settlement. .
Chancellor Ben Carr never
told- PCC teachers about
Floyd and a faction of the
Floyd's situation at the
PCC faculty have been open- Texas school.
ly: at odds ·for. severaL - - ~ - ' - - - - - - - months. The dissident teach- ·-;
SEE PCC

violate the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and her separation from her husband son
of a Collin County trustee:
She remained on leave, with
But Floyd and Bob McAn- pay, from September 1990 until
inch, faculty representative ori she took the job in Prestothe search committee that nsburg in July 1991.
helped bring her to Presto- . She sued the Texas college
nsburg, said Floyd herself told m September 1991 in federal
the Prestonsburg faculty.
court. claiming school officials
In a meeting with faculty ~onspired to fire her and subduring her interview visit to Jected her to emotional disPrestonsburg in the spring of tress during a 9-month investi1991, Floyd said she told the gation. The suit charged that
faculty that she was on paid Collin President John Anadministrative leave "and that thony tried to prove that she
I would answer any questions. used college resources on her
They just didn't ask, and the consulting business and used
point was never argued " she college staff for her April 1990
said·Friday.
' ,,
wedding.
McAninch agreed with that
Court records showed Floyd
account. He said Floyd talked and the college reached an outto him later in the interview of-court settlement in Novemprocess more in detail about b~r ~993, when the suit was
her problems at Collin County d1sm1ssed. The college paid
including the reason for th~ her $20,000 and she agreed not
leave.
, to pursue further litigation
"You've got to remember against the school.
what 'administrative leave
Carr has appointed a threewith pay' meant on this cam- consultant panel to mediate
pus at the time," McAnirtch the dispute between Floyd and
said. "Our own president, Dr. the dissident faculty members
Henry Campbell, was on -ad- after Floyd asked for a consultministrative leave because •he ant to break the. impasse bewas ill. I remember that when tween herself and her critics
Dr. Floyd told the faculty she
The trio is expected to ~was on leave, one of the-teach- rive in Lexington to meet with
ers asked if that meant she Carr on Sunday, then come to
was favorable to sabbaticals, Pl?C on Monday to meet firstand everybody kind of laughed with Floyd, then with a fiveand that was it."
· . -: ,; .l., . member task force selected by
UK spokesman· Bernie the faculty.
.
Vonderheide said ·Floyd "told
Faculty and staff who want
the folks in Prestonsburg she to meet individually. with the
was on administrative leave, c~nsultants can schedule sesalthough I don't think she told sions on Tuesday and Wednes:,,
them the whole story. She·was. day.
very open but they didn't ask.·
She had nothing to hlde ...-')~(l
Floyd said she exJ!lairted .her
leave in detail to Carr.
' '.. , ·~,h
"He checked with all my employers and found I have a
good performance record " she
said.
'
Floyd said she went on leave
at Collin County following two
events: her testimony against
dismissing a student because
of her concerns that it would

...._,,....,M.AV"'-"•"'-"
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Chart shows the career directions of the Class of 1995 in
Jefferson County public high schools. Figures are percentages.

grads' 'success'
Continued

percent of each school's total KERA
score.
.
.
But the state's evaluation of the
performance of graduates measures
D El
quantity, not quality. And it's rather
,·
Kentucky Other School VocaUonal
School
Coll. Coll. and Work Technical Mllltary Work
simplistic.
Grads who are working or continuing their education are deemed 0 successful." Graduates who aren't working or can't be located are "unsuccessful."
For the state, barber school counts
the same as Harvard. Sweeping .
floors at the Uni-·
versity of Ken•
tucky
would
count the same
as studying there,
.
STAFF PHOTO BY JAMES H. WAUACE
for the state's determination of U of i. student Bob Ausmus, !art, got Ii briefing from Kentucky ,1, 1 •• \
Kingdom safety director Tom Douglas on Ausmus' first day on the Job.
"success."
Nilaja Meeks,
head to colleges in Kentucky.
who graduated
Valley sends 50 percent of its
ABOUT THIS SERIES
from
Central
graduates straight off to work. That's ,
~~iITtTI.~!fttJ!ftg¼EfJIZ(¾JJ&lJ¾~flJl:1@:i:~f;Xae?:fRJBlJ.AQt?H
Nllala Meeks
High School last
The Kentucky Education
the highest percentage in the county.
Shawnee 38.0
1.5
5.1
8.8
6.6
29.2
10.9
la "successful" year, and Bob
Reform Act set new stanBy contrast, only 2 percent of the
:sey~Jmmv1r@:A:1;p2,~mr?J?,~trnr;y4;4nyr¥11ey;t1;;;tW1J.tQ111w:1rn11~rwq;
because she
Ausmus, who
grads from duPont Manual go
Valley
27 .3
2.0
8.3
3.4
7 .8
50.2
1.0
went on to
graduated from · dards for what students, parstraight to a job.
ents
and
teachers
should
excollege.
Fairdale,
are
Butler Trailitional in Shively man- , M@1f~JfflVJ"/l,~\§jf*~;;:irEi!.1:ii'.mili'.#Jmr1EJW!lffl!ilkl'frlY\Z~i?@
pect from the public schools.
deemed successaged to send a higher share of its stuYesterday and today The
ful because both went on to college.
Source: 1995-96 School Profile Data Book
dents to college (63 percent) than
Courier-Journal examined
So is Keisha Ramsey, a Western
Atherton
(60
percent),
which
is
in
the
two key obj~ctives of KERA.
High School grad who went to techniSTAFF CHART BY MARC NORTON
more affluent Highlands. And only 1
cal school for a couple of months and
TODAY: KERA calls for
percent
of
Butler's
grads
were
focus
of
the
school.
is now a nursing assistant.
Ballard principal Sandy Allen said
preparing students for adultdeemed unsuccessful, compared with
And Bob Rodosky who is in ch rg
The definitions of who's working
hood. Statistics on how well
15 percent of Atherton's.
,
f
th . . ,
•
.
a e her school does a good job of preparalso involve some Interesting value
graduates are doing can be
Toe school with the highest share · o . e district s demographi~s and re- ing students for college placement
judgments. Recent grads who are ful•.
valuable, but the evaluation
of unsuccessful graduates was . Jro- 1 ~ departmen(, also advi~es keep- tests, but she concedes that its gradu~
filling religious obligations - such as · Is simplistic and may not re- ·
quois, which has many students from r mg the numbers ID perspective.
. ates' college-attendance rate (82 pera year of mission work - are ~ounted
poor families and which doesn't have ; Students from wealt~y homes, for cent last year) is due more to the fact
fleet the schools' quality.
as "working" but former students .
special programs to attract the most ' instance, may be more likely to try _at that their parents went to college.
YESTERDAY:KERAre0
who use graduation gifts or savings to
There is never a question in these
academically minded students. Princi• least one s~mester of college, he ~aid.
quires
that
ambitious
expecspend a semester touring Europe are
kids'
minds but they're going to colpal
Beverly
Johnson
Jasmin
said
she
Schoo!s
with.
ol_d
and
well-orgaruzed
tations be set for all stucounted as "unsuccessful."
lege," she said.
expects
her
school's
showing
to
im,
alum"!
assOCta~ons
may
have
better
dents. But how high should
Also, ideally, an evaluation of the
prove as counselors continue efforts· luck m tracking down graduates.
Still, Robert Sexton, executive dithe bar be?
performance of students after high
to get students the financial aid they Conversely, schools with highly mo- rector of the Prichard Committee for
school would track them far longer
need to go to college.
. bile student populations - such as Academic Excellence, said it's importhan six months, educators say.
But authorities such as University Iroquois - may have more trouble tant for parents to expect and demand
Still, the figures provide an inter- sends nearly 36 percent of its grads to of Louisville education professor , finding students, dooming them to be that schools provide a good transition
esting glimpse of the differences in college outside Kentucky, the highest George Bayne cautioned that ihe per- listed as unsuccessful.
into adulthood for all students.
career paths chosen by graduates of percentage in the district.
formance of each school and career
Principals at some schools that
"The whole idea of keeping score
different Jefferson County high
Western sends fewer than I percent paths chosen by its graduates prob- have many graduates in college are like this is to challenge the excuses
schools.
of its students to college out of state, ably reflect the demographics of Its quick to acknowledge that parents that demographics determine outBallard High School, for instance, the smallest share. But 51 percent student body more than the quality or play a big role In that decision.
comes," he said.
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COMMENTARY

An agenda for the South in an age of anxiety
~111rrtas111,:Ii-, t//r auac11/ a111l l'rnrrahlr IJ.1, ll'if/10111
l'fa11 ,s drsfrtrd••• I bd11'1·1• that thr 11r11· $mdl1en1 plim

in/J gr,Jlt' murr dmv:r{,· /rum 1/c/1mR tlta11 {ram stntzstzcs.
17,r Suulh IS a1rah1w. scralcl11i11Z at n,1r di:mcs. •
- Jonathan l..tdfliels. in A Smtf1m1rr
Discoivrs tM Sou.lh. 1!138

BT C.E.

BISHOP

he South has amsigned its •du,willwul plan· to
history. The region has awakened. it hail gained

T

population and economic muscle and, as

Jonathan L>-.rniels fure;aw, it has bad an itch for
pm~ and pn,-,1iNio·.
r\nd yet, 1wo fun:es, colliding and reinfordng,
thn:alen the South. A dcmoitraphic and c.1,:11m~nil· doulile whanuny will hit lhc South during the next 15
)·ears. di.",l)ricntiuJ.! emp!o)'CrS. dislrt5..<;inl( w1llker.; anti
demanding much more from Southern slates.
The Sc.,uth will prospt:r i( il can build an a,mnmy
competitive businCSS!!i and trained wurkrrs.
\\'helhcr it grows fmm statistics or from an ikh for
llUL'ln5 - or, prdmbly. a Lvmbinatiun of bilh
what is nt.,.-dtrl is a mherent agi.11da. as wclJ .'l.-. the
l~dership tu miwe ii fon\·ard.
An ap:emla lo carry Southern slate= atTf"-" 1ht.1hreshuld uf a new millennium fi,JYffi 1ru1 uf thf lindinl{S and leaminp:s containrtl in thi.'> '"Slate of the
Siiulh-r~:
■ The reKiun·s immediate future requimi 111,'l.-;si\'t'
ndull educatiun and retraining lo cope with an aging
work fun~ coupled with a decline in ~-nunR' nit.rants
into lhe labor force.
■ Ttu.• South has joined lhe nati1111 in enh:ring anoihrr oll,!e uf anxiety, a ~riud of wrend1in,: i:h:mi,te
and unLulilinty as the t"-~mumy shullle; 11fr old jobs
and ~ill,; and adds new Ulll'S,
■ 1·11e Soulh l1.1..o,; pro•
dut'ec:I 11nxligioui; jub and income
RTOwth. t\'efl a.-. its Im•
.«IBOUT THIS
ditional indus1rics have deSERIES
clined. Southern states ran1\1/l control national and inThis Is the final externational a"UlllJnlic fon:ei.
ce,pt frOm "The
but they can equip their pm•
Stata of the
pie to oope -- - and liouri.'ill..
Sol.Ith,· a report by
■ BladtS have ron1inued
MDC Inc., a no~
tu fall behind whitts in overprofit firm based In all inLi1111e. Simultaru,:ru~ly,
CtM3Pe:I H!!I, N,C. tl
black marril'I..I oruplt.'S have
was established In
111:11.le drnm,1lil l'\.l.lllOffiic
1967 to researctl
gains. Thi.'l !,UAA~ls 11ml
.,..,glngwo<k
Im..· educational attainment
force and develOp,
and the surge in sin~lt:-nmth•
rnent Challenges,
t:r familitS lia\·e !<urpas.",e(,]
with Bil emphasis
racial discriminaliun in the
on epi;xoecheS
wc,rkplace as the main rca·
!hat benefit poor
suns for the white-blark in•
con11: Kap.
places.
■ The Madu~.- in the
Sunbelt are shifting. Dt-spite
subslantial impmvemenL-. in slate poverty rates. u:.,,.
'innic rrusiun apPtafS not •mly in rura1 areas but al!i11
L-efltral citie.. as the S:1ulh joins in lhe suburbanWl•n of American society.
■ The tools lo make thi: S:ruth nmre ti1111p1.'liti\·e.
wilh better jobs. higheMkilltd \\iirkers and slnllll!'.t1'
busiru:sses arc primarflr educational And all the luols
.. schi•1ls. rolleges and universilics · 1,et."d sh.it)ll'n-

or

·

0

peoo1,...,,...

the higlJ.qu.,litr prngrani,; it nrt'<ht

l·h11n'1:e a culture that cnL'l!ural(~ too

~Eii~~l;:~•~:;'.

1
S!~~:t\1u•~~'\.

i-hnuld be unh-en-al.
.Wddh·hwlsa,,
high schouls need to

;~',:;-~'::~~~~·~.::

undary eduratiun. as

~.:!Ei~

.,."(9
,._

Off/("·~,!,,.~.-•
~

In rcunumic terms. a hii:h sd1t■1l dipk1111a lh~

d.iys does as much good a.,; rabbi! ears on a tumputt1'.
A worker armt'd only with a high ~lmul dipluma lo·
day h.1s fewer pros~ls than a ?r~puul a ltl~lffiUi1111
:1~ The South's business and C1V1t' leader.1h1p t'an

5:t~::;.Oll

should be
dd
I
-m,;■■•£11'#,•'1'
Wll,e 011 t iell
R..~J
qua tty, as we
~ - - ~ iiilf'}
.--il
■l!!!!;~w fi

I
,
r
~r
2
, ■■
!} z~~t,~~~~~;~·
~
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·-./at
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The South requires a;
ever more competitfre
. a11d productive priual,
sector.

It is aucial thal
sch•~ilsinotivateand
r, ·1. ,
~'~
♦ fa
Bu1huniwrs1tiel,md
assist students whn
'
" • f"-:,,.'I
I) onnmumty tullt·~l'S 1111~lit
nre underathit:~·ers and
· :
L",
11
• !I t':' h,we n .t'~rar ~n~ ~,I miswho appear headed tuward
,1 I.)' ( )
si?n. expllC)lly •m:ludmg
dro11ping out. In large part, this
~
~lt~ lo_ suciely, and st at_es
means fltlelinimt and im·igoratini,t
should rund them not simply _on the ba~1s of
sch1JU! guidance and counseling with a special fohow many stu?e~ts the): emoll but mslt:ad on h~w
LllS on raising students· horizons.
they_ ca~ u~t therr tnstructional researt'h and pub he •
For all Southern middle school and high school
setVK1! m1:;s1uns.
i;tudents. including minorititS. rural whiles and femal{'S, the qm..-;.tiun should be which university, cullt'j:(C UI" ltd mien I institute they will attend, not whether
lht')' .ire iz11ing lo mllrge.
l

While compe1i1h·e11l-ss i~ primarilr tht: re-p
ityuftheprimlesti.:lur.1h~11ublit·S1.,1ur~a
purlanl job in 1h~ tmnsmi~sion uf k11owk1IJ.:l'. 1•
ling infunnatiun 111 t111plu)·crs uu t!'-IJ'"t 111arkt·
technology and v.11rk forl'e relraininl( tlJll~'l.1>1"
States should lLo.e their n·gicmal uniwr:-i1i1.,..
communitv collei1:es to mo\·e lmuwkdl!c fr,mi 1
i;earch laboratory to the plant flour in an cff,,rl
would repeat the succes.,; of the a~itvhural rll'
service.
Netvmrks of fimt-; should l'IJl\ll"Otratr hi! !>I
ing be<!. practit~ expurting goods and !!it.1'\·i.1.·
attending lo work org-,rnizutiun and 111anaj!l111t"
much as the)· concentrate on lobb)'ing and pul

2
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So uthenz
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A restructured economy
demands a restructured
syste11z of education: ...

Statl.'S should work t.11ward making seamless cimlll'l'liuns bet wren a11d anmmt publk- elementary and
!'>l,_,,ndury ~lu,uls, mmmunil)' colleJ.:t'S and uni\·er.;i•
tit.':!. 1111: focus shuu]d be Oil adapling instituti,ms lo
l\Jt1:I the llt't.1.ls uf ~ludl,1ts, younJI, and old. focing the
demands uf a 1lynamit" l:CUOOmy, rJthl'T than un the
mo\·enience of institutiuns or the traditional academic

The South 111ust preserve
and enn."clz its high-qu alidd
f
ty researc,z an octoi-a e ,;o,,,.,
universities.

Maintaining a drnamic etllnomy nttds the spark
ufeconomicallp-aluab!enewideas. Thtsparkis
!>truck in the region's lop-rank unin:n-itit:S. Where
high-quality programs exist, i.tatl:ll shuuld mainlain
them. When.. few such prol!(ralllS l'lli~t :ind wuuld be
CJtpensivc tu tTCale, CSJ)l.,:iali)' in the Inland South,
neiii:hbiiring states o~hl tu y.1,rk IUIVard \'cnlu1e1
a.nuss i;late lines lo bring rc;eard1 and postgraduate
npµurtw1ities to more"' their citizen<;.

S

tate

s/1011ld bztz'ld a
rational,
C011lh
pre ensive work
'"'""""'·
7Commu11ity colleges
force deve/opThe South needs to ratio·
should become the hub of ment system,
nalize its systems of higha system for the constant fanned out of
er education.
and massive education and re· collaboration beIt is di£1it1.1h tu 11:~lize abuul the slates. eX.ll!J.11
training of adults.
tween public
lo s1y that lht-ir nchrnrlo= nf n.•.,,•::1rd1 u11in1"si1k-s. n.~
and pn·vate secgiunal uniwrsitil':'i. juniur rnlle,::t'!I, l'unmmnilr nillcll:el>
Ulmmu11itr and lt'l:hnkal l.llllcl!t.'S will ha\'t' It•
and teclmirnl insti1Ull'5 grew out of :1 witlt: rJIIJ.:l' of
g.n1ii.e tu meet lhl' t\1Ucalillll llrelb ur bJ.silll'SS rn1d intors.
pnlilit,a,i Sl)li:11, rnc~1\ ,ind l'l~lliomit· iat'tors. Scmtl·
dui;ltj' and uf the 8 milli1m additional citizt11s, a1ti: 45

3

ur•

stale$ burden lhemselve; with fragment:nion and du•
plil.lliun: 1otht-n< dn nut have ennu11:h of tltt• rip:ht kind
uf flexible irL~lilutiuns.
All slatrs nt,1.1 lu eiramine their hi.llher edue1lilln
systt1t1S. t11 imbue their iru;.litutiuns with a st:JL'le uf ur•
dt:r and priuritit-s.. 111 na'illign functions among thmi
:ind lo instill a spiril of wllabirati1.111. E\'rty state
i;huuld l:x■ ist lhe eflecti..-an:ss uf higher educ:ttiun instiluliotL'l. p.irtit11~rrly those lhat serve pixrr pcu11le
and pour p!aa.s. Unin~r.-ilies and t'llnununit)' Ll1lleges
~hoold be p:iml lin.iucial incenth·e= tu apply their in•
l1•lll'CIU.il ~nm1-s 1,, lhe dl'.\'elo(lllll'fll their Llllnnmuilit-s, «·l!in11.-= and stall''!';.

ur

The South 11eeds a new
compact between states
and their colleges and
The education Imperative
universities, and betwee11 these
The new economy makes institutions
and their students.
education beyond the
Tuition rists and student aid decli~ jusl as supp11rt for Ulli\'t"n>ilil'S ~ndes.. 1lll'Se tn,1d.,:, llt'l'l.i hi be
12th grade mandatory. rcvefSl,J
in ;m L'l.111um1v llu1t dl1n.,nds !lfcater acu'SS

I

1

Nnw, a broader. more reali~tic :.r~tcm of rakub
Slll'Ct:So:t. is nl't'dtd • ;i !',\"~lt'nl 1hat wuu\1\ f;ll"lh
wnR"CS paid. skills required. cump:ma.-s ~1:1r1L'I..I L
ital raised. existin11: induslrr expanded and ffilll.
izt-d.

4

H1 t11ll1:l,!1:S and uni\·t,;i1i~ lli11:her t'lllll~dliun. in tum.
musl !'ln.'11J.1lht11 i1s nunmiuncnt to ~tudents and the
~late.. EducJtiu11 s}·stesns as wdl as indi\·idual inslitu1i11n,- will ha\·e '" bu.1,mr more rnllaburati\·e. bulh
1\ithin ,:lat~ ,ind reginnallr, if 1hr South is In afford

ln f,5, whu will carrr the e1.tJnoUJ)' nf lhe Soiuth durinR
lhe first decade 1i{ the new century. To do this, they
mus\ bc.'l.,une e\·en more llexible. re,pnnd aiu:rt>s~ively
to the di\'l-n.e 111.'l'ds nf b,th their students and nearb)'
employers and place lhemsth-t'S at the L"t:fller of regional t•-cunmnic development efforts.

Easy access to postsecondary technical and aca•
demic educatio11 1w
longer suffices.

8
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The dew,lutitin of ft'dcral job training will
S.-ru1hern stalt'S an •1pp11rtunit)' to 1,stabli~h pi
and build a srstein that !-l!r..-es the na.-d_,; 11[ b
plo}i.n and emp1'1~·ees. Thii; will n.-quire !'!Utt
chew the e3S)' way out • cluing lilt: s.1me uld
in tht same nld \\11r. with les.,; mon~·-

Greater-expectations lmperatl·

Nuv.• mtn than C\"el', the South':; pru:;pml
det,efld on ill. abilit}" 111 ttlucate the~ 11111"1 al
nldn \\1ll'k~ rur.il whill.".>. ne11· lfo;panic liti;
lil.K-ks &1.ill ldt behind. ~perially rhildrrn of ..
parenl familirs. 111c S.nJth's rurthL'I' ;idu,u-01
depend un its !'.heddi1111: n:,tig~ 11( c,ltl a11i1ud,
lncreasinH at'Ce.<S is nol buildinp: m1rre campus,,,s,
mind•!il!ls lhat havr stlftl1l}'pt.,cl bl;1ck.~. 1um•-but deliverini more instruction lo more Pl,11lll'. Co\,
\cl(l-:,; shuuld ha\·e the 111is.-.i1m and (um.Jin~ 1,1 idrntify. rural residents and di.1nt1dl'I..I thi:m illln lm1l,l11\\'l'l'•l)a)' ;,1,s. 111e S.nith's i;lrenl(llt of dmr:1,
rec:ruit, t11unscL suppmt. tdu~lt and plat'e intu i<,b~
nf 1.:1.-onumy will dl•pc:nd on tunt1.1 h:d cfh,us
or further education all whn need their scn·it't'!l. 'l11e
chun:hes.
fuundaliu1L<:. public and pri\';ne ill:l1
mi."'-Siun Mould be aR"~h'e. not p.,...si\·e.
Clpiniun leadm (.I( all kinds · lo supp,,rt L11111
to transmit a rulture of enir hil(hl1' up.,.u1ir.,
The Job-quality Imperative
11CTIIS..'l the South.

I

The South should focus
on job quality as well as
job qua11h·ty.

■ C.E. Bishop was research project manage,
Stale ol the South." the ,eport from which u,
cerpted. Bishop is an alumnus of Berea Collt
Unive1S1ty ol Kentucky and the UnivelSl\y of C
He is the fo1mer P1"es11:lent of the University c
Tht:' rtii:ion s t ~ ei,,,numi: cL::\·elupmrnl hr l111mt• Arkansas and oresidenl erne111us or the U11"-t
Houston.
in$i? C'lll!lp;mi~ m.ruited. jubs pl'llmi:'t'l'.I. ribb,ns ll1t.
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UK reviews fire

~revention plan
ror frat houses
BY LANCE WILLIAMS
,.,

UPO BOX 1100

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

A fatal fire that killed five people in a University of
orth Carolina fraternity house over the weekend has
iised concerns about this type of student housing.
"The first thing I thought about when I heard
bout (the fire) was, 'Wha,t do we have in place?' and
Vhat precautions do we have?' " said Jay McCoy, asslant dean of students at the University of Kentucky,
ho o.versees fraternities.
The North Carolina fire, which started early Sun1y morning, gutted the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
mse just hours after a pre-commencement party. Offials are still searching for a cause on the Chapel Hill
:e, but the tragedy has left other schools looking for
ays to keep Greek houses safe.
"Most (fraternity houses) do not have adequate
1fety measures," said David Cox, coordinator for stu!nt organizations and Greek affairs at Morehead State
niversity.
Cox said he had earlier served as an assistant dictor with a national fraternity and had the opportuni. to visit houses across the country.
He said most of the homes were built during the
140s or earlier, which makes it more difficult for
schools-and local officials to bringthe homes up to code without a
large expense.
Nationally, many fraternity
houses don;t have sprinkler systems like those in dormitories, he
said.
"I think there's a high risk there
(for problems),"" Cox said.
McCoy, however, thinks UK is
taking positive steps to ensure the
safety of students living in these
types of structures.
He said UK's fire marshal requires university-owned houses to
meet higher standards than state
codes~ - -- UK owns 25 fraternity and
sorority houses. There are six more
houses off-campus, which are
owned by the local organizations.
· Both UK and state officials inspect· each house in the fall and
make recommendations for improvement If a chapter has several
violations, a follow-up inspection is
required for the spring semester.
In addition, Greek organizations
must have two fire drills in the first
month and name a student fire marshal to make sure the houses' safety features remain in good working
condition.
With the older houses, staying
ahead of the codes hasn't been easy
for the school. •
"It's been difficult to do, but we
have done it on a gradual basis,"
McCoy said. He said he thought
that more than half of the houses
had sprinklers.

Elliot Newman, vice president
of UK's Sigma Chi chapter, satd
that even though the fraternj/y
owns the house, it still works w\!h
the university and tries to act 9p
the inspector's suggestions.
McCoy said many national fraternity chapters do their own inspections, but that many rely mostly on local codes.
·
Nick Altwies, assistant execlltive director for the International
Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta,
which is located in Lexington, said
it usually relies on local codes, but
does have occasional inspections :of
local chapters.

The national organization last
looked at the UNC house two years
ago, he said.
Even though' Altwies thinks the
North Carolina fire was an isolatea
incident, he said he hopes the fire
will help other schools focus on fire
safety.
,.
"I hope other schools can learp
from this."
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Higher education
New task force should be guided by facts, not turf
he people of Kentucky have
every reason to hope that an
upcoming study of post-sec-.
ondary education will help point the
way to prosperity for a state where
poverty has long lived in tandem
with lack of education.
The people of Kentucky also
have every reason to fear that the
study, called for by the 1996 legislature at Gov. Paul Patton's behest,
will produce just another task force
tome and perhaps some cosmetic
changes.
The choice - hope for the future or another vote by default for
the status quo - rests initially with
the leaders of the legislature and
Patton. They soon will choose 18
people to chart a course into the
21st century for Kentucky's universities, community colleges and vocational-technical schools.
It's crucial that Senate President
John "Eck" Rose and House Speaker
Jody Richards reach beyond their
fellow lawmakers as they each pick
six task force members. Likewise,
the governor should not send only
hi~ li_eutenants on this important
m1ss1on.
It's also crucial that the task
force be given enough money to develop the best information possible
from inside and outside Kentucky,
to help fashion its recommendations.
The critical importance of basing reorganizations on "a solid foundation of timely information" is one
of the points stressed in a new publication by the Kentucky Long-Term
Policy Research Center.
But not a penny is budgeted for
hiring outside consultants. By contrast, when the '96 legislature authorized a study of possible changes in

T

the Kentucky Education Reform
Act, it set aside $100,000 a year for
two years so that task force could
hire outside services such as consulting. Patton should find some
money to aid the secondary-education task force's fact-finding.
So who should be tapped for th1
task force? People who possess
sharp analytical skills, who have a
broad knowledge of the state but m
compelling loyalties to any particular institution of higher learning.
Executives or retired executives
from Kentucky corporations, for example, could bring useful perspectives. They have a vested interest a:
· the ultimate consumers of post-secondary education's product, namely
graduates (or, all too often,
dropouts). Faculty members, if they
aren't blinkered by institutional loyalties, could bring a useful insideout perspective.
What we hope task force members lack are the regional and politi
cal biases that invariably blind·
many lawmakers to the bigger picture in post-secondary education.
That's not to say legislative ·
leaders, rank-and-file lawmakers
and members of the administration
do not have a useful place on the
task force. History suggests their
'presence at the conception of ideas
gives those ideas a greater chance
of becoming reality. They just
should not dominate the' task force.
Since there's no way every interest in post-secondary education can
be included on an 18-member task
force, doesn't it make sense to enlist
independent people with fresh ideas
no turf to protect and the state's
best interests at heart for this most
important task?
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UK apologizes to pastorarrested for preaching
BY BRIAN BENNETT
HERALC,LEADER STAFF WRITER

University of Kentucky·campus
police have fonnally apologized to a
minister who was arrested last
month for preaching the Bible in the
school's Free Speech Area.
· ·
In a letter dated May 7 to the
Rev. David L. McCracken, UK Police Chief WH.
McComas said the
university "expresses its deepest regrets for the
incident"

McCracken, McCracken
pastor
of
, .v .
Lafayette Church of the Nazarene
on Lafayette Parkway, was arrested
April 25 in a designated Free
Speech Area outside the UK Student
Center. McCracken was preaching
Bible scriptures to a lunchtime
crowd of students when two UK police officers told him to quiet down.
When McCracken continued preaching, the officers arrested him and
charged him with disorderly conduct.
.
That charge was subsequently
dismissed in Fayette District Court
on UK's recommendation.
McCracken then wrote a letter to
UK President Charles T. Wethington Jr. relating his side of what he
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MOREHEAD
"The third time is the chann."
That's how Jill Fraley, daughter of Bryan and Pam Fraley of
Paintsville, describes her recent
win in the 1996 Miss Morehead
State University . Scholarship
Pageant.
"It's a dream come true," said
Fraley, a senior who is majoring in
communications with an emphasis
in electronic media. "I don't remember them saying my n;une or
anything after the announcement
of the first runner-up."
Fraley said it was her third
pageant this year and her third
year competing in the MSU contest. _
Fraley sang "Where the Boys
Are" in the talent portion of the
program. She plans to sing the
same song when she competes for
the state 'title in the Miss Kentucky Pageant at Transylvania
University June 27-29. The Miss
Kentucky winner goes on to compete in the Miss America pageant.
Along with the Miss MSU title,
she received a $1,200 scholarship
and an official Miss America
crown.
Senior Heather Fore of Lexington, a social work major, was first
runner-up; second went to senior
Holly Thompson, a theater major
from Grayson; and third runner-up
was junior Scarlett Johnson of
Ashland, a radio-television major.

called the "ugly" incident. In his letter dated May 2, McCracken wrote
that campus police officers "body
slammed me face down onto the
concrete patio and cuffed my hands
so tightly that marks remained for
four hours ... If anybody was out of
order it was the two officers."
McComas responded in his letter
that "the UK Police Department ...
will take all appropriate action with
respect to the officers involved."
University spokesman Ralph
Derickson said the school would not
comment on any possible disciplinary actions, but he did echo the
chiefs apology.
"There was insensitivity involved in all of this," Derickson
said. "It was a very unfortunate situation, and the university does regret it."
Derickson said school officials
will work to make sure all employees understand the function of the
Free Speech Area.
· "That is a place where free
speech is not only pennitted, it's encouraged," Derickson said.
McCracken, 55, of Versailles
said he is "satisfied to date with the
university's response" and that he
would continue preaching on campus as he has done every week
since August 1994. ·
"I'm going to continue doing it,"
he said. "Nobody can scare me off."
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1996
contributions the schcol has made

Transylvania gets
$1 million gift

. LEXINGTON - A Lexington
couple who graduated from Transylyania University have. donated
$1 million to it to help construct a
building to house the departments
of economics, business and education:
The donors are Judy Cowgill and
Norwood Cowgill Jr.
"It gives Judy and me a great
deal of satisfaction to be able to
give
something back to Transylvan;a TTn;.,....._.;n, ,.f:f,,,.., +I,,,,. .,.:;,.._:,= __ ._

to any success we may enjoy," said

Norwood Cowgill, who is chairman
of the board and president of StudioPLUS Hotels Inc.
Transylvania President Charles
Shearer called the Cowgill gift one
of the largest in the school's history.
.
• It will help finance construction
of a $2.5 million, two-story building
that will also house a state-of-theart multimedia teaching center, five
classrooms and 14 offices.
Construction is scheduled to begin during the 1997-98 academic
vear.
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Papa John's founder fills
deluxe order: $5 million
By SHELDON S. SHAFER
Staff Writer
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium
will be built from concrete, but a lot
of pepperoni, sausage, anchovies
and olives will make it possible.
John Schnatter, the young and
wealthy founder of the home-grown
pizza-restaurant chain usually shies
away from publicity. But yesterday
he put the stadium fund drive over
the top by delivering $5 million in
dough. It is the largest gift ever to
the University of Louisville· Athletic
Department.
The contribution gives U of L the
money it needs to begin building a
$49.8 million football stadium.
The stadium will be ready for the
first game of the 1998 season
against Kentucky, although about
$5 million is still needed for an endzone football complex, said banker
Malcolm Chancey, who's leading
the fund drive.
.

.
e
On tim
delivery

A graduate of Ball State University - but a big U of L fan - Schnatter said he wanted to give something back to a region that has been
good to him and his company. ·
uThis is home," he said.
Schnatter will kick in $3 million
upfront from his own pocket. He
and his company, which is now
based in Jeffersontown, Ky., will
give an additional $1 million each in $100,000 annual installments
over the next 10 years.
In exchange, Papa John's will get
to put its name on the stadium for
15 years. At that point, the name
may be renegotiated, but Schnatter's company would be given a
chance to extend the deal, said
Chancey, chairman and chief executive officer of Bank One Kentucky.
Papa John's also will get exclusive rights for 15 years to sell its
· pizza at the stadium. The company
will get 30 to 50 tickets per game

a
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Pizza chain gives
$5 million, name
to U of L stadium

from Individual gifts and from a local
bond issue.
John Schnatter, the founder and CEO
of Papa Johrrs and a native of Jeffersonville, Ind., said discussion of the contribution began with a meeting he had with
Chancey three months ago.
"We were actually going to come in
with an unpretentious role," said Schnatter, whose company topped $450 million
in sales last year. "But Malcolm asked
us, in the last 10 days, if we wanted to
step up to the plate."

AsSOCJATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - A $5 million
contribution from the Louisvillebased Papa John's pizza chain has
giveo University of Louisville officials the money they need to begin
construction of a $56 million football stadium.

Louisville football coach Ron Cooper
wore the biggest smile at yesterday's
news conference and said he wou lrl
personally deliver five Papa John's pizzas
tonight around the Louisville area.
"We will no longer have to worry
about somebody coming in and saying,
'We will not come to the University of
Louisville to play in that facility,' "
Ccoper said.

and one of about 20 planned corporate suites.
· U of L also granted Schnatter a
personal concession: The stadium
media room will be named for
Charles Schnatter, his brother and
partner in building Papa John's into
one of the countrys·fastest-growing

companies.
The deal has been in the works
for about three months.
Schnatter said one reason the
deal took so long is because he first
wanted to work out contributions to
the fund-raising drive for the new
Southeast Christian Church, of
which he's a member. He said it
also took time for his tax lawyers to
review the stadium gift, which he
said will offer him some personal
!SJ< advantages.
Chancey, who has worked on the
stadium project for eight years, describes U of L's fans as the most patient in the country.
It's. been three years since Cardinal fans provided the first building
block by pledging $15 million in
lifetime seat purchases.
If U of L trustees approve the
project Monday, ground will be
broken for the stadium in early
June.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• THURSDAY, MAY_16, 1%

UK apologizes to
arrested minister
LEXINGTON - University of
H;entucky campus police have
apologized to a minister who was
arrested last month for preaching
in the school's Free Speech Area.
In a letter to the Rev. David L
McCracken, Chief W.H. McComas
said the university "expresses its
deepest regrets for the incident.''
McCracken, pastor of Lafayette
Church of the Nazarene, was arrested April 25 in a Free Speech
Area outside the UK Student Center. He was preaching to a lunchtime crowd of students when two
UK officers told him to quiet down.
When he continued, the officers arrested him and charged him with
disorderly conduct.
The charge was dismissed in
Fayette District Court on UK's recommendation.
McCracken then wrote a letter to
UK President Charles T. Wethington Jr., alleging the officers used
excessive force in arresting him.
Mccomas responded in his letter
that "the UK Police Department ...
will take all appropriate action with
respect to the officers involved.''

Ccnstruction on the 45,000-seat
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium will
officially begin at a groundbreakThe stadium will have a grass field
ing ceremony in early June, said
that
will also accommodate a full-size
Malcolm Chancey, who headed the
stadium financing committee.
soccer field and an a:ea for concerts,
Papa John's contribution is the~larg- Kentuc~y Derby Festival events. ~nd
·
•
•
.
graduation commencement ceremomes.
est_ sm~le financial gift_ ever given to the I In addition to the 45,000 seats, which will
umvers1ty, Chancey said yesterday.
f have chairbacks. the stadium will have
The stadium will be ready for the 32 luxurv suites.
first game of the 1998 season against
·
Kentucky although about $4 million is
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • FRIDAY, MAY 17, 1996
still needed for an end-zone training
NKU studies adding football, band
facility, Chancey said.
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Northern Kentuc~ University's inThe announcement ends more than
terim president, Jack Moreland, is forming a comnuttee to study the
three years of debate and delays ·surpossibility of adding a football team and marching band.
"This area up here is a hotbed {or both football and marching
rounding the stadium project. The probands," Moreland said. "I believe students will come out to NKU if
ject still needs final approval from the
that were avaiiable .to them."
school's board of trustees and will be
NKU enrollment has declined the past two years.
presented there on Monday.
"This is not a major portion of what I want to do," Moreland said.
"This is just one of those things under recruiting, and retaining stuAlmost half of the money for the
dents that I feel like is important."
stadium - $21.5 million - came from
Funding is the biggest obstacle. Just this month, the board of recorporate donations. Fans have pledged
gents postponed faculty raises until fall enrollment is known.
more than $14 million for lifetime seating
Moreland said private or corporate funding would be needed for
rights. The rest of the money was raised
football. A 1991 study figured starting football would cost $1 million.
The idea was scrapped because of the cost.
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Collegiate flux likened
to that fu health care
consumer-dominated system."
Richard Novak, director of state relations for the national Association of
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The growing Governing Boards, said a number of
public reaction to how higher educa- other states are also reviewing the
tion does its business resembles the way th~r oversee their colleges and
··.
rumblings confronting the nation's uruvers1t1es.
health-care industry, an education
The Kentucky council's legal auconsultant said yesterday.
thority over state universities, which
"The frustration you as a statewide includes long-range planning, budget
coordinating board are feeling is no review and approval of new pro,
different than what is being fert in the grams, is fairly consistent with that of
corporate sector or the health-care similar bodies in ,other states, Novak
sector," said Jim Mingle, executive di- added. Any mcire authority would
rector of the State Higher Education make the council a governing board,
Executive . Officers. Mingle's com- not a coordinating agency, he said.
Yesterday's retreat was held
ments came during a retreat for members of the Kentucky Colincil on against a backdrop of growinl! quesHigher Education.
•
tions over the council's role m ·pre"The good news is, • like health venting or resolving turf battles.
· (care), people want what we have. among Kentucky's universities. Last
And the bad news is they're not at all year a study group of legislators and
sure that it's worth tlie ·increasing university presidents called for the
amount of money, and that they can council "to exercise its existing auafford it." Mingle added.
· thority in a more aggressive and time·
He attributed part of the tension ly manner/'
between officials in higher education
To a large extent, Novak concurred·
and those outside it to campus protec- with that.
tionism. Many education administraAlthough Gov. Paul Patton said ·he
tors want to protect their institutions does not support a "superboard," he
and themselves while others question has also called for higher education to
that conduct, Mingle said.
become more efficient, innovative and
"The lay community is saying: 'Wait productive. This year the General· Asa minute. I can't operate that way in sembly ordered a study of all facets of
my world. I have to constaIJtly be ad- education beyond hi!lh school by apjusting and rethinking,' " he said.
pointees of legislative leaders and
Higher education, like health care, Patton.
he added, is in transition as both areas
The retreat will continue this mornmove from "a producer-dominated, ing, before the council's regular meetproducer-driven system to a customer, ing begins later today.
.·
By RICHARD Wll.SON
Staff Writer

MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689
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:•.BOWLING GREEN. :.. A .task
f ~ at Western Kentucky Univer.,.
Sil.Y voted yesterday to recommend .·.
that the university implement a $25. .
a.,semester student ·fee to ·fund .
three new women'.s •. sports.. Tlie.
school's. Boan! · of ·~ents .ap,
proved a plan May Ho add thn,e, · ,
women's sports to comply with Ti--- I
tie. IX, the federal mandate that ad- · ,
dresses-gender equity.-· .
. •.
Women's swimming,
.and:::
softball will be added-overthenext!h'e years, The f~ increase,- which· ·
1S expected to i'.aise> iiiilre '.llfaii· :
$630,000 a year, is needed to fund ·
scholarships, staff and facilities for·
the sports. The -recommendation
goes before the board.in Jul :- · ·· ·

.soccer

..

.

.•

. '·

y
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~Uextends
I Af;xander's term
·MURRAY - Murray State University's regents extended university President Kem Alexander's contract for four years Friday.
In a one-hour executive session,
the regents evaluated Alexander's
performance during bis first two
years at Murray, then unanimously
approved extending his contract
through July I, 2000.
"But for the statute (limiting
contract extensions. to four years),
we would have made it 40," said
regent Wells Lovett of Owensboro.
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Higher education panel to refocus
Group under attack,
faces identity crisis
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAL(}LEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

If the Council on Higher .Education
wants to be more effective, first it has to
figure out what it most wants to accomplLsli its members said yesterday.
The council, which serves as a coordi1 nating agency for the state's public universities and community colleges, has
come under fire in the last year for not
being forceful enough.
That's why its members decided to
hold a retreat in Lexington yesterday, to
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talk with one another and two consultants about the council's identity crisis
and how to resclve it.
Defining the council's role is especially critical now because Gov. Paul Patton
is poised to appoint a task force that,
among other things, will study whether
the council should be changed in some
way.
"We've got to decide who we are;
said council Chairman Jim Miller of
Owensboro.
The group will continue its discussions today and meet with university
presidents and the chairmen of university
boards.
But yesterday, its members filled several easels with ideas about issues the
council should consider as top priorities

and how it could pursue them.
Council member Joe Bill Campbell
said he was concerned that the council
seemed to near from college students
only once a year, when it set tuition.
"What we're all about is students,
and I think they need to be heard," said
Campbell, of Lexington. "They deserve
more attention from the council than we
have given them."
The council's executive director, Gary
Cox, also suggested that council members
might need to meet with the state school •
board if its members want to help universities improve their cooperation with elementary ani:I secondary education.
Another member, Larry Hayes, said
he also thought the council needed to reevaluate some of its studies.

"We mirror the bureaucracy of the
people at the universities," he said. "We
lo~e sight sometimes of what we're going
lo do with what we've generated."
Rich Novak. one of the consultants
working with the council. told council
members that the structure of higher education in Kentucky - which gives university boards great autonomy over most
campus decisions -- also means that it"s
natural that the council will sometimes
clash with individual campuses.
"The lines between coordination and
governance are very fluid," said Nm·ak,
the director of public sector programs for
the Association of Governing Boards. a
national group. "They're not alwars
clearly drawn."
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Higher education council gets advice
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff WnterLEXINGTON. Ky. - The Council
on Higher Education received some
accolades and advice yesterdav as it
wound up a retreat with the he"ads of
campus governing boards and university presidents.

"This council is doing more than
l've ever seen it do," said former Gov.
Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt. chairman
of the University of Kentucky's board
of trustees.
Sid Easley, chainnan of Murray
State Universitv's board of regents.
also gave the cciuncil good marks and
said its effectiveness is onlv limited
by the time of its members· and the

agency's resources. Several other
board chairmen also commended the
agency for improved communication
with their boards.

University leaders praise efforts,
but concerned about its demands
The council, which coordinates the
state's public universities, has been
urged by Gov. Paul Patton and other
elected officials to be more aggressive
in resolving campus turf battles and
overseeing university activities. But a
panel of legislators and university
presidents last year suggested that the
council needs no new authority.
While some Of the presidents also
complimented it for impro\·ed communication, some suggested council
staffers make too many time-consuming demands on the schools.
,
"During the last three years, I feel
like I've been majoring in bureaucra-

cy, minutiae." said Eastern Kentucky
University President Hanly Funderburk.
Morehead State President Ron Eaglin suggested the agency's regulatory
policies sometimes undercut innovative ideas on the campuses.
Other presidents urged the council
to hold more meetings on the campuses. where members could meet
with faculty and students and become
more familiar with what the universities are doing.
While Murray State President Kern
Alexander gave the agency good
marks for effectiveness, he also said it

Off-campus. course
report is considered
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

II)
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Universities and community
colleges that offer off-campus
courses would have to report to the
Council on Higher Education every
year about the success of such programs, under a new proposal.
The colleges also would have to
disclose plans for off-campus expansion to any independent colleges in their area, and the council
would encourage them to work
with the independent schools.
The proposal provides the first
look at the council's new policy on
extended-campus offerings, which
will be voted on in July.
Council members were briefed
at yesterday's meeting, but did not
take action.
The council in November
banned more off-campus classes
while it studied whether it had
enough authority over off-campus
classes, which have proliferated
during the last decade.
Of Kentucky's 120 counties, 90
i have at least one class offered by a
university or community college.
Gary Cox, council executive director, toltl members that annual reports would give them the information they needed to decide whether
to allow such activity.
"The criticism or concern the
council has received about extendedcampus (courses) is that you have
not been sufficiently in charge of the
process," Cox said. "This organization's taken a good deal of what I'd
consider less than positive publicity
about extended campuses."
But Western Kentucky University Thomas Meredith questioned
the need for annual reports to the
council about past and planned offcampus offerings.
"This is not iust some running-

Other action
In other business yesterday,
the Council on Higher Education:
■ Took another step toward
finalizing a-system that would
link a small part of universities'
budgets - about 0.5 percent to how well they performed in
certain areas.
The universities' performances would be measured in
four required categories and up
to eight other optional indicators.
University presidents said
they support the idea of lihking '
funding to performance, but
have criticized the process that
the council's staff has used to
draw up guidelines for the way
the system would work.
The council is expected to
take final action at its July meeting.
■ Approved a waiver tha_t
will allow the University of Kentucky to offer five new academic
programs even though it failed
to meet its state-required affirmative-action goals.
Some council members,
though, questioned whether the
university should get so many
new programs. The two previous schools that got waivers,
Western Kentucky University
and Eastern Kentucky University, sought three and one new
programs, respectively.
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

wild type situation where we're
running over each other," he said. "I
don't think there's a problem in this
area that we're about to go into and
spend a lot of time on."

sometimes does not use its "quasi-judicial" authority in a timely !Danner.
Alexander also urged council members to recognize and preserve the
universities' legal autonomy.
Council member Larry Hayes of
Louisville agreed there should be
more communication between the
council and campuses. But he also
urged the presidents to "look at the
big picture," not just the interests of
their own schools.
James Miller of Owensboro, th.e
council ch.airman. said the agency
will be more aggressive and innovative in the future. "We intend to full\'
use the statutory authority we have.:.
Miller said.
But he also told the presidents and
board chainnen that it would suppon
and reward the schools· efforts to im·
prove.

.
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U of L ·trustees approve stadium construction
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer

The Universitv of Louisville trustees approved yfsterday construction
of a football stadium that its chief corporate booster. Malcolm Chancey,
called potentially "a huge moneymaker" for the U of L athletics de•

Panment.

The action paves the way for an
early June groundbreaking for the
stadium on property near the campus'
southeast comer that formerly housed
CSX rail yards. The stadium is to be
ready for the first game in 1998
against the University of Kentucky.
Chancey. the chairman and chief
executive officer of Bank One Kentucky who led the stadium fund drive.
said corporate sponsorships will be
sold and resold as long as tile stadium
is used. Even the stadium's name -

Papa John's Cardinal Stadium - will
be up for sale in 15 years.
Other corporate sponsorships asso•
ciated with the stadium will be resold
at 10-year intervals, Chancey said.
Mike Pollio, U of L's associate athletic director, said the 45.000-sea.t stadium will be the onlv football stadium
in the counny conipletely equipped
with chair-back seating. ·•u is not extravagant. but it is state-of-the art,"
he said.
The three-year-long fund drive has
so far netted $50.1 million of the projected S56. i million cost of the stadium and an associated training facility.
Larry Owsley, U of L's vice president for administration. said he got
clearance from the Kentucky Finance
and Administration Cabinet to seek
trustee approval for the stadium work
alone, because the money raised to
date more than covers its S48.3 mil-

lion cost He said the trustees will be
asked to approve the rest of the project after pledges to pay for it are in
hand.
Owsley said CSX will require about
six weeks to cleanse the site of diesel
fuel. Construction can start as soon as
title to the land is transferred to the
university on Aug. 1, he said.
Chancey said about $12 million in
commitments are still being considered by potential corporate sponsors.
although the fund drive is only S6.6
million shy of its goal. If more than
the required amount of sponsorships
comes through. the excess will be
used to reduce the bond debt for the
stadium. he said.
John Schnatter, founder of Papa
John's Pizza. put fund raising for the
stadium over the top last week with a
$5 million gift. The university's decision tci give the stadium a Papa John's

moniker adds U of L to the list of um
versities that have stroked corporal•
sponsors by naming spot1s facilitie·
for them.
Others include Syracuse Universit\
site of the 49,900-seat Carr.er Domt
named for the Carrier Corp.; Georg:
Tech. which renamed its basketba ·
arena the Alexander Memorial Colisc
um at McDonald's Center after U:
McDonald's Corp. chipped in S5.5 !
up~de it: and Ohio State Universir
which plans to open the Value Ci
Arena at the Schonenstein Center
1998. a basketball arena named for
chain of discount department star·
and the family that owns it.
Others include the University
Colorado's basketball arena. n
Coors Center; Brigham Young Ur
versity's basketball arena, the Mar.
on Center: and Iowa State Univer
ty's Hilton Coliseum.
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JK, -Murray say
~act on Paducah
~oming, in a while
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Gov. Paul Patton has said that
.vants the matter solved - soon.
Members of the Council on
;her Education have· been saying
months that they want the matsolved - soon.
But there's still no agreement
' nn the details that will finalize a
,t l ni, ers1ty ui Kentucky-Mur' Siate University project in Padah that was meant to put an end
a wrenching turf battle over enneering education that raged for
ore than a year.
"The parties just need to get on
and get it done," said council
iairman Jim Miller.
Gary Cox, the council's execuve director, told the group at its
,eeting yesterday that he has been
orking with UK President Charles
. Wethington Jr. and Murray Preslent Kern Alexander to iron out
1e issue of allowing Murray access
, the Crisp Center, which Paducah
.ommunity College now controls.
That has to be settled before
'CC can start construction on a
,ew $8 million building.
Technically, the state's budget
:i ves the two sides until September
o work things out. But Patton, in
m April 26 letter to Miller. strongly
;uggested he expected a resolution
sooner than that.
"l see no reason to wait," Patton
wrote. "I expect this and other cooperative agreements to move
ahead without delay."
Murray State officials balked at
a UK proposal that called for Murray to lease space in the Crisp Cen-

ter at $11.25 a square' foot, Alexander said.
"We're not in agreement with
that" Alexander said "We thought
we were going to come to an agreement and have everything taken
care of last Wednesday."
Alexander also said that Murray was more interested in a lease
that would eventually let them buy
the building.
But Cox, Alexander and Ben
Carr, the chancellor of UK's community colleges, all said they still
think an agreement is reachable.
"I think it's doable," Carr said.
"We're ready to start construction
whenever we get the agreement
done."
Miller acknowledged that the
mere word "Paducah" had almost
become a synonym for the kind of
public turf fights· that the council
wants to avoid in the future .
"The reason you hear about Paducah so much is that the council
wants to learn from its mistakes,"
he said. "! don't think the council
bears sole responsibility about
what happened in Paducah, but we
could have done things better."
Some council members, during
an earlier discussion about
strengthening the council's role,
also said they probably would have
handled the Paducah dispute differently.
"If that issue were coming here
today, it would be killed right
now," said council member Joe Bill
Campbell. "There wouldn't be an
engineering school at Murray, and
there wouldn't be an engineering
school at.Paducah."
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Teachers'excellence
honored by colleges

reforms for
colleges

HERAt.O-lEADER STAF.F REPORT

everal Kentucky colleges and
universities recently honored
teachers for excellence in
their fields.
University of Kentucky:
The UK Alumni Association honored five professors with the 1996
Great Teachers award. The teachers are Dibakar Bhattacharyya,
chemical engineering: Laurie
Lawrence, agriculture: Martin
McMahon, law; William J. Loftus,
psychology;
and
Mehale
Zalampas, history.

S

Governor restates plan
to call special session
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Higher education needs a reform that would be
as sweeping as the Kentucky Education Reform Act was for elementary and secondary schools, Gov.
Paul Patton said yesterday.
"I envision changes on the magnitude of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act," Pat- - - - - - ton said. "The
"Money is problem is, we
one of the had the drive and
solutions, stimulus of a
but I can't Supreme Court
believe mon- decision to drive
us, and we don't
ey Is the
have that in this
only solu- case. We're going
tion."
to do this more
on the force of
GoV.PATION
personality."
Patton
- - - - - • who has said repeatedly since taking office that he
wants to see the state's colleges
change the way they do business
- made his comments yesterday at
the first meeting of a commission
that will ultimately report to a
broader task force studying postsecondary education.
Patton yesterday also reiterated
his plans to call for a special session next spring to tackle higher education reform and possibly give it
more monev.
But he· was quick to tell the
commission members - who largely consist of university presidents
- that that won't be his only focus.
"Money is one of the solutions,
but I can't believe money is the only
solution," Patton said. "We need to
have institutionalized cooperation."
He also reiterated another theme
he has sounded since taking office.
saying that the Kentucky Tech
post-secondary technical school,
must be included and considered
part of higher education.
"The technical schools must become a full partner," Patton said.
"They must be accorded the same
amount of respect."

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689
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The larger task force will consist of 12 legislators and six other
members who will come from Patton's administration, he said. They
should be chosen soon, and the task
force probably will begin meeting in
June, Patton said.
Patton said he wanted the task
force to be neutral. But he also said
he hoped that its members would
have a good sense of what changes
the General Assembly might ap·
prove.
In addition to the commission
that met yesterday, other groups
such as faculty members, students
and board members probably also
will be invited to share their obser,·ations with the task force, Patton
-aid.
The commission is supposed to
ctudv the use of technology in high'!' education and how universities
.an cooperate better and become
:nore efficient.
I3ut at least one of its members
cautioned that plenty of institutional barriers remain.

.. , don't think I hear state legisthe Council (on Higher Educ"Jtion) and the presidents singing

Georgetown College: Associate professor of music Daniel
Tilford, the 1996 Cawthorne Excellence in Teaching Award; Stephen
Bisese, dean of student development, Employee
of the Year.
Graves awards
were given to
David Forman,
associate professor of graduate
education;
Sharon Smith,
director of deLovely
velopment technology;
and
Peggy Kiggins, director of donar
research.
Morehead State University: Travis P. Lockhart, associate
professor of theater, was named
1995-96 Distinguished teacher. R.
Jay Flippin Jr., associate professor
of music, has been given the 199596 Creative Productions award.
Sylvia Lovely of Lexington, executive director of the Kentucky
League of Cities, was inducted into
Morehead's Alumni Hall of Faine.
Lovely, a · 1973 graduate of
Morehead, was one of three graduates honored. Joining her as 1996
inductees were entrepreneur James
Booth of Inez and Gary Riley of
Fort Wayne, Ind., a corporate
management specialist.

Gary Cox, the executive director
of the Ccuncil on Higher Education,
agreed that some of the debatecould become contentious.
·
"You don't make the kind of.
changes we're talking about wit!,::
out some candid discussions," Cox;.

i ·nors.

said.

,.mm a common song book." said

Patton acknowledged that the
kinds of changes he has in mind
could be wrenching, comparing.
them at one point to battles over
consolidating small elementary and
secondary schools.

\offiet Williams, a retired Universiof Kentucky associate dean.

1:

;

"Everybody's got to be able to
give up something," he said. "Hopefully, they'll get more than they
give up.''
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Patto11 wants major cl1anges at colleges
Access and quality
an1ong his concerns
llv MARK SCllAVER
siaff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Pmil PalIon told university presidents yesterday that he w'ants changes in higher

education "on the order of mngnitudc
of the l{entut'ky Education HPfonn

,v,.··

But the governor also arknowlcdged at lhc first meeting o[ the Commission on Higher Education Institutional Efficiency and Coopernti,,n, "I
!mow how hard that's going to he."
lie said "lhc problem is that our

~ ,-

" "<II

prrsent svstem is so ingrained in our
cullure and our political life and our
communities that changes are difficnll. Everybody understands thal
you·ve got to chang,! to get better ...
hut now when you get down to tlw
,kt:1il,;. :ilmos1 ew!rvhodv immrrli.1!1•
1·

H' ;i•:[•;

ciHll'i~l'." .
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I Ii-· •:d1< PI rrhnrn 1:•·,·: i:
,, ,,r, t• al !p 111' ,,n• •,I 111
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1•11•''
!•i'I!' I:•.,: nq p11Jili~ • d·•1 qj.,,
1 .• r 1,, r· 1·;~ ;, lal•· \, •:is\.111 11,. 11 ·:..·,

h11,11ght :1lmtP I.iv ;,1 l!'~!J l~t•nl11rl:'
S111•re111c t"ourl di:cision thal d,!dan·;I
the <ilate·s entire system of elementary and !'>ccondary education unco11~fitutional.
llighcr education will he different
because there is not a Supreme Court
decision driving changes, Patton said,
so "we're going to have to do this
more wilh the force of personality."
Patton crealed the 18-member commissim1 hy rx~•r.utive onln ,:,:nlir:r thir.:

"

---~--

,_

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Changes in higher education won't come easily, Gov. Paul Patton
told university and college presidents in Frankfort yesterday.

)'(•;1r :1f1Pr meeling with universit~·
p1e1d1I• lllS l'l rfr;!·11c;i,; wm·t.: lr1 imprm·,,

hi•!l1• •

11·.

r

r!11n11i,,.,

half!" i~ I" li11 1 l v i'\S tq i111

11••1\t· :!lademit: 1•1og1ams :111,I admi11
i~;l1alhn. 1c<lucc. duplicatim1 and i>:(plore new ways to use technology.
Its members include the presidents
of the state's eight public universities,
lhe chancellor of lhe community •college system, the executive director o[
the Council on Higher Education,
Education Commission Bill Cody, and
other administrators with backgrounds in education and government.

The 1:01111nif-sion will make recomnwrnlation!- tn Patton's T.i.-:k Forrf'! 1111
I, •li:rci,rvJ,,rv Eth1cati(111. whkh ,, ill
1)1' m;uh• 1,1p (11 o.i:; m~mbf•r., app,1in11•:J
Ii:, !he r, 11,·!..'l"!H1r, six by the llousc and
sh by the Senutc. Tho!-e appointments are not expected unlil next
month, after the May 28 primary and
after Patton returns from a two-week
trip to China and Japan.
Patton, who has promised to give
higher education more money if it
shows a willingness to change, told
the commission his goal is to have a
special session on higher education
next spring.

He repeated his call for higher education institutions to minimize turf
battles while looking for ways lo
make systemwide improvements involving community colleges, technical
schools, universities and "possiblv"
private colleges.
·
He cautioned higher education nol
to come up with a "pie-in-the-sk_v
wish list that is so unreasonable that
ii becomes meaningless."
"I know that mone.v is one of the
solutions, but I can't believe 11ml
money is the only solution," he said.
Patton offered few specific suggestions of what the commission should
study, but he said access lo higher
education, quality, academic offerings, governance and rinance were c1II
11
fundamental.''
In response to a question, Patton
said he was open-minded on the question of whether it should be a priority
to maintain a "major, nagship university," which he added "would logicnlly be the University o[ l(enlucky."
Gary Cox, the cxrcul ivr dh cctor of
the Council on Higher fah.!c;,tinn.
s:1id, "If v,e're goinr, to d,1 1hh;. ;,1111
do it well, thew will he ;1 111Jrnh•·1 .,.
di•;agrecmcnts. I dw1·1 thinl;
should shv ;'\\\.'av r, (1111 th11•.;1• !:ind~ nl
discussioris. which frn11ldy I think \\'1•
tend to do in higher education."
Mary Smith, the president of Kentucky State University and the chairwoman of the commission, said mem~
bers were ready to consider all alternatives and expected to "ruffle some
feathers."
"When we get trampled on," she
told Patton, "we want you to come
and help us."
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llarry Sparks dies; once led Murray State
'Father figure'
to university was
known for tales
By JOSEPH GERTI!
Stal[ Writer
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, a former slate
supr.rintendent of public instruction
and president of Murray State Univer-

sity, died Monday in Murray. He was
88 and had suffered from Alzheimer's
disease for a number of years.
Sparks, who was president of Mur•
ray Stale from 1968 lo 1973, led the

school through part of a period of tremendous growth in the years alter the
General Assembly authorized the
transformation of the state's small regional teacher's colleges into universities.

Hr.• huilt dormitories. classrooms
'l rnnthall stadium whilP prr'si-

:1ml

..

that he had and cajoling and not ~etting mad ... we didn't have any kind
"He was an outstanding Kentucky of uprisings or burnings on campus.
"I think at a critical period of Mureducator," Murray President Kem Alexander said yesterday. "Dr. Sparks ray State history and the history of
the nation, he was able to
was an outstanding person.
lie has the highest moral
thwart and calm the situaand ethical standards. , ..
tion so that we didn't have
I le just had a wonderful caany major crisis," Matarazzo said.
reer as a human being and
as an educator."
Sparks was born and
Dr. Sal Matarazzo, who
reared in Rockcastle County. He graduated from
taught education classes at
Transylvania University in
Murray State, said Sparks
knew how to deal with peo1930 and received his master's and doctorate degrees
ple.
When other campuses
from the University of Kentucky.
across the country were
1967 PHOTO
dealing with student uprisSparks went to Murray
State in 1948 to serve as an
ing against the Vietnam Sparks
education professor and latWar, Sparks held an assembly to allow the students to express er as chairman of the department of
education.
their anger.
Sparks, a Democrat, was elecled
"They nil got up there and insulted
him and insulted the government but Superintendent of Public Instruction
he was still in control," Matarazzo in 1!163 and served in that capacity
'iaid. "By having the temperament until 1968.
dent. The school's administration
building carries his name.

He went back to Murray State as
president, a job he held until 1973
when he retired. He and his wife remained in Calloway County where he
occupied his time hunting, fishing
and doing speaking engagements.
"He loved Murray," said Matarazzo. "I read all 33 of his date hooks
and he always made it a point to
come back home to Murray.
Sid Easley, chairman of Murray's
Board of Re~ents. called Sparks "a
man of the highest integrity."
"He was a great teacher hecause he
was a great communicator and had a
genuine affection for his students."
said Easley, who first met Sparks in
the early 1960s when he was a student
at Murray.
"I just remember him being warm
and treating everyone the same, no
matter what their station in life ....
He was a real father-figure to the university and the community," Easley

something he did before teachers·
groups, businessmen and just about
anyone else who asked.
"He was a very humorous and terrific speaker," Easley said. "He didn't
just get you laughing; he was the type
who could prolong laughter in a story.
Matarazzo said that Sparks once
spoke at 22 high school graduations
in one year.
"A fella says he had been to graduation speeches three weeks in a row
and every one was different. Harry

looks at him and says, 'Well. if you
come for a fourth one. you'll hear a
repeat.'"
Sparks is survived by his wife, the
former Lois Ogdon Stiles, of Murray:
two sons, Harry Sparks Jr. of Ft.
Thomas, and Phillip Sparks, of Nashville: two brothers, William Sparks
and Robert Sparks of Lexington: and
four grandchildren.
said.
J.11. Churchill Funeral Home in
The thing folks recall most about Murray is in charge of arrangemenl'i.
Sparks was his ability to spin yarns which are pending.
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~urfing Net edging out
~tudying at U.S. colleges

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY. ■ THURSDAY, MAY 23,

WASHINGTON - A new campus support group
called "Caught in the Web" is being formed at the
University of Maryland to counsel students spending
too much time on computers.
At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
students unable to break their addiction to playing
computer games on campus terminals have new help.
At their request, the university will deny them access
whenever they try to sign on.

1996

fEKU, Morehead players on All-Academic t.eam
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

THE WASHINGT.ON POST

Josh Williams, a junior designated hitter for Eastern Kentucky,
and Brad Allison, a senior catcher
for Morehead State, were selected
to the GTE District TV All-Academic baseball team.
Williams led the Ohio Valley
Conference in stolen bases last

Faculty members s tudying the freshman dropout
rate at Alfred University in New York have just found
that nearly half the students who quit last semester had
been logging marathon, late-night time on the Internet.
Nationwide, as colleges charge into the digital age
with high-tech libraries, wired dormitories and computerized course work, faculty and campus counselors are
discovering a troubling side effect: A growing number
of students are letting computers overwhelm their lives.
It is hardly a crisis on any campus - yet. Some
college officials say it is merely a fad, and not nearly as
harmful as other bad habits students often fall prey to
on campuses - such as binge drinking of alcohol. But
concern over the issue is spreading.
Some universities are now imposing limits on the
time students spend each day, or each week, on campus
computers.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THURSDAY, MAY 23, 1996
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Georgetown planning media-ethics session
GEORGETOWN, Ky. - Bob Edwards, host of National Public Radio's Morning Edition, will moderate a discussion of ethics and values in the media at Georgetown College on June 7.
Panel members include Courier-Journal Editor David Hawpe; Sam
Dick. anchor of WKYf-1V in Lexington: and columnist John Ed
Pearce.
The forum, sponsored by Georgetown College, will include a
luncheon at 11:30 a.m., followed by the panel discussion from 12:15 to
1:30. Tickets. $15 each. can be ordered by calling (502) 863-8527.

season. He has a 3.34 grade-poir
average and is majoring in physic
Allison has a 3.78 GPA and is
radio-TV major.
The District TV team is selectec
by college sports information direc
tors in Kentucky, Alabama. Michi
gan. Ohio and Tennessee. Plaver
must have at least a 3.2 GPA to bi.
nominated for the team.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THURSDAY, MAY 23. 1996

Campbellsville
wins grant
CAMPBEll..SVILLE Campbellsville University announced
yesterday that it had received
$100,000 from the Arthur Vining
Davis Foundations, of Jacksonville.
Fla., to assist in the renovation of
the school's Carter Hall.
The $2.5 million renovation will
create a building that will house
math, physics and computer science classes, as weU as some
classes from the school's division
of humanities and education.
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Patton names 7 for mrlversity boards
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Gov. Paul Patton yesterday reappointed five universitv board
members and chose two new ones
- including one who had lobbied
extensively to join the University of
Kentucky board.
The appointments, which were
announced yesterday, will take effect July 1.
Here are the appointments, listed by university:
University of Kentucky:
Frank Shoop, an automobile dealer,
and Billy Wilcoxson, a financial adviser
for Pro Sports Management Inc., were
both reappointed to the UK board.
Shoop and Wilcoxson, both of Lexington, will serve terms that end June
30, 2002.

Patton also appointed John R.
Guthrie of Louisville as the alumni rep-

resentative to the board, replacing
Marian Moore Sims of Lexington.

Guthrie. an advertising executive, had
campaigned widely for the trustee
seat in an alumni election. Sims won

that election.
Morehead State University:
Patton reappointed Helen Charles
Pennington of West Liberty to the
board through June 30, 2002. Pennington is a middle school principal in

Morgan County,
Kentucky State University:
Elizabeth Raynor Short. a Beattyville lawyer, was appointed to

THE COURIER-JOURNAL •
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~

replace Joyce Ann Johnson. whose
term expired. Short will serve through
June 30. 1998.
Western Kentucky University: Peggy
Ware Loafman of Bowling Green was
reappointed for a term ending June
30, 2002. Loafman, a WKU graduate.
is executive vice president at Trans

Financial Inc.
Northern Kentucky University:
Robert William Zapp, president of The
Bank of Kentucky, was reappointed to
the board. Zapp, of Union, will serve
through June 30, 2002.

KENTUCKY/ REGION • FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1996

.,,

renameo,
2 appointed
to university
boards
Shoop, Wilcoxson
keep UK seats·
From Staff and AP Dispatches
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul Patton reappointed five members of university governing boards yesterday
and made two new appointments.
Patton re-appointed two veteran
members of the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees - Frank
Shoop and Billy Wilcoxson. Each was
appointed to new six-year terms.
Shoop, who owns car dealerships
in Georgetown and Richmond, has
been a longtime fund-raiser in Democratic politics. He could not be
reached last night.
Wilcoxson is chairman of Pro
Sports Management, a financial adviser to professional athletes and entertainers. He is retired as a longtime
official of Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co.
He has served on the UK board since
his appointment by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins about II years ago.

Wilcoxson chairs the board's investment committee. He said last
night he has known Patton for many
years but did not actively support any
candidate for governor last year.
Jack Guthrie, a Louisville public relations executive, was appointed to an
alumni spot on the UK board for a
six-year term, replacing Marion
Moore Sims of Lexington.
Elizabeth Short, a Beattyville lawyer, was appointed to the Kentucky
State University board of regents to
replace Joyce Ann Johnson of
Flatwoods, whose term had expired.
Patton made these reappointments:
.,, Robert Zapp of Union, president
of the Bank of Kentucky, a new sixyear term on the Northern Kentucky
University bo4rd of regents.
.,, Peggy Loafman, Bowling Green.
a financial institution executive. a

new six-year term on the Western
Kentucky University board of regents.
.,, Helen Pennington, West Liberty,
a middle school principal, a new sixyear term on the Morehead State University board of regents.

•
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-Willis Weatherford
dies; led Berea College
from 1967 until 1984
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer

the region."
Weatherford, Berea's sixth president, succeeded Dr. Francis Hutchins,
Dr. Willis Duke Weatherford Jr., a who headed the school for 28 years.
former president of Berea College
Alumnus J. Gregg Clendenin, a
who led the school·through some of Lexington lawyer and student-body
its most difficult years, died Wednes- presicfent in 1968-69, said Weatherday at his home in Black Mountain, ford brought a "breath of fresh air'' to
N.C., apparently of a heart attack.
the campus. "He was open to change
Weatherford, · 79, headed Berea and to listening to student concerns
from 1967 to 1984, when he retired. and acting on them."
He was a man of quiet, reflective digWeatherford, whose father had
nity and a forceful advocate for the been a Berea trustee for 47 years, also
school's commitment to Appalachia, oversaw drafting of Berea's Great
to poor but deserving students and to Commitments, which basically reafliberal education.
firmed the school's mission, and he
During his presidency, Weatherford forcefully argued that Berea's mission
charted a steady course for
was to uphold its liberalBerea as the school dealt
arts ideals and educate stuwith student unrest, the end
dents for their entire lives,
of the baby-boom era and
not just the short-term mar,
the rise of competing alterketplace.
natives in higher education.
A tall, gracious man who
· Berea President Larry
retained a professorial air,
.Shinn said everyone at Behe was an able fund-raiser,
·rea who knew Weatherford
a no-nonsense administrafelt a. deep sense of loss.
tor and plain-spoken moral.. "Willis was a .teacher and
ist. During his presidency
·mentor to student and colhe added $85 million to the
· leagues· alike. He was a
college's endowment,
·.man of great personal in1984 PHOTO strengthened the faculty
. tegrity who lived the values Weatherford
and expanded Berea's ninehe taught. Willis Weatherstate service area to take in
ford was also a man of humility and all of Kentucky.
service who embodied the best qualiWeatherford earned an undergradties of ·servant-leader. Berea College
t d
t v d rbilt d' · ·ty
·has lost a leader and a friend," Shinn ua e egree a an e
• a Mru
'd
degree at Yale, and· master's and
·s~0'h F
h
· ed h d f th Ph. D. degrees at Harvard. He spent
.
!1 .razer, t e retir ea O e several years abroad after World War
Assoc1alion of lnde~end~(!t Kentucky · II as a relief worker.
Colleges and Uruvemlies, called
Weatherford a visionary.
·
Weatherford was a professor at
. "He had a vision for that institution Swarthmore College and dean at Car·which never varied," Frazer said. leton College before going to Berea.
''Whether you disagreed with him or
The funeral is at 2 p.m. today at St.
:agreed with him, you could not help James Episcopal Church in Black
-but admire the integrity of the vision Mountain. A memorial service will be
and his dedication and persistence in held at 11 a.m. tomorrow at Union
realizing it."
·
Church in Berea. Burial will be in Be: Loyal Jones, a former Berea profes- rea Cemetery. Le~pert Funeral Home
sor and retired head of the school's in Berea is handling arrangements .
.Appalachian Center, said Weatherford. was interested in many causes,
Weatherford is survived by his
.including pacifism and civil rights.
wife, Anne Cobbs Smith Weatherford;
"He saw Berea College as a way to daughters Edith Hunt, Alice Downs
· help others, even beyond our 1,500 and Julia and Susan Weatherford; a
students," Jones said. "He was al- son, Willis D. Weatherford ill; and 15
ways getting people together for pur- grandchildren.
poses of education and other issues to
Memorial gifts may be made to Betry and make a positive difference in rea College, Berea, Ky, 40404
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\Patton eyes
Internet coll~ge
for Ky. model
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The University of Phoenix wouldn't seem to have
any link to the state of Kentucky.
But earlier this week, Gov. Paul Patton cited it as
an example of the kinds of ideas that several groups
seeking to change Kentucky's higher education ought
to look at.
That's because the University of Phoenix has an
on-line campus with 1,500 students. They're spread out
all over the country, and they're working on their degrees entirely by taking courses offered through the Internet. .
Some_ Kt;n- On the Net
tucky umvers1t1es - - - - - - ~ - - - - - have started ex- The University of Phoenix has informaperimenting in tion about its programs, including the
that realm
Online Campus, on the World Wide
Morehead State Web.
.
University for in- The address for the page 1s:
stance, has ofhttp://www.uophx.edu
fered
courses
taught on the Internet.
But Patton and some others think that there may
be more demand for such distance learning in the future.
"We must be willing to consider those things," Patton said on Tuesday, speaking at a commission -that's
studying distance learning in higher education, among
other topics.
Nofflet Williams, a retired associate dean of distance learning at the Universjty of Kentucky, said he
also thinks that Kentucky schools will have to use the
Internet as a teaching tool - or be passed by.
"If higher education doesn't adjust and change _and
provide people in Eastern Kentucky with the opportunity to do this through the Internet, they'll find someone else who will do it," said Williams, who has studied distance learning issues for 22 years.

Going to college on line
The University of Phoenix, which also has campuses in eight states, started its on-line campus in 1989.
The university, which is accredited, now offers
three on-line bachelor's degrees and
three master's degrees, all in business-related fields.
Other universities nationally
offer some courses or degree programs wholly on the Internet, but
Phoenix is often cited as an example because of its focus on the area.
Phoenix's on-line programs
work like this: the university mails
textbooks and other course information to students after they enroll.
Then, on the first day of the
week, instructors usually send information via electronic mail about
what the class will cover that week.
Instructors also use the Internet
to post lectures and other material;
students use discussion groups and
electronic mail to talk about the
course material.
'i11p

But nor eYPrvnne has to be llH
;n rile -:.;mw rirnP - ,omethinu

that would be almost impos~ibl~
with students spread across time
zones.

"They can even carry their
classroom with them when they
travel on business," said Tom Bishop, a spokesman for the on-line
campus. "They can work at 3 a.m.
if that's a good time for them."

Growth -

but some limits

Bishop said the Phoenix on-line
program started with eight stu-.
dents and has grown to about 1,500
in the last seven years.
That n.umber has also grown
even faster as more people become
aware of the Internet and get on
line, he said.
"I would say it's going to increase by at least 50 to 60 percent a
year for the foreseeable future,"
Bishop said.
... People from Kentucky have taken courses on line through the University of Phoenix, Bishop said, but
he did not have exact figures immediately available,
The typical Phoenix student is
someone who's about 38 years old
an.d has some college experience, he
said. About 65 percent of the students are men.
In many cases, the participants
travel a lot on business, Bishop
said.
"We hear it from people over
and over again that they've started
a program and then been unable to.
finish it, because they have to relocate," he said.

Williams_, the retired UK dean,
said he knows that some people
have some reservations about universities' branching out onto the Internet.
·
But he argues that such courses
represent an opportunity, not a
threat. That's because a student
who lives near a traditional college
or university isn't as apt to be interested in an on-line class, he said.
"I don't think for a moment that
we're talking about the demise al
higher education," he said. "What
we're talking about is the expansion of options for public colleges."
Patton, during his remarks earlier in the week, had acknowledged
that there are still several key questions that need to be resolved. For
instance, someone would need to
keep track of who offered what on
line if Kentucky universities ge~ involved in that field, he said.
And no one is saying that every·
academic area is a candidate for cyberspace.
.
"There are just some things
that aren't applicable to this," said
Bishop. "I know I wouldn't want to
go to a doctor who was trained in
an on-line class."

LEXINGTON HERALD·LEAOEA, LEXINGTON, KY, ■ Saturday, May 25, 1996

II.FRANKFORT
Patton names education task force: A tasl1
'force to examine all facets of education beyond high
school was appointed yesterday by Gov. Paul Patton
~nd the General Assembly's ranking leaders. It
mcludes Patton, top members of his administration and
a do~en legislators of both parties. Legislators were
appomted by Senate President John "Eck" Rose and
House Speaker Jody Richards, who included themselves. The gr~up's first meeting is June 17, a statement
from Patton said. The task force was created by the
1996 General Assembly at Patton's urging. It is to issue
a report and legislative proposals by Sept 1, 1997.
Other members are:
Executive branch: Cabinet secretary Margaret Greene
Cabinet; R9dney "Biz" _Cain, Workforce Development; Viola
Miller, Fam1hes and Children; Roy Peterson, Education, Arts
and _Humanities; Budget Director James Ramsey. Senate:
President Pro Tern Charlie Berger, D-Harlan; Majority Caucus
Chairman Nie~ Kafoglis,_ D-Bowling Green; Joey Pendleton,
D-Hopkmsv1lle, Davrd Wrlhams, R-Burkesville; CharJie Borde_rs, R-Russe_ll,. House: Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark, DLou1sv1lle; MaJonty Leader Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg;
vlmonty Leader Danny Ford, R-Mount Vernon; Minority Whip
,harhe Walton, R-Florence; Freed Curd, D-Murray.
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class will cover that week.
Instructors also use the Internet
LEXINGTON. Kv. - The Inter- to post lectures and other material:
net offers KeniUcky schools a new students use discussion groups
way to reach students - especially and eiectronic mail to talk about
in Eastern Kenrucky. And if they the course material.
But not everyone has to be on
don't offer Internet classes, other
schools will. a retired University of line at the same time - that would
be almost impossible with students
KeniUcky educator warns.
"If higher education doesn't ad- spread across time zones.
1
' They
can even carry their
just and change ... (srudents) will
find someone else who will do it," classroom with them when thev
said Nofflet Williams, who has travel on business, II said To Ill.
studied what is called "distance Bishop, a spokesman for the online campus. ;'They can work at 3
learning" for 22 years.
The University of Phoenix is one a.m. if that's a good time for
of those schools. It has an "online them."
Bishoo said the Phoenix online
camous" with 1.500 students
around the country. They are program started with eight stuworking on their degrees entirely dents and has grown to about
by taking courses offered through 1,500 in the last seven years.
· It is expected to grow even fast;he internet, a loosely organized
worldwide network of computers. er as more people get on line, he
Gov. Paul Patton held up the said.
"! would say it's going to inprogram as a model last week in
speaking to a commission that's crease by at least 50 to 60 percent
a year" for the next several years,
studying off-campus learning.
Some Kentucky universities Bishop said:
People from Kentucky have takhave started experimenting in that
realm - Morehead State Universi- en courses on line through the
ty, for instance, has offered University of Phoenix. Bishop said,
but he did not have exact figures.
courses on the Internet.
Williams, the retired UK dean,
Patton and others think that
there may be more demand for said he knows that some people
have reservations about universidistance learning in the future.
The University of Phoenix start- ties' going onto the Internet.
But he argues that such courses
ed its online camous in 1989.
The university ·offers three on- are an opportunity, not a threat.
line bachelor's degrees and three That's because a student who lives
master's degrees, all in business- near a traditional college or university isn't as apt to be interested
related fields.
Its online programs work like in an online class, he said.
"! don't think for a moment that
this: The university mails textbooks and other course informa- we're talking about the demise of
tion to students who enroll. Then, higher education," he said. "What
on the first dav of the week, in- we're talking about is the expanstructors usually send information sion of options for public coi,ia electronic mail about what the leges."

Associated Press
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to embrace spirit of serving
Associated Press

future generations,"

BEREA. Kv. - Southern writer
John Egerton· urged graduates of Berea College yesterday to follow the
school's tradition of "giving and serving.'1
The school awarded 188 degrees at

be held in the college's new Seaburv
Center.
·

:he commencement.

Egerton spoke of the achievements
of former Berea students who worked
for the betterment of others.
Edwin Embree, grandson of Berea
:ounder John G. Fee. was a philanihropist who was instrumental in pava
: :i<! the wav for the civil-rie:hts move.ant. Egerton said.
~-ie also mentioned Berea alumnus
·.1ner Woodson, the son of former
, .._.~,;. :1

nioneer in rhe smdv nf hl:i<'k

.istorv m this counrr-1.
"Throughout its hisiory, the college
.;::i.s been an oppommity for those

vith ambition but little money/' he
nid. "As you leave its camous. take
·:i. Ynu :.:e .~;,1rit Pi t'.:ese moun·1<:: t"11c:: .:n·nr n• ";,--.-· - .. ,... ~-,..., ... ,......
. hen share this n6bie tradition with

The commencement was the first to
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Unions protest at Yale graduation
Associated Press
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Union protesters disrupted Yale's commencement yesterday, shouting into bullhorns and carrying signs reading
ustop Yale's Corporate Greed."

but without learning to respect janitors and taxi drivers."
.
Inside the courtyard, the din could
be heard throughout the ceremony
despit~ the souped-up sound system.
Wlule the Rev. Victoria Matthews
gave the benediction, telling students
their call is "to go out into a world of
suffering and pain, of conflict, of anger, where life is not always fair or
ju_st," AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer
Richard Trumka yelled into a microphone on the green.
"(Yale) teaches students to walk
out_ the door and leave behind all the
ethics and morality they have

Thousands of people lining up to
enter the Old Campus courtyard for
commencement met the protesters
head-on as pro-union speeches began
on the adjacent New Haven town
green. Some grumbled; others didn't
seem bothered.
The Rev. Jes~e Jackson, who came
to support Yale s two unions, spoke to
about 3,500 protesters: "Students learned," he said.
leave with high !Qs and Yale degrees,
Yale President Richard C. Levin

conferred 2,944 degrees to undergraduates and graduate students at
the university's 295th commencement. Then about a half dozen undergraduates sympathetic to the unions
silently walked to the front of the
~ta~ and held up yellow signs readmg Yale Settle" before walking out.
The two 1;1nions, representing 3,700
clencal, mamtenance dining hall and
custodial workers h~ve had no contract since Feb. 7. Yale wants more
flexibility to hire outside workers· unions worry about job security. '
:t.Jniversity_ spokesman Gary Fryer
said he believes the two sides are

"fairly close" to a settlement, but no
talks are scheduled.
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1Transy leader to hand
last son hls diploma
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALQ.LEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

When Transylvania University
President Charles Shearer hands
out diplomas today at graduation,
he admits that one in particular will
be even more special.
He hopes you'll excuse- that
twinge of favoritism, but Scott
Shearer, class of '96, isn't just any
student. He's Shearer's son - the
third and final one to graduate
from Transy.
"It's always a special treat to
ha_nd your own son his diploma,"
said Shearer, who has been Transy's president for 13 years. "So rm
really looking forward to that."
But both father and son say
that life can be a little trickier when
the college president also is Dad.
It's balancing act with which
the family has had plenty of experi-

a

ence.
It started with eldest son Todd,
who graduated in 1992 with a degree in business. Mark Shearer followed. graduating in 1994 as a his-

,ury maJor. .:icon :,nearer wrn receive a business degree today.
Shearer. like all other Transy
employees. did get a big break on
his children's tuition - a 75 percent discount. Room and board,

though, were full price.
(The board voted in February to allow
employees' children to attend Transy tuitionfree.)
Scott Shearer said his decision to attend
Transy was easier because he had seen that
the family relationship didn't interfere with
his older brothers having good experiences
there.
"I think sometimes people would act a little differently when they knew," said Scott
Shearer. 21. "But most people didn't treat me
different, and I liked that."
Shearer said he also wrestled with how to
treat his sons when he encountered them on
campus.
Sometimes, he said. the balance wasn't
easy to strike. Once, he saw Todd Shearer
playing football on the lawn of Old Morrison
as he walked to his nearby car.
He debated whether to wave. He didn't.
"He gave me a little bit of a hard time
about that later," Shearer recalled with a

chuckle. "There's always been the balance between being courteous, like you would to any
student, and being intrusive."
So the family set up certain ground rules.
All three sons lived on campus throughout
their time at Transy. They did their laundry
on campus. instead of bringing it home. Once
a week. Shearer's wife. Susan, would write a
letter to her sons, and Shearer would drop it
into campus mail.
The other rule: the parents would only go
visit their sons' dorm rooms when invited.
Most times. like other parents. they didn't
even see the room until Parents' Weekend.
"My parents have been really good about
letting me come to them," Scott Shearer said.
"I really wanted to feel like I had gone away
to college."
It felt that way to his parents, too,
Charles Shearer said.
··If they came by the house, it usually was
for five or 10 minutes," he said. "But I think
it's really turned out well and we've had the
best of both worlds."
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More applicants try gimmicks
to get into Indiana colleges
Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - Colleges and
universities across Indiana are seeing
more gimmicks from student applicants who want to stand out from the
crowd.
Aspiring engineer Kenneth Milhous
sent Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology a bridge made of Legos. Brad
Pigott videotaped his collection of 300
ties and gave a guided tour of his bedroom.
Other students send in applications
accompanied by computer graphics,
computer disks filled with writings
and poetry, or cassette tapes of their
own music.
Does it work? Not really, admissions directors say. But it could grab
their attention.
"You're seeing more of these kinds
of things," said Robert Magee, director of admissions for Indiana Univer_sity.
"Some of them are very good, and
some of them are very bad. They real- ly do not affect the way we read the
application."
Magee said he was impressed last
fall by a Chicago student who sent in
a pencil sketch of herself.
"There was a vitality and spirit in
this little line drawing that captured
her personality.... We admitted her,

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

"There was a vitality
and spirit in this little
line drawing that
captured her
personality."
Robert Magee, direclor of admissions
for Indiana University, about a
Chicago student who sent in a pencil
sketch of herself.
and she s coming," he said.
1

At Rose-Hulman, a few engineering
students have gotten creative to snag
one of 375 freshman openings. The
college gets 3,500 applications yearly.
Pigott, 19, of Fainnont, W.Va., decided a videotape of himself would
best show his personality and give
him a chance to explain his strong
suits, experience and desire to come
to Rose-Hulman.
"Then I gave them a tour of some
stranger things in my room that make
me an individual," said Pigott, who
entered Rose-Hulman last fall.
This spring, Rose-Hulman got the
Lego bridge, in a 3-foot-long box from
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Ex-MSU professor's
lawsuit dismissed
By MADELYNN COLDIRON
0FTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD -- A former
Morehead State University
professor has lost his racial
discrimination lawsuit against
the university.
Rowan Circuit Judge William Mains on May 9 dismissed the suit filed in March
1995 by Mbibong Nchami and
his wife, Yahne Jackson•
Nchami. Mains also rejected
their motion to add 14 new defendants to their original lawsuit.
The suit claimed Mbibong
Nchami's constitutional rights
were violated by the way MSU
officials disciplined and then
fired him. He was disciplined
after a student filed a sexual
harassment complaint against
him. A university investigation ruled in the student's
favor. Mbilong Nchami's con-

Milhous, of Moorpark, Calif.
"It showed he's creative and he
didn't take himself too seriously. I
think it was a positive thing," said
Charles Howard, dean of admissions.
The gimmicks don't mean a thing
unless students back them up with
necessary preparation and grades,
Howard said. But they do help the
students stand out.
Prospective medical students rarely
resort to those attention-getters, said
Robert Stump, director of admissions
for the JU School of Medicine in Indianapolis. More than 2,600 applicants
?'"e competing this year for 280 openmgs.
Stump said one student sent in a
videotape this year, but he did not
watch 11 because he wanted to keep
all applicants on a level playing field.
Apart from gimmicks, the biggest
trend in college admissions is the online submission of computerized applications.
In Indiana, the University of Indianapolis and Purdue University are
among the first with online applica.tion procedures. Prospective students
can apply to Indianapolis on an onscreen form and e-mail it to the university or print it out and mail it.
For Purdue, students can call up
application forms on the Internet and
mail them back. Later this year, they
will be able to submit them online.

tract was not renewed.
The Nchamis also alleged
their rights were violated because of their race and their
opposition to "racially motivated practices and procedures" at MSU. They sought
an unspecified amount of monetary damages.
Nchami was a professor of
education and his wife was an
instructor in the provisional
studies depai;tment.
Two months after the suit
was filed, the couple and the
university signed an agreed
order. In the order, Nchami
and the student who filed the
complaint against him agreed
to avoid contact with each
other. MSU agreed to pay
Nchami the money owed to
him for reimbursement of funeral and sick leave. The university also agreed to pay

Yahne Jackson-Nchami an undisclosed sum as a result of an
agreement about her involuntary suspension.
The university had sought
dismissal of the suit, saying
state law prohibits anyone
from pursuing the same claim
in two different venues. At the
time the suit was filed, Nchami also was taking his complaint to the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights and
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The
iatter agency's approval is necessary before a discrimination
lawsuit can be filed in federal
court.
The Nchamis are represented by former Morehead attorney Anthea Boarman, who
now works for the Metropolitan Human Relations Commission in Nashville, Tenn.
She could not be reached for
comment Friday.
MSU's attorney, John Irvin
Jr., did not know the status of
the EEOC complaint. But in a
follow-up motion to Mains' dismissal ruling, Boarman indicated the couple may request
withdrawal of the human
rights commission complaint
to further pursue the original
lawsuit.
The motion seeks a rewording of the dismissal so the suit
can be reinstated, and for revoka tion of the dismissal
order. It also asks Mains to detail the reasons for his ruling
for an appeals court review.
Irvin has filed an objection
to the motion.
·
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,Many college students turning down
membership in Phi Beta Kappa society
BY EMILY

M, BERNSTEIN

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE

not Nobel Prizes, but it really is an

honor."

Time was: that men hung the
At many, state universities, the
golden key of Phi Beta Kappa from acceptance numbers hover around
watch chains, and membership in 60 percent, so low that the society
the society was• noted at every did its first national survey last
milestone of life: in marriage ·an- year.
: nouncements, promotion notices,
Phi Beta Kappa's newsletter
obituaries. But today's top college calls the phenomenon "membership
students
are resistance." National and local offiturning down cers attribute it to first-generation
"I don't think Phi Beta Kappa college students, students who do
anybody is
in record num- not consult their parents on such
matters, and students who have
going to hire bers.
Some
of
the
gone
to public schools, all of whom
or fire me
chosen
don't
;
are
less
likely to have heard of the
·because I
join
because
·-society.The
officers are looking for
belong to Phi
they've
never ways to combat that
Beta
' heard of the or- • Phi Beta Kappa was founded at
wtiatever."
ganization; oth- the College of William and Mary in
BRIAN D. Bo~CH ers are confused
Williamsburg, Va., in 1776, as a
by a profusion society to preserve academic free·of honor societ- dom and liberal arts education. The
ies, or see them as anachronisms Greek initials stand for the motto
that are not worth the $30 to $50 Philosophia Biou Kybemetes:
membership fees. The upshot is "Love-of wisdom (is) the guide of
that Phi Beta· Kappa, the nation's · life." .
most prestigious honor society, has
The society quickly spread to
an image problem.
other colleges, and it has spawned
•:r don't think anybody is going dozens of imitators· that cater to
to hire or fire·me'becailse I belong students in specific departments or
to Phi Beta .whatever," said Brian to any high achiever on campus.
D. Bosch, wlio graduated last week The popularity of these diverse
from the Uriiversity of Connecticut. groups has made Phi Beta Kappa
Bosch received an invitation in less special to many students.
early April to join Phi Beta Kappa, .
"There are so many different
but he turned it down. The UConn societies out there now, and they
chapter elected 143 juniors and all cost money," said Karen L.
seniors this spring, but 65 of them Heley, a senior who turned down
- 45 percent - did not join.
Phi Beta· Kappa after joining three
· Phi Beta Kappa is hoth the other societies.
oldest and the most exclusive honErika Linkkila D'Atria was a
or society in the country. Only 10 junior in the communications scipercent of colleges have chapters, ences department at the University
and just more than 1 percent of of Connecticut, with a grade-point
college seniors are elected each average of 3.94 and membership in
year.
three honor societies when she got
To be elected, a student must the invitation from Phi Beta Kappa.
have more than a high grade-point
"I hadn't heard of it before,"
average. Chapter members review said D' Atria, 21. "I guess I should
the academic records of the top 10 have, but there isn't much advertispercent of the class, to ensure that ing or publicity."
most credits are earned in the
Meanwhile, the chapter had
liberal arts and sciences, in a broad chosen D' Atria as one of three
array of subjects, and at an ad- juniors to whom it wished to offer
vanced level.
a scholarship. When she did not
Nationwide, 85 percent of stu- respond to the. invitation, an officer
dents who are elected choose to of the society called her adviser,
join Phi Beta Kappa. At small Susan Fridy. Fridy urged D'Atria
liberal ans colleges and at private to join.
universities, it is still virtually unAlthough Phi Beta Kappa has
heard of for a student to tum down the highest acceptance rate among
the society.
' .l:\19!1°f.W.@\ :t9 sound too big
for _purJlOOts, :but if I heard that 85
percent·uf-peop!e ·awarded Nobel
Prizes· had ·accepted, I'd be startled," said Charles Blitzer, the president of Phi Beta Kappa. "We're

the major honor societies, the issue
of declining acceptance became
public last year when newspaper
reports in Tucson focused on the
students at the University of Arizona turning down membership.
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'Trouble with college today·
is the calendar is too short
H
BY MILTON GREENBERG

igher education has a dayin, day-out problem that
took me years to recognize.
Why do professors never seem to
have enough time for their work or
their students? Why do students so
often seem harried and tired these
days?
It's the calendar, stupid.
When I was a fledgling faculty
member more than 40 years ago,
most colleges and universities operated on a so-called "traditional"
calendar, consisting of two 17- or
18-week semesters. The fall semester began in mid-September and
overlapped the Christmas holidays,
with final exams occurring in midJanuary. The second semester ended in mid-to-late June.
Since the early 1970s, most colleges have been on the "early semester" calendar. ·
Classes begin around the first
of September and end before
Christmas - a 14-week semester.
This schedule, viewed as a potential fuel saver, extends the Christmas recess until mid-January. The
second 14-week semester ends in
early May.
Simple math tells us that the
academic "year" now lasts about
seven months, occupying a mere
28 weeks. This point was dramatically illustrated by the recent
Newsweek magazine cover story
headlined "$1,000 a Week: The
Scary Cost of College," referring to
the $28,000 annual cost of attending a prestigious private college for
two 14-week semesters. (For the remaining 24 weeks of the year, of
course, campus life is either at a
halt or dramatically slowed.)
By no means. however, do we
...:xp~ricnce 28 \·;eeks of Uiiii1tcrrupted learning. Behold a typical
academic year:
Around Labor Day, when classes begin, everyone is engaged in
the opening shakedown. Students
drop and add in startling numbers.
Books may not be available for all
courses. Dorms may be overloaded.
Various opening ceremonies take
place. Little of any academic substance, or serious meetings involving faculty or students. takes place
until late September.
October is a good month for
getting things done. E\·errone is

settled down, and only the annual
debate over the sainthood of

I
BARRIE MAGUIRE

Christopher Columbus and the celebration of Halloween distract
some people.
The first 10 days of November
are useful for campus chores and
meetings, but then the Thanksgiving Day syndrome sets in. Midterm exams are followed by escalating departures of students. By
the weekend before the week of
Thanksgiving, the campus is
bereft of serious activity; this lull
extends until December.
December requires little comment. Final exams and the surge
toward the Christmas and New
Year holidays consume everyone's
attention. Faculty accomplish few
pieces of traditional university
business. Students disappear when
their last exam is done.
January, too, requires little
comment. The semester starts
around the Martin Luther King Jr.
holiday, leaving time only for the
drills of drop-add and books, and
the usual re-entry/post-vacation
syndrome.
Februar: is H ,mod month. It is
shorter than the rest and includes
Presidents' Day, but a lot of meetings are held, deadlines are set for
March and early April and everyone is waiting for spring.
March could be a good month,
but it begins with mid-term exams,
is rudely interrupted by a weeklong Spring Break (which begins in
the middle of the previous week,
similar·to the pre-Thanksgiving
and Christmas practice). Return
from Spring Break is harried, with
everyone preparing to meet the
deadlines set in February.
April looms large. All kinds of
groups have scheduled numerous

meetings prior to the now-visible
end of the semester and year. If
anything is to be completed, April
is the time or else it will probably
have to be put off until October.
Faculty are rushing to complete
their courses, grade term papers
and attend meetings. Students are
beginning to study in earnest,
though welcome spring days interfere.
May is exclusively occupied by
final exams, end-of-year ceremonies and, by midmonth, commencement. Except for those teaching or attending summer school,
the academic year is over.
What this all adds up to is that
only October, February and April
are available for seriously uninterrupted time.
A lot is packed into 28 weeks:
Classes are taught, papers graded,
students counseled; books and articles are written and read; games
are attended; professional meetings
are held; consulting contracts
filled. The pace is hard, the days
are long. It is impressive when you
consider what is accomplished during this time.
But how much is not accomplished? Faculty are not on duty
for nearly half the year. Many are
active with study and publication
or consulting, but that is still a lot
of days when you don't have to get
out of bed.
A return io the old calendar of
34 to 36 weeks would add a huge
number of days for teaching and
learning and for all other university chores. Just 30 years ago, students and faculty averaged about
190 days of class time; now it is
about 155. Why the decrease? Is
there less to learn or to do?
courages prolonged and expensive
educational efforts bv students.
The theoretical four i•ears for graduation (which for most students
now drags out to five and six)
could easily be narrowed. And simple administrative tasks like filling
appointments or changing an academic program could be done on a
more reasonable and effective
timetable. But first. we must fix
the dysfunctional calendar.
is a professor
of government at American University, where he formerly served as
provost and interim president.

II Milton Greenberg
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Prestonsburg
college should
look to future,
report says
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

A team of consultants hired by
the University of Kentucky to get
to the bottom of a messy controversy at Prestonsburg Community College says the campus needs to form
another committee to settle the matter.
The team's other major conclu•
sion: the atmosphere on campus
has become poisoned, with some
employees refusing to speak to each
other and people on both sides of
the dispute becoming targets of harassing letters and phone calls.
The report, released yesterday
by UK, offers relatively few
specifics but says the divisions can
be repaired, starting with a campuswide committee to discuss the
issues.
"It is time to stop looking back
and to start focusing on the future,"
the four-page report said. "Without
an immediate change i°if ciimate, it
is unlikely that a reasoned discussion can take place about any issue
of substance on which opinions are
divided."
The report said the campuswide committee should address
most of the issues it cited.
The three consultants had not
yet submitted a bill, said UK
spokesman Bernie Vonderheide.
But he said UK, which oversees the
state's 14 community colleges, expected to pay slightly less than
$15,000 for the report.
The consultants visited the
campus for two days earlier this
month and spoke with faculty,
staff. students and community
members.
College President Deborah
Floyd and UK officials hailed the
report, saying it represented a way
for the college to put past battles
behind it.
"It seems very reasonable,"
Floyd said. "I'm pleased by their fo.
cus on the future."
But several of the college's faculty were critical, saying its recommendations were useless.
"We knew we had a division
here. They didn't really give us any
way to resolve it." said Thomas
Orf. president-elect of the Faculty
Assembly. "I thought it was pretty
bad that all this money was spent
basically on stuff that we already
knew."
UK hired the consultants earlier
this month. after a controversy that
had plagued the college for months.
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In March. 22 faculty members
s.ent a letter to UK. asking oificials
there to request Floyd's resignation.
Later that month, the facultv
rnted no-confidence in Floyd by a
.r,-27 margin. with one abstention.
Floyd's critics have said she is
an autocratic leader who doesn't listen to faculty and intimidates some
employees. They say she has pursued her own plan for the college,
without consulting others.
Her defenders - which include
the UK administration, the PCC advisory board and the Student Government Association - paint a
vastly different picture.
They say Floyd is a tireless
worker and dynamic leader whose
desire for change has upset some.
They point to the college's health
programs and other developments
as evidence of Floyd's progress.
The report suggested that the
campuswide committee should consist of the college's two deans, five
faculty members, a non-teaching
faculty from the library, at least
three students, three staff members,
one staff member from the college's
Pikeville campus, the chairman of
the college's advisory board or his

606-783-2030

designee. and the chairman of the
college's foundation board or his
designee.
Several facultv members said
they were disappointed that the report did not offer more concrete solutions .
"I am mystified," said Deborah
Jacobs. an English associate professor at the Pikeville campus. "The
idea of a committee is a joke."
Phyllis Honshell, the facultv liaison to the consultants, said· she
was not surprised by the report's
contents.
But she said she was concerned'
about the timing. Because most faculty are on 10-month contracts, that'
means many of them won't even be.
on campus until August, she said.
"I just don't know how quickly .
a committee can do a lot of work,"
said Honshell, a 30-year faculty
member. "I think expediency is a
necessary consideration."
,.
Other faculty said they thought':
the report had painted an accurate;
picture of the campus situation.
.
"I thought they were fair and.
accurate," said Bob McAninch, a.
political science professor. "I saw·
everything in their document that
I'd seen going on on campus."
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FIim 101 at NKU: Students can get credit - along
with the filmmakers - for Jimmy Crack Corn, a movie
that will begin filming in June at Northern Kentucky
University. Officials of the university and two New
Yark filmmakers agreed to grant the film status as an
artist-in-residence project that provides academic credit
to student interns for jobs ranging from casting to
sound editing. Producer David Hannah said he hopes
the project will be a model for other school-filmmaker
partnerships. "We want this program to be copied all
over the country," he said. The arrangement includes
association with the NKU Foundation, a conduit for
donations of goods and services. The filmmakers said
the Greater Cincinnati Film Commission helped to
recruit aid that has come in the form of housing, hospitality and equipment. Hannah's partner, director James
Rosenow, has auditioned actors in Cincinnati, Chicago,
New Yark and Los Angeles. Local casting for smaller
parts and extras will be later. About two dozen interns
are working on pre-production. Among the students'
jobs has been hunting through nearby Northern Kentucky counties for a farm to appear in the movie, a
story about small-town life. Hannah said university
officials were determined to bring the film company to
campus. David Thomson of the NKU radio-televisionfilm program said the university supported the movie
project because it was well-planned and promised rare
learning opportunities.
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Ex-publisher to give Centre address: Creed C.
Black. head of the Knight Foundation and former publisher of the Herald-Leader, will give the commencement address at Centre College on Sunday. Black also
will receive an honorary doctorate degree, along with
University of Kentucky Athletics Director C.M. Newton, Georgia Tech Athletics Director Homer C. Rice and
baccalaureate speaker Richard L. Harrison, president of
Lexington Theological Seminary. "The college identified Black, Newton and Rice as three people who by
personal example and persuasive leadership represent
integrity in college athletics," Centre President Michael
F. Adams said.
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;Model of integrity
Weatherford surmounted challenges at Berea College

KJ

enrucky's Berea College has
faced called on all that he had to offorged a noble hiRrory since
fer.
t opened in 1855, and surely
Berea had confronted challenges
one of its most honored places bebefore. but Mr. Weatherford served
longs to Berea's sixth president.
during a stormy era for all colleges.
Willis D. Weatherford Jr.
He was especially pained after
Mr. Weatherford, who died last protests in the early '70s for more
week at 79 in Black Mountain, N.C., black students and faculty. Like his
guided Berea from 1967 to 1983. He father, Mr. Weatherford had long
was one of Berea's most able and
s upported integration and civil
important presidents - and one of
rights, but upon his retirement, he
the finest any Kentucky campus
lamented Berea's up-and-down
has ever seen.
record in increasing the black presHe was kind and
ence on campus.
courtly yet sureIronically, he aroused some ophanded and tough,
position when he moved to remedy
and strong in his dethis. Some alumni and trustees didmeanor. He was firm
n't like his proposal to expand the
in his conviction to
college's service area to include all
strengthen Berea's
of Kentucky and part of southern
historic mission of
Ohio. Nevertheless, Berea ultimately
serving Southern
did this to gain access to a more
Appalachian stufertile recruiting ground.
dents and promoting interracial and
But Mr. Weatherford was deterinternational education.
mined to preserve Berea's essence
All the while, he raised the big
while adapting it to modem realimoney essential for a tuition-free
ties. Campus rules for students beeducation for students who worked came less stringent; Berea began
campus jobs but could not attend
hiring the best and brightest faculty
without full financial aid.
wherever it found them (even some
Mr. Weatherford carried a !usof non-Christian faiths); and it untrous pedigree. His father, Willis D. derwent two curricular reforms.
Weatherford, a renowned ApTo have achieved this, while
palachian leader and civil rights pi- many colleges went through gyraoneer, was an influential Berea
tions in the face of changing cirtrustee for 47 years.
cumstances, testifies to Mr. WeathFurthering this legacy, Willis D. erford's faithfulness to his predecesWeatherford Jr. earned degrees
sors and those who would come affrom Vanderbilt, Yale Divinity
ter him. There is a word for this.
School and Harvard, before serving It's "integrity." Mr. Weatherford alat two of the nation's top colleges
ways spoke and acted with integri-- 17 years as an economics profes- ty. This is why history will smile
sor at Swarthmore and two years
appreciatively on his good works.
as the dean at Carleton.
This is why his many colleagues,
It was fortunate that he had
friends and admirers will miss him
this background, because what he
dearly.
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and has asked the school "for help in
providing additi<;>nal infonnatio~:"
Nystrand declined to be specific on
what infonnation the NCM has requ~s;e:~id u of L has not received a
•
fonnal letter of inquiry, which would
denote specific charges.
"I hope it's resolved pretty soon,
but ri~ht now I can't tell you any
~
more,' he said.
NCM enforcement officials declined comment and referred all questions to U of L.
By DAVE KOERNER
The investigation stems from a seStaff Writer
ries of stories in The Courier-Journal
that named several secondary violaThe NCAA still is looking into the
tions. They focused on fonner U of L
University of Louisville basketball
center Samaki Walker and his use of
program, but there's no timetable on
two vehicles and assistant coach
when the situation will be resolved, a
Larry Gay, who has resigned.
school official said yesterday.
Walker was suspended for two earRay Nystrand, special assistant to
ly-season games following findings
the president and the person in
about his use of a Ford Explorer. He
charge of the school's probe. conlater missed 10 more games while
firmed that the NCM has sent U of L
U of L officials examined his obtainofficials a preliminary lener 01mau1ry
ment of a 1991 Honda Accord.
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Dean's bow to
basketball stars
was out of line
I am writing to express my conce
about the University of Kenruckv's Colle
of Communication graduation May 5. De.
Douglas Boyd, in his opening spee<
made reference to the fact that in the ea1
1920s the University of Kenruckv was 1
tablished to support the basketball tea1
which was already in existence. I kne
this town was basketball crazy - b
even God rested on the Sabbath.
As most of Lexington knew, Tor
Delk and Walter McCarty were in th
group of graduates. As usual. each grad
ate's name was called honors were d
tailed. and they walked 'across the stage
shake the hand of the dean and receh
their "pseudo" diploma. When McCan
walked up to the podium, his name w;;
called and the audience went wild wit
cheers and Boyd dropped to the floor as
to humble himself before McCarty. Stt
dents were blinded by all the camera flast
~ that went off at that moment. It was a
if the Hollywood paparazzi had invade
the Singletary Center. When Delk walke
across the stage, he got the same cheer
and blinding camera flashes. Now her
comes th~ kicker - Boyd dropped to th
floor agam, handed the diploma to Dell
and kissed his hand.
My point is that these gentlemen wen
singled out \n front of hundreds of gradu
at~ and therr parents as being superior tc
the1r classmates. It is understandable tha·
the audience would respond a little differ
ently to these members of the 1996 NCAA
Championship team. But the fact that tht
dean of the College of Communications
had the audacity to make them out to be
better than their peers is, in my mind, improper and shameful. This was supposed
to be one of the greatest days in the lives
of those students who worked very dili~entl~ to receive their degrees only to have
1t belittled by the actions of a basketball
fa?atic dean. Boyd goofed, even if nobody
will tell him.
ERICA MCDONALD
WINGTON

His eligibility was restored after the
NCM's eligibility committee reviewed only an insurance-related issue concerning the Honda.
However. the purchase of the car
remains among the issues being investigated by the NCAA.
Walker. who would have been a
junior. has signed with an agent and
declared himself eligible for next
month's National Basketball Association draft.
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OVC expected to let Middle exit league in football:
Ohio Valley Conference presidents are expected to allow Middle
Tennessee to leave the league in
fooiball when the Blue Raiders go
llivision 1-A in 1998.
At Thursday's meeting in Murra}', the presidents will let Middle
do what they permitted Morehead
Slate to do last year - compete in
all other OVC sports except footba!J..The Eagles, however, will be a
I-AA independent this fall as they
mov" to non-scholarship football.
· Tenns of Middle's departure in
football could be different than
~forehead's, according to Commissioner Dan Beebe. The Eagles
next year will have their share
from the NCAA basketball tournament divided among the other OVC
,·,·hools.
"Middle's payment could be in
a different form," Beebe said.
"That might change for Morehead,
too."

F.astern Coach Roy Kidd supports the archrival Raiders in their
move to I-A. The schools either
won or shared 14 consecutive OVC
titles until Murray State prevailed
last year.
"I'm excited for them," Kidd
said. "Their administration is aggressive and wants a good program."

But the Eastern-Middle rivalry

State notebook
Rick Bailey covers
state schools and
Marshall for the
Herald-Leader.
This article
includes his
opinions and
observations.

likely will end after the 1997 season "unless they give us a $100,000
guarantee," Kidd said with a laugh.
"Boots (Donnelly, the Middle
coach) says he's seen all he wants
of Eastern."

Independent Morehead
Morehead Coach Matt Ballard
reports his Eagles are anxious for
their "new and different experience" this fall as an independent.
Morehead has six I-AA foes and
three NCAA Division II foes on its
schedule; a 10th game is being
sought.
"There was a sense of loss
from the OVC, but- we're far removed from that now," Ballard
said. "We've got a challenging
schedule that allows us to be more
competitive. How that translates
into wins and losses depends on
how we execute."

Ballard will have the I-AA
maximum 90 players report for fall
camp with additional players arriving when classes start. More than
50 players have signed letters of
commitment he designed affirming
they will attend Morehead, play
football and abide by university
rules. The letters are non-binding
and have no legal authority.
"The national letter of interit
and scholarship papers are more
binding," said Steve Hamilton,
MSU athletic director. "When you
don't give scholarships, you don't
know who will be here until school
starts. That's why you recruit a lot
of players."
The Eagles will have about 'l:l
athletic scholarships this fall as
downsizing continues.
Ballard was pleased with the
MSU defense during spring practice. "We've got depth on the line
and in the secondary and the flexibility to rotate players to more
than one position," he said. Nine
starters return this fall.
The offense isn't as deep espe- .
dally on the line. Quarterback
Chris Berry played baseball and
missed spring practice.

EKU staff changes
"I told Joe he wouldn't know
what to do with all those free
hours," Kidd said about Joe Blan-

can beat in the first game. You
don't care how you play as long as
you win."

1996 football schedules
EASTERN KENTUCKY

Sept. 7

OVCvs. SEC

MOREHEAD STATE

TROY STATE, 7

Sept. 7

at Dayton, 7

'Sept.14

at Western Kentucky, 8

Sept. 21

at Valparaiso, 1

:21

APPALACHIAN STATE, 7

Sept. 28

TENNESSEE TECH, 7

Oct. 5

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI, 2

Oct. 12

at Wofford. TBA

at Middle Tennessee, 4

Oct. 26

ST. JOSEPH'S (Ind.), 1:30

Sept.

Oct. 5
Oct.19

Sept. 28

KENTUCKY WESLEYAN. 7
at Charleston Southern, 1:30

at Tennessee-Martin, 2

Nov. 2

QUINCY, 1:30

Nov. 2

TENNESSEE STATE, 1:30

Nov. 9

WESTERN KENTUCKY, 1:30

Nov, 9

MURRAY STATE, 1:30

Nov. 16

at Evansville, 1:30

Oct. 26

Nov. 16

at Austin Peay, 2:30

Nov. 23

at Eastern Illinois, 2:30

kensbip, the Colonels' longtime
offensive coordinator who will be a
full-time professor this fall.
Blankenship was on Kidd's
staff at Eastern for 19 years, seven
as coordinator. He decided to return to the classroom full time
because of chronic knee problems.
Two assistants will share the
coordinator's job. Offensive line
coach Doug Carter will be in
charge of the running game. Leon
Hart returns to Eastern as the
quarterbacks and receivers coach;
he will be responsible for the passing game.
Hart was the head coach at
Division II Elon College for the

All Umes Eastern

past seven years where he had a
37-37 record.
The Colonels will be challenged
early this fall by two of their first
three opponents. Troy State will
visit Richmond for the opener
Sept 7; two weeks later Appalachian State travels to Eastern. Both
foes were unbeaten during the 1995
Division I-AA regular season. In
between, Eastern will visit traditional rival Western Kentucky.
"We've got a tougher schedule
than we need," Kidd said. "Dr.
(Bob) Baugh (EKU athletic director) scheduled the two games to
help se;ison ticket sales. You always want to play somebody you

'

.

The OVC fared well against
Southeastern Conference baseball
rivals this spring, despite the asser- '
lion of Kentucky Athletics Director
C.M. Newton I-hat OVC schools
(and Western Kentucky) used their,
ace pitchers to deal the Wildcats
some critical losses.
After the fast-closing Cats
failed to receive an NCAA Tournament bid last week, Newton said, ·
"You save your (best) pitchers ...
for your conference play. But the
other teams come in with their ace.
This is the biggest game on their
schedule."
But Randy Stacy, Morehead's
sports information director, pointed
out that four UK starters in the
SEC Tournament pitched in the
Cats' two losses to the Eagles.
The OVC was 11-22 against the: ·'
SEC, a deceptive record because
the Valley was 0-8 against Tennes-,, ..
see. Alabama, No. 1 seed in the
College World Series, was 2-3
against the OVC, losing to Eastern,.•
Murray and Middle. UK was 1-4
against the OVC.
Morehead just missed. winning
the OVC Tournament and qualify-_.,
ing for a play-in series to reach the' '
NCAA.
.
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Panel suggests PCC
staff participation
in decision-making
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

PRESTONSBURG - Teachers who led a recent uprising
agamst Prestonsburg Community College President De-·
borah Floyd say they see few
positives in a report made
Tuesday by three consultants
hired to ease the conflict.
"I don't think they proposed
anything really earthshaking,
and as a taxpayer I'm kind of
outraged if that's all they did
to get $5,000 each plus expenses," said Tom Matajasic a
history teacher.
'
He and other instructors
said the report's main thrust
parallels a recommendation
they made two months ago that a college-wide committee
be named to consider issues at
point.
Floyd said she was impressed by the consultants' advice to focus on the future and
stop looking back. "They did
identify the issues," she said.
Finding common ground is a
main part of thpse issues she
said, and "the new begu{ning
they recommend appears to be
an excellent opportunity for
the college family to move forward in harmony."
The report said the college
community lacks understanding of the school's systems and
operations, particularly on
personnel and financial issues
and that staff needs to take ~
revitalized role in decisionmaking.
Those issues, Matajasic .said,
are only symptoms of the larger conflict between Flovd and
teachers who consider her
management style dictatorial.

He said the issues belong to
Floyd and Ben Carr, chancellor of the University of Kentucky community college system.
That conflict came to a head
in March when members of
the PCC Faculty Assembly
sougl).t Floyd's resignation.
Carr empaneled the consultant
group after Floyd sought outside evaluation of the school's
problems.
The report called for a return to civility among members of the PCC staff, saying
many have stopped speaking
to each other in the hall.
Others seem more interested
in bringing down administrators while still others express
fear of retribµtion if they disagree with anyone about anything, the report said.
"We urge each ... member of
the college community to
begin the healing process by
taking responsibility for his or
her own behavior and making
a personal commitment to respect opposing viewpoints and
return civility to discourse,"
the three consultants wrote.
Claire Guthrie Gastanaga of
Richmond, Va., who chaired
the group that made the report, said Matajasic's position
that structural issues belong to
Floyd and Carr is part of the
problem.
"The entire community
needs to get involved at every
level. If there are concerns
about broader rules, they
should make recommendations
to the chancellor. We encour·
age every person to bec•)me a
participant,". she said.

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

Matajasic criticized the
panel's suggestions that specific individuals serve on the
committee, noting that one
student whose name was listed
had openly supported Floyd.
Two of the students suggested as members graduated
this year, Floyd said. The
third, Edward Pinson of PCC's
Pikeville campus, seen as
"committed and mature" by
the consultants, drew support
from both Floyd and the dissident teachers.
Pinson, at 36 a retired insuranceman and freshman, said
he believes students shouldn't
be drawn into PCC politics.
"We shouldn't back (Floyd) or
not back her. She should get
her personal problems straight
and students shouldn't be involved in management."
Matajasic said the consultants'· recommendation of PCC
librarian Sandra Robertson as
a committee member was improper for two reasons. He
said she is a Floyd supporter
and that adding her as a nonteaching member would give
that segment of the faculty
double representation.
Gastanaga said community
participation on the committee
should come from the college's
advisory and foundation
boards, but Matajasic said Tim·
Weddington, chair of the foundation board, had already committed to Floyd by writing aletter advising faculty members to get back to work and
shut up.
Weddington said this morning he hadn't been made aware
of the recommendation and
didn't know how he would respond, but acknowledged taking a stance behind the president.
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Stadiµm to get 1st gift
of government money
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$1.5 million donated to U of L department:

whole community. The (stadium) has
been a great public-private partnership. We have all worked on this as a
team. It is appropriate for us to get on '
the team."
Maple said the city and county will
benefit from stadium-generated taxes.
By SHELDON S. SHAFER
"My only rer;et is that we could
Staff Writer
not help more,' County Commissioner Irv Maze said.
Louisville and Jefferson County
The county's money apparently will
each plan to contribute $750,000 to- come from a federal reimbursement
ward the University of Louisville foot- of nearly $4 million for past contribuball stadium complex - the first di- lions to charity care at University of
rect infusion of government money Louisville Hospital.
into the nearly $60 million project.
Aides for Abramson and Armstrong
County Judge-Executive Dave Arm- declined to comment yesterday on the
strong, Mayor Jerry Abramson and donations, pending today's news conbanker Malcolm Chancey, who has led ference. Chancey couldn't be reached.
the effort to fund the 45,000-seat stadiLocal officials had long noted that
um, are expected to announce the do- the U of L stadium stood to be pernations at a news conference today.
haps the only major sports facility in
A $5 million gift from Papa John's Kentucky that would be built without
Pizza and its founder, John Schnatter, at least some government cash contrirecently completed funding. for the bution. The state helped build most of
stadium. The city and county gifts are its universities' football stadiums.
expected to go toward building a
The state arranged to provide the
$7.2 million football training center.
land for the U of L stadium - about
"I can't think of a better way to 100 acres at an old CSX railroad yard
spend tax dollars to benefit so many · off South Floyd Street - through' a
people," said Bebe Melton, president land swap with CSX. The city and/or
of the Board of Aldermen. "Why county will sell up to $18 million in
should we not help finish the (funding bonds, but they will assume no finanfor the) project, when the community cial risk because the bonds are to be
has invested so much" already?
paid off by stadium revenues.
Melton said Abramson will propose
Ground will be broken next month.
providing the $750,000 from the city's
In addition to the football training
general fund when he announces his center, $2.5 million is needed to cover
1996-97 city bud~et tomorrow.
financing costs and contingencies. As
County Commissioner Russ Maple of mid-May stadium supporters still
said the county's putting up $750,000 needed to raise about $5 million of
"will be in the best interest of the the combined $9.7 million figure.

Louisville, Jefferson
to each give $750,000
to U of L complex

A University of Louisville psychiatrist and professor
1emerirus donated $1.5 million to the school's psychiatr
and behavioral sciences department. Gisela Kolb created the Gottfried and Gisela Kolb Endowed Chair in
Outpatient Psychiatry, in part to honor her late husband, Germany's first child psychologist. The occupan
of the chair will teach, conduct research and supervise
the care of indigent patients.
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Tech grads can get associate degree
PADUCAH, Ky. - Paducah Community College and West Ke
tucky State Technical School agreed Tuesday to allow West Kentuc
Tech graduates to receive a PCC associate degree in technical stud,
in selected programs.
.
.
Beginning this summer, students from West Kentucky Tech w,ll
awarded 30 credit hours toward an associate degree. The stude,
will then need to fulfill general education and other requirements :
the Paducah Community College _associate degree. .
.
PCC President Len O'Hara said the agreement w,ll result m
stronger work force that helps make the area more attractive to bu
nesses. and industry.
The schools have been working toward the agre~ment for fc
years. It applies to West Kentucky Tech graduates m architectu
drafting, mechanical drafting, machine-tool technology and electn
ics technology.
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Herald-Leader reporter
Angie Muhs gets award
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Herald-Leader reporter Angie
Muhs has won a national award for
her reporting on education in Kentucky.
The American Association of
'University Professors awarded
Muhs its 1996 Award for Excellences· in Coverage of Higher Education.
Muhs, 'l:l, won for her four-part
series, "Midlife Crisis: Kenrucky's
Community Colleges at the Cross-

roads."
The series dealt with the problems facing the state's 14 communi-

ty colleges as well as some of the 30
year-old system's many successes.
"The series was inforrnativ,
and comprehensive and employed ,
skillful blend of hard data with per
sonal stories," the judges for th,
contest said in a press release yes
terday. "Ms. Muhs is to be congrat
ulated for combining a reporter',
skepticism with compassion and ,
talent for asking the right ques

tions."
The AAUP is made up o
44.000 faculty members at college,
and universities around the coun
try.

